
Hello FutureLife, Date:  23th   August  2013

I am very concerned with what you write about your suggestion of a  “2 part Life”  - this is not true!

You must understand that God loves his creation and is not someone standing there watching to see if we misbehave so 
that he can smack us with a big stick.  I could not love a god like that but because I know he is forgiving merciful,  and 
desperately loves mankind I worship Him.  And because I worship Him I find I naturally want to live the lifestyle He has 
ordained for me.

At the start of the 1000 years Satan is bound and the first-Fruits/saints are raised from the dead to live and reign with 
Christ during the 1000 years.  The rest of the dead are not resurrected until the end of the 1000 years.
Therefore,  they will not be allowed a second chance to learn righteousness during the millennium – they will not be 
there!!!   If you read from Rev.20v11–15 you will notice that the dead from the earth and sea are raised but  only for 
judgement – and if their names are written in the Book of Life they are placed on His right side for life but if not on the left 
for the Lake of Fire.   The people who live during the millennium and whom Jesus and his saints rule over are those people 
who manage to survive the endtime time of trouble which is to come upon the earth.
They will have children and these people will live in a righteous kingdom, with Satan vanquished for a 1000 years. At the 
end of the 1000 Satan will be released to test these people who have not lived in a sinful world to see whether they choose 
Christ or Satan and we read that some will choose Satan and follow him to try and destroy the holy city but they shall be 
consumed by fire.  After this,  is the resurrection of the dead,  (those who have lived and died since Adam)  and when the 
judgement of everyone has taken place the new heavens and new earth will come  into being.  So people live once,  and are 
then judged at the end of the 1000 years – there is no  “2nd part to our lives”  - that is a fiction  (a teaching from those 
charlatan Christians!).
It worries me that you are putting this teaching out to an unsuspecting public.  You are putting out “old wine” erroneous at 
that – which you must have gained by people who had not the correct revelation themselves.
“It is given for a man once to die and then the judgement” (Heb.9v27),  The 2nd Death comes after a person has been 
judged and is thrown into the lake of fire. Not after he has been given a 2nd chance.

Now I know you state that we do not have all the same start in life but a poor person can behave honestly or dishonestly,  
as can a rich person.  All our MPs are rich but most of them are corrupt and unbelievers so their wealth will not help them 
on judgement day.  I believe people who have had wretched lives but lived kind lives will have their names written in the 
book of life.  I believe the saints in the first resurrection are those who received Christ while they were living on the earth.  
And for those persons who lived before Jesus died,  such as the Hebrew patriarchs who believed in God,  such as 
Abraham, David, etc.  they too will sit down at the marriage supper of the Lamb.  The bible says  “shall not the the God of 
the whole earth deal justly?”  I say yes,  so He is able to sort these things out.  He says: “Lean not on your own 
understanding but in all your ways acknowledge God …....”    I think you try to sort out too much yourself instead of 
leaving the things we cannot answer to Him.

I have come to the conclusion reading some of your material is pointless.  I know what I believe,  and your writing only 
confirms some of the things I believe or else is information which I have to reject as not being in keeping with my 
understanding of the bible so I do not gain anything from reading your works either one way or the other.

I really think you would take your website off the internet and go to a good church and get some good teaching!

“FutureLife’s”  reply:-

Firstly I do thank you for your letter – it is heart-felt and passionate.  I sincerely understand that you genuinely have 
affection for Yahweh – and must say so within your prayers to Him.   As you state you want to be a good person because 
He has given you the ability to come to know of Him.

While all the above is true – there is a much,  much greater depth to what is occurring on this planet of which I need to 
explain.  Because what you state is just so very superficial – and there is so very much more going on throughout society 
which is unsaid – being  “The Big Elephant in the room – about which no one really speaks”!   

But  “The Big Elephant”  being what must be spoken about is  “The New  Creature/Creation  within us that is 
to  precisely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire”  (Rom.8v19-21, 2Cor.5v17, Gal.6v15).

And this  “Big Elephant”  is slightly different depending upon which Epoch of “Israel” we are within – being three epochs:
(1) pre Christ  (The Jewish Nation),  
(2) post Christ  (The Christian Nation)  and  
(3) The Millennium  (The Resurrected World). 

What I am to write in the next some 38 pages is forceful because I must break through your natural defences that support 
your present reasoning,  so together we can speak about that  “Big Elephant”  for The Gospel Age to achieve  The Goal  in 
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absolutely fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire.  
Surely a person like you would like to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire –  if  you  truly  worship Him?

I repeat:  
What you are to read is challenging and penetrating – but it is done in true  agapao/{edifying love}  (noting that  
‘straightening out’  reasoning can be painful – people resist  “change”  –  “change”  is always unpleasant – it requires 
mental adjustment – being work in our brain to learn a  “new procedure”  -  being what The Bible tells us throughout).   
Where true  agape/{charity love}  is expressed by the freely giving of my time to carefully reason through your points 
given in your correspondence – of which I am truly grateful – because it gives a platform upon which to build further 
understanding unto thousands of other people who read this website,  so they too might personally gain new enlightenment 
when originally thinking in the same manner as you have so clearly expressed in your writings.

I have read your letter and just wondering where to start in untangling your thinking to be in line with  precisely  what The 
Bible tells us!   I shall be using many Bible citations within context by virtue of perhaps you might be unfamiliar with 
them as it seems to appear within your stated correspondence.

Firstly I think we can all agree that  “Christianity”  has been through many ideological changes through its some 2000 year 
history.  We have  (the more notorious examples)  Roman Catholic (old and new ‘doctrines’),  Church of England  (old and 
new ‘doctrines’),  Coptic,  Greek Orthodox,  Lutherans,  Calvinism,  to mention but a tiny fraction – and then within the 
last century  “Christianity”  has mushroomed into being perhaps some 42,000 schisms beholding to their  own  beliefs 
today  (as you state at the end of your letter:  “I know what I believe”  and  ‘you will not change me’).  

Hopefully we can start off together by agreeing:  These variations  have  occurred throughout history.
If you have studied the history of  “Christianity”  then you will realise that many facets of  “Christianity”  have been 
magnified according to the age which pulls  “Christianity”  into one direction or the other.   And with hindsight we realise 
that there were distortions that effectively corrupted the central core of taught  “Christianity”  allowing the leaders of  
“Religion”  to gain out of their devotees according to The Era within which The Distortion was introduced.
If you disagree with me,  then please do not switch-off from reading this,  but just do a little bit of homework yourself to 
validate from elsewhere what I state here.
If we can agree that  “Christianity”  has morphed throughout the ages – then why should it  not  have morphed now?

Please would you give me a  good reason  why it should be any different now?
So what do I mean?

In the last 50 or so years great emphasis has been placed on “love” and this aspect has thus pulled Christianity into that 
direction almost to such an extent – for us to believe that:   “Christians”  have a monopoly  of  “Love”.
But this is just not so  (at a simplistic level)  - please let me explain:-

Muslims speak of “love” with respect to Allah being one of his 99 qualities  (“Al Wadud”).   
They revere The Prophet Mohammed as being Allah's last messenger and sacrificed his life for The Cause.
The congregational members  are  taught to  “love one another”.
Hindus speak of “Love” being attributed to Brahman  (in his Creation – being The Creator).
They revere Krishna as the god Vishnu incarnate here upon The Earth intervening in The World for The Cause.
The congregational members  are  taught to  “love one another”.

And I could go on and on with  all  the various worldly religions – which are basically  'the same'  as  “Christianity”  on 
the surface,  having many customs and stories – with different names substituted and a spin placed upon what they did.
So the crux is this:-

What  truly  separates World Religion from  “Christianity”  as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders?
Quite simply:-

Nothing!
However we might ask the same question again:-

What  truly  separates World Religion from  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles?
Quite simply:-

Everything!
The point I am trying to make:  There is a huge gulf between  “Christianity”  now,  and  “1  st   Century   Christianity”!
But unless we deeply penetrate what is being spoken in The New Testament and understand The Motives of all The 
Individuals mentioned in The New Testament – then quite simply the  “1st Century Christianity”  – being what is  behind 
The Written Text is lost – being all the variations we witness within the constantly morphing worldly Christianity we have 
seen over the last some 2000 years.   And at the time of The 21st Century we are witnessing one such change – where  huge 
sections  of The Bible are ignored  (Rev.22v18-19)  –  just as they were in previous generations throughout the some 2000 
years of The Gospel Age to yield the respective perspective of  “Christianity”  distorted for that particular age.
This is  The  Real  Background  –  and we must not ignore this reasoning by just looking through very blinkered glasses!
Worldly Christianity is in a new phase of distortion – and that is where we enter the word:  “Love”.

Please meditate upon that word for a few minutes and determine what this word  really  means.
 

“LOVE”
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What does this word really mean to you,  to society itself,  and between the members of society?
Can you qualify it?
Can you quantify it?

Please note that I am fully aware of  all  the places in The Bible where the translated word  “love”  is used,  having 
produced a most faithful and transparent translation over two revisions,  together with the most exhaustive inter-verse 
commentary available for The World to use - ready for my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  to be compiled.
But the Crux is this:  

What does  “love”  really mean in relation to  (1) what is said,  (2) why it is said and  (3) what is done?
Incidentally – I have recently listened to a CD freely supplied by a person recommending that I should listen to a 
wonderful sermon on  “Love”  and what occurred in The Garden of Eden.  It lasted for about 40 minutes and given by the 
most endearing and eloquent spokesperson  (having a large Christian following and own personal Internet blog) – speaking 
perhaps  as might   a reporter  ,  stating merely what we could have read in The Bible – but with all the added sales patter!  
The only offering for our edification was the explaining of a  “Redeemer”  -  but I could have read that in a dictionary!   
But it oozed with repetitive  “Love”  to draw-in the congregation to enjoy what he was saying – especially when he kept 
saying:  They were The Ones  “loved” by God.  Being told they were the sons and daughters of God!  But we are told in 
The Bible that  only  Yahweh makes that decision  (Matt.20v23) – so how could he state it?   Likewise - just as The 
Pharisees thought of themselves (John.8v25-58).   But did anyone learn anything – being how to  personally  fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire – sadly,  absolutely not!   Nothing was given to instruct how  we personally  should become like the 
preacher  (perhaps not)  to become personally “The Ecclesia” – nor giving us The Solid Bedrock (Matt.7v24-27)  to clearly 
understand Yahweh's Methodology to bring about The Salvation of Mankind – to educate those persons outside that 
grouping  (Heb.5v12-14).  And had numerous errors – particularly when speaking about The Book of Laminations 
referring to the time when The Jews were slaves under The Egyptians when actually they were slaves to The Babylonians.  
I could go on – but I felt myself whelming up with righteous anger inasmuch what was said had been given in such a  
seductive manner  to self-indulge the listeners (2Tim.4v3-4) -  but left me entirely empty because I could see right through 
it,  being utterly weak in its exegesis and having technical errors within it – where also it could have been equally given by 
an Imam teaching about Allah in The Garden of Eden – or if simplified,  change a few names and a nation,  then perhaps it 
could have been read out of the Vedas endorsing Brahman as The Creator.
However the congregational members enjoyed having their ears flattered – it gave them good entertainment!

But after that digression,  then let us now begin to understand what  “Love”  really  means:-
Love = An innermost feeling of affection or personal attachment.

The English reader can easily become confused when the word ‘love’ is used because The Greek has four variations of the word ‘Love’ and 
worst still,  false religious leaders mix all forms together in their speeches to justify their Machiavellian activity behind a polished façade.
The four types are:-

1.   The  principled  affection that Yahweh and His son,  Jesus has for us and reciprocated love from us back to Them.
2.   A kind, mutual supportive help towards our neighbour.
3.   ‘The close,  very deep and warm mutual affection between family members  (fleshly or spiritual).
4.   A passionate, erotic,  sexual affection  for the opposite sex designed in specifically for procreation.

1.  ‘Agapao’  (StrongsTM = 25)  being  ‘love by principal  to derive the best for all entities within a society’ = The Principal/Law was shown by 
Yahweh and JCg to all of us from the beginning that must be  instilled/followed  between all members within a successful future society.
The  “best for all in society”  is that  “the members’ know-of”,  and are personally instructed in how they are each to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire – 
this is the point I extensively make on this website – because it is just so important.  Thus to “agapao” love someone means that we actively  
preach/teach  individuals what  is  Yahweh’s Desire and that they are to fulfil it  (appropriate to The Epoch).  In this manner you edify the 
individual’s mind so that they too might imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thus they  then  become part of our 40, 60 and 100 fold yield by 
dying to The World of self-indulgence.  Please see  “Yahweh’s Desire”  in glossary – because sadly worldly Christian leaders do  NOT  fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire only because they do not know what it is – and thus by default,  worldly and iniquitous Christian Leaders fulfil Satan’s 
Desire – please see  “Satan’s Desire”  in glossary to understand precisely what is occurring at this momentous time in the last 6000 years,  
only second to JC’s ministry.
A subdivision of this being Agape  (StrongsTM = 26)  meaning benevolence being what we would term  ‘charity love’  where we help each 
other and support our deserving neighbour as we are best able – again a variation of edifying our neighbour but more in the physical sense.
Thus Agapao is for the mind, and Agape is for the body – I explain this at Rom.13v8-10 where both are used in close proximity.
2.  ‘Phileo’ (StrongsTM = 5368) from Philos (StrongsTM = 5384) being the very  close warm affection  that deep friendship would have between 
each other – being  very close  neighbours.  Thus this term is used between those outside a family having this uniting friendship – very much 
like the friendship between (future king) David (Son of Jesse) and Jonathan (King Saul’s son) in The Old Testament (1Sam.18v1-4).
3.  ‘Storge’ being a “natural affection” that will bind and hold a family together – perhaps likened to the maxim: “Blood is thicker than water”. 
Actually this word does not exist in its base form in The New Testament but rather has modifiers bolted upon it for example;  astorgos 
(StrongsTM = 794) = “without  natural affection” (2Tim.3v3)  that we see today.  Another example would be philostorgos (StrongsTM = 5387) = 
“kindly affection” (Rom.12v10)  that Paul is exhorting to occur within The Brethren (as an intimate family).
4.  ‘Eros’ being a sensuous erotic love that is  utterly self-centred  and carried out for self-gratification  (thus fleshly and of the world – heavily 
exploited by Satan within his operations of the world).

For this reason ‘Eros’ is not used in The Bible scriptures for a TC to operate under.
But we hear preached by worldly Christian leaders the following:-

1.    “We must ‘love’ all humans irrespective of what they do.” – But which love do they mean?
2.   “I ‘love’ my same sex partner, and being ‘love’ it is OK with ‘god’!” – But which love (and ‘god’) do they mean? 
3.   “I ‘love’ my country.” – But which love do they mean – and to the exclusion of what love?

And there are many,  many more examples I could give for the reader to ponder and reason upon.
My point is to draw the reader’s attention to what The Bible is  really telling us,  rather than what false religious leaders may be preaching to 
us out of any worldly religion.
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Now naturally,  we would state:  
“Love”  being The One Ideal version is  “Agapao”  (operating in the mind)  yielding  “Agape”  (in works).

And Yes – I would agree with you – but what does this  really mean  in practice?

At this point I want to take a break,  and move off onto another subject and then bring it back to “Agapao”  later.
We  (as The Human Species)  are overwhelmed by “Religion” -  and the protagonists are  all  teaching:-

(1)  Essentially the same thing,  and yet
(2)  They are all different!

What do I mean?
They have  (1)  key  'supernatural'  entities of which we cannot physically grasp – but yet we can communicate with them 
in  (2) some fashion or other  (through  The  ['required']  Purveyors  =  the leaders of  “Religion”).
There are  (1) all manner of customs – being things we  ‘must do’  –  to appear favourable to these entities  and yet  (2) 
what we  ‘must do’  (in customs)   is different.
They have  (1) influences upon us – (2) in differing ways.
And I could go on …............. !
So we should ask the following question:-

Why is  my  specific  “belief” (religion)  any better than some other person's  “belief” (religion)?
What makes  my  religion  any more viable  than my neighbour's religion?

A simple answer:   Mine is right and theirs is wrong – is a nonsense retort!
Thus we must ask:-

How is any person able to  substantiate their religion by    strength of argument    over another person's religion?
Just repeating a few  'stories'  – like a reporter might of an incident  (often,  by my experience  [of newspapers],  it is 
invariably inaccurate)  is  not  substantiating anything – it is merely repeating  hearsay  thereby creating nothing more 
than perhaps  unsubstantiated myth  (as given in in the manner of the earlier CD sermon example).

We now reach an impasse – all subsets of  “Religion”  equally blackened on the rational front!
How would you personally move forward  “Christianity”  in the light of  “agapao/{edifying love}”?   
Being supposedly to edify our neighbour  (and thereby fulfilling The Almighty God’s Desire)?

Which must be the point of our existence – to fulfil The Almighty God’s Desire - rather than our own desire?
- Where in all religions we are taught to be the slave to The Almighty God  (being an interesting concept when 

we carefully examine our leaders of “Religion” and what they do)!
Just repeating  “stories”  out of The Bible in the same manner as do our  worldly Christian leaders – could be equally 
countered by  “stories”  out of The Qur’an – our perhaps  “stories”  out of The Vedas,  and suchlike in  all  the other 
religious  'holy books'  scattered around The World!

Therefore again,  we reach another impasse!
What would be  your  next move?

Give up and  'write-off'  the recipient individual as being:  ‘stupid’?
How is this  “agapao/{edifying love}  our neighbour”  –  especially if we are supposed to have  'the correct ideology'!

How are we,  as individuals,  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire if we cannot communicate The Bedrock  (Matt.7v24-25)?
How can we fulfil Yahweh's Desire if what we say can be seen as having holes in its exegesis,  like a colander?   
Who is  “stupid”  –  (1) the recipient or  (2) the supposed teacher?    (Noting how Paul, behaved at 1Cor.9v19-23).
How will Yahweh view us, as individuals,  in His Judgement of representing His Interests in fulfilling His Desire?
And:-   Do we actually know of what The Almighty God's  (Yahweh's)  Desire might be?

At this point,  what must we do?
We must go deeper into The Knowledge – and that is where JC and Paul can draw  deep  into The Sub-Structure.
Luke.2v46-47 – and obviously it did not stop there!   Also Paul Acts.22v3, 26v3-6  had great understanding of The 
Scriptures – of which Timothy being the next generation of apostles was commended by Paul at 2Tim.3v14-17.

What does this tell us?   What does The Bible tell us?
Let us see!   
Here are a few more citations:  Luke.22v36,  2Cor.10v4,  Eph.6v14-17, etc - where we understand that these weapons are 
The Weapons supplied by Yahweh through JC as The Word of God (Rev.19v13) – who personally came upon  'The Word 
of God'  as supplied by The Prophets in their prophesy to yield JC at the appointed time for The 1st  Advent,  being an 
important analogy for later use.
In Yahweh’s Omniscience,  He wrote down through His faithful scribes  (the Prophets and 1st century apostles)  a most 
wonderful structure of prophecies and allegories that operated like a network mesh throughout the Millennia to explain 
how He was to Righteously bring about The Salvation of Mankind over 3 Epochs of  “Israel”  (= “Persevere with 
Subjector/God” – see later).  JC learnt The Old Testament,  and he thoroughly knew it – and he was able to thoroughly 
explain how this network mesh operated  (Mark.1v22)  and thereby in so doing,  he carefully explained  how  Yahweh's 
Plan was working through The Prophets and  how  it linked-in with The Future Millennium.  He also explained how they,  
the recipients,  were to be involved in this and  how  “Yahweh Saved” (= “Jesus”)  through The Office of Appointment 
being  “The Anointed”  (= “Christ”)  by Yahweh through the 3 Epochs of  “Israel”  is to make all this possible.  This is why 
all the people flocked to him – to listen how The Religion  “Judaism”  was being  expanded out   into The   New   Faith    being 
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“1  st   Century   Christianity”  in a manner that the Scribes and Pharisees could never do – because quite simply they were  
not  interested in pulling all this knowledge together  (as I explain later),  and to carefully expound  how  The Knowledge 
given to the 1st Epoch  “Israel”  (= Jews)  was to yield Yahweh's Plan for Mankind's Salvation to separate it from all the 
other religions at the time in the area  (some examples:  Greek and then Roman Gods,  Hindu and Zoroastrianism).   We 
know that Jerusalem was a mix of cultures else why write  “Jesus the Nazarene, The King of The Jews”  in three languages 
(John.19v20)  and thus we can reason that a various mix of religions would be circulating within the populace at the time.  
Yahweh's True Representatives are prepared to accurately represent Yahweh's Interests – and because of this,  they  truly  
bring  Glory/Honour/Dignity  within the mind of The Recipient  to Yahweh – and  not  to themselves.   Because The Plan 
and how it operates is  focussed entirely on Yahweh  and  not The Slave,  being merely the  “messenger/{Bringer of 
Tidings}”  (= “angel”).  Thus it is Yahweh Who receives genuine praise by the recipient  and  not  the messenger – because 
all this knowledge is opened up within The Mind of The Recipient who is now building up  Real Faith  built upon a solid 
rock mass within their mind – that separates  “1st Century Christianity”  from “Religion” (= everything built upon 
unsubstantiated and  unreasoned/unquestioned  recorded hearsay).  

It is very important to precisely understand the contents within the above paragraph because it helps us later to 
recognise the motive behind what is given out to The World by some very eloquent “messengers”.

Now The Apostles having JC as their immediate teacher would have been taught the critical and key areas of The Old 
Testament being the allegories and prophecies which create The Network Mesh upon which Yahweh's Plan was being 
meticulously built  (Acts.4v13),  and they too could explain this  (hence the Paul's comment to Timothy 2Tim3v14-17)  
and thus Paul with his understanding of The Tanakh could teach in the same manner as JC and The Original '12'  (noting 
that Paul was to  replace  Judas  [and Matthias])  when he understood what was to occur – hence his cryptic comment at 
2Cor.12v1-3 (see my local commentaries that thoroughly explain this).  Hence Peter's interesting comment at 2Pet.3v15-16 
noting very carefully Peter's end comment which is very telling – being precisely what is occurring today  (when it has 
been through The Mincer of Rev.22v18-19  within the mind of our worldly Christian leaders).  Of which I show  100s  of 
errors being taught by people like The Scribes and Pharisees within my commentaries  (and as I am also to show here 
within these writings),  being people who personally claim to come in Yahweh's Name or JC's Name,  and yet they bring  
dishonour/ignominy  to Yahweh within a  Sane/Reasoning  mind  (Titus.2v2-8)  when examining  their supposed  ‘take’  of 
The Scriptures taught,  if compared with Yahweh's most wonderful plan for Human Salvation carefully explained.
But all these  worldly Christian leaders are  'competently'  able to state:  “God is love”,  just as The Muslims state of Allah 
and likewise The Hindus state of Brahman – just as The Pharisees no doubt equally stated to their congregations about 
Yahweh.  And what did JC say about them  (Matt. chapter 23)!

So we might ask  (based upon this afore reasoning):-
Who really  agapao/{edifying loves}  Yahweh out of all these groupings?

And thus we understand that these people who supposedly come in Yahweh's Name or JC's Name do  NOT  come in 
Yahweh's or JC's Character or Authority because they do  not  have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  
which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”) 
where we must realise that it is  only  by thinking in the  one/same  manner as Yahweh  (that is by viewing the holistic 
activities of mankind on this planet)  that we then gain the HS – it is  not  by viewing worldly activity from worldly eyes!
And this can only occur by absolutely imbuing ALL The Word of God and  not  censored ‘bits of it’, noting Rev.22v18-19.

So where am I going in this reasoning?
The Crux of this is the following:-
If  Yahweh exists,  and  is  Truly All Powerful,  then  likewise  is  His Word of God as contained in His Reference Manual.
And we must be in the position where we are to  accurately  know this and be competently able to use His Word like the 
sword in battle to give substantive argument to The World  (Heb.5v12-14)   through  solid exegesis  so that we  are  able to 
quench and squash worldly religious manuals by  The Power of The Word of God  (Eph.6v17)  which is able to show 
Yahweh's position of  Glory/Honour/Dignity  as being so far above what Satan is able to deliver through his innumerable 
manuals throughout  “Religion”.

Can you,  The Reader,  do this?
Can our  worldly Christian leaders do this?

So we might ask:-
If not,  then  why  not?

And:-
If not,  then how are we able to competently represent Yahweh in the same manner as Paul exhorted us to imitate 
him as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, Phil.3v17, etc)?
How would Yahweh desire to be represented within a wicked world that by needs,  must to be converted to His 
Methodology,  for its members to ultimately have everlasting life?   Just saying  “Love”  will  not  do this!
Would He desire a person who:-
       (1) Makes Yahweh appear to be  honourable/dignified  within a recipient's mind to bring them into The Fold?
       (2) Makes Yahweh appear to be  ridiculous/silly  within a recipient's mind to push them away from The Fold?
The answer is obvious!
But  what do we witness within The World?

Surely you – The Reader can carefully assay (1Thes.5v21)  what occurs within Christendom where  (1) virtually 
everything stated has huge holes within its exegesis – (2) rampant hypocrisy –  (3) trickery and machinations practised 
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throughout!
How does this bring  glory/honour/dignity  within a  sane/reasoning  mind   (1Thes.5v6, Titus.2v2-8)?

But what about  “The Depth”  -  being The Substance of what makes  “1st Century Christianity”  just so much superior to 
“Religion”  (as The Mother we are instructed to leave [Rev.18v4])  and its subset daughter  “worldly Christianity”  of the 
same spiritual DNA operating within its leaders  (Matt.7v15-22)?

And how can we personally be that individual who Yahweh desires to represent Him?
And why does He desire this from us?
Does the reader know why – from The Scriptures being The Word of God – as taught by JC and The Apostles?

Perhaps let us go through a few citations from just  one  gospel:-
An exhortation:-

Matt.20v1-12,  25v15-20, 
Contrasts between groupings:-

Matt.21v28-31,  22v1-10,  25v1-12,  
Condemnations of one grouping:-

Matt.21v19-20,  22v11-13
Does the reader understand  precisely  what these citations  really    mean  ?

Especially when considered in harmony with what we are told throughout The Whole Bible.
Rather than what we are told by our  worldly Christian leaders  (who on past performance do  not  agapao us)!
Please read my in depth inter-verse commentaries to these citations as given on  “FutureLife.Org”.

So we have our  worldly Christian leaders teaching us about  “love”  in precisely the same manner as do leaders generally 
throughout  “Religion”  and yet when it comes to The Salvation of Mankind – about which all these citations teach us,  but 
yet they  never  teach us about these citations and how The Salvation of Mankind  is  to  really occur with all the 
supportive substructure of both these citations of  (1) The New Testament and what is within  (2) The Old Testament that 
reinforces Yahweh’s Omniscience within a  sane/reasoning  mind that He really does have The Power/Capability  to:  

“Make become  who/what  He chooses to become”  =  “Yahweh”
This is what JC taught,  this is what The Apostles taught,  this is what TCs have taught and continue to teach during the last 
some 2000 years – and this is what I understand  “FutureLife.Org”  equally teaches.
So I must ask the question:-

Who really  agapao/{edifying loves}  who?
Do our  worldly Christian leaders really  agapao/{edifying love}  their congregations and The World at large if they:-
Do NOT:-

Precisely and righteously explain The Word of God to their congregations  in its entirety.
Teach The Word of God with  all its support structure  to make it stand out as being  so much superior  than all the 
‘reference master books’  of “Religion” collectively put together!

And yet:-
They keep speaking about  “love”  - but why?
What do their congregations really gain of substance from this teaching about  “love”?

It makes them feel good – but for what reason?
Is it to edify:-

Yahweh  (how)?
Jesus Christ  (how)?
The World  (how)?
Themselves  as The Leaders  (how)?
Themselves  as The Congregations  (how)?

Is the reader able to answer these questions?
Upon what basis and raw material are they able to correctly call upon,  to accurately answer these questions?
All I am trying to do is:-

Get the reader to  personally  think and carefully  reason/examine  and search  (Matt.7v7, Luke.11v9).

And further,  my point is:  Beware of the  utter    LACK    of precision    in what is generally taught!  (1Thes.2v3, etc)
Get underneath what is taught and go back to The Bible by using a transparent and  accurate  translation.

How does  “inaccuracy”  concord with The Perfection that best describes Yahweh,  at which point we might add another 
quality absolutely ignored by worldly Christian leaders in their exegesis is  “Righteousness”  when witnessing their efforts 
in their sermons – of which I must rewrite for them,  and issue Corrective Action Reports as might any competent Auditor!

And this is a good point to return back to  “agapao”.
How is  “agapao” and “righteousness”  to come together – in Yahweh's Plan  (as explained on “FutureLife.Org”).
How is  “love” and “righteousness”  to come together – in the mind of  worldly Christian leaders?

It is utterly incumbent upon The Reader to fully  assay/test/prove  what is being stated here – because it substantiates 
Yahweh’s Wholesome Central Position within our mind – and thus becomes The Driver to ensure that we  never  desire to 
leave  (come what may)  what Yahweh  “makes become to be within The Environment”.  And it is  all this  that becomes 
The Basis to yield the  “HS”  within fully compliant individuals as correctly explained on  “FutureLife.Org”  where the 
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composite definition of the  “HS”  is best given as:-
1. Spirit/Personality/Desires/Traits  which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}.
2. Yahweh’s Desire made manifest within The Environment.

It is absolutely not  as our errant worldly (and worse, charlatan)  Christian leaders tell us (for their own indulgent reasons)!
I invite the reader to disagree with the composite definition given above by using suitable citations to support a different 
definition.  However over my study of The New Testament over the last some 15 years  (4+ hours a day  outside  a 9 hour 
secular work)  then I can produce perhaps at least 100 citations to support that given composite definition – especially 
using the few examples that Trinity protagonists errantly deem as supportive,  which when correctly explained  (rather than 
being twisted)  precisely support the composite definition given above!
And this I will do in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  that will allow the reader to quickly step through all the 
citations – together with my in-depth inter-verse commentaries that will  once and for    all    time    quash the worldly Trinity 
myth that yields confusion – where Yahweh is  not  a God of confusion  (1Cor.14v33)  nor mystery!   

It is my aim that this work will yield  The Indisputable Master Reference Document  for The World to use.
And before I leave this section just one more question:-

What answer do we get from a worldly Christian when we ask:  What is The Gospel?
The usual response is:-

“JC died for us!”
And I return:-

“Yes! - We know that – but what does  “The  Gospel”  (= The Good News)  really mean?”
And the usual response to that question – is a blank face!
This is utterly appalling!

And yet that is the result of our utterly useless and delinquent  worldly  Christian leaders!
Do Christians of The World know anything else – being The Real Gospel about what JC and The Apostles taught?

It is absolutely not: 
“JC died for us!”
Why?  

Because that is  only  an  infinitesimal  part of The Real Gospel – but yet a very important part!
I ask the reader:-

What was JC speaking for the first 3 years of his 3.5 year ministry?
It most certainly was  not  about his death – because JC only brought this subject up on his  final return  to Jerusalem!  
And when he brought this subject up in conversation  (Matt.16v21-23, Luke.18v31+)  – it stunned his disciples!  

So obviously he had  never  mentioned it in the first 3 years of his ministry!
So I must ask the reader again:-

About what was JC speaking – when teaching:  “The (Real) Gospel”?
Does the reader know about what JC spoke – perhaps 8 hours a day,  365 days a year,  for 3 years?
Because it certainly was  not  about his death!

So can I ask the reader again:-
What have our worldly Christian leaders been teaching us about The Real Gospel – if they supposedly  “love” us?

Might it just be:-
They are not given to know  (Matt.13v11-13)?
Perhaps they just do not care to find out – not interested to seek and search The Scriptures to discover The Truth?
Is this Real “Love”?    To Yahweh,  or to those persons who are sincerely trying to get to Yahweh  (Matt.23v13)?

The answer is obviously -  No!
They are a rebellious and ultimately self-seeking – having precisely the same mindset as The Pharisees before 
them!   But they put on the most wonderful façade for public consumption  (Matt.23v27-32)  for a worldly return!

It is utterly appalling!   And absolutely hypocritical  (Matt.6v2-5, Luke.11v44, 12v1).
JC started his ministry to teach of:  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  (Luke.4v16-19).

While all this is utterly  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders  (because they  never  explain it – else if they do 
know,  and remain silent – then they stand doubly accused)  it is really quite simple:-

JC came to teach about  “The Growth of Human Individual upon The Word of God”.
Where  “The Year”  starts in Winter when we live in The World having no knowledge of The Word of God.  Then the year 
progresses to become:  The Growth of humans from The Seed  (of The Word of God)  planted in Spring,  after 
germination underground represented by the 1st part of our physical life away from the sunlight for a nominal 70 years.  
Then in the 2nd part of our physical life  (resurrection into The Millennium)  we are  ‘the plant’  growing above ground and 
the plant  (from the seed of God’s Word)  is now basking in The Sunlight of The Specific God (1Cor.3v6)  to  hasten its 
growth  in Summer for much of its growth in about 1000 years of The Millennium being taught The Word of God by the  
kings/priests  (= 144000 TCs).  And finally it is The Plant’s  assay/testing/proving  at The Harvest in the Autumn,  if  
being acceptable to enter Yahweh’s granary in the Autumn at the final assay at the end of The Millennium  (Rev.20v7+ for 
about 3.5 years). 
All as JC  told us  in Matt.13v24-30 and elsewhere  (please see my local commentaries).
And  “The Year”  is  “Acceptable”  to Yahweh because it is  The Most   Righteous   Route to assay humans unto perfection  .
JC explained how this was to occur, being:  “The Remnant  taken out of Israel to return back to The Lord” (Isa.10v20-22) 
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over  the   3   Epochs of “Israel  ”  (noting Jer.31v31-34 speaking of The New Covenant for The Christian Nation of “Israel”)  
being:   

(1) pre 1st Advent of JC to yield The Prophets to  yield JC’s 1  st   Advent  ,   
(2) post 1st Advent of JC to yield The 144000 TCs to yield JCg’s 2  nd   Advent   (1st Resurrection for the Sons of God)

And finally  
(3) The Millennium of  “The Great Sabbath”  “made for man”  under  “The Lord of The Sabbath”  Day 
(Mark.2v27-28, 2Pet.3v8)  where Yahweh will finally achieve The 3rd Remnant that returns to The Lord out of 
The 3rd Epoch Israel  (being The Resurrected World separated into the two groupings – after being taught 
righteousness for 1000 years by those individuals  proven to be perfected  as  “The Early Adopters”  (Prophets 
and 144000 TCs – being the  two  flocks of JC  as accurately representing The Word of God – John.10v16).

This is  The Real Gospel  that JC was teaching as 1st Century Christianity!
Worldly Christian leaders refuse to accept it because they  cannot  get any worldly return from teaching it!
Their congregations do not accept it because it is  not  what their worldly Christian leaders teach them!

And thus as Paul tells us at Rom.16-17-18  this very same thing because he could see starting to occur then  (Gal.1v6-8, 
3v1) – just as The Apostle John saw likewise (at 1John.2v18 [originally being part of the TCs v19],  4v1-3,  3John.9-10)  
occurring in the fledgling congregations – and they were both warning of this to become more manifest in The Future  (= 
The Gospel Age of some 2000 years)!
So we realise that this  “1st Century Christianity”  would    morph    into something acceptable for  worldly Christian leaders 
to make  ‘a nice little earner’  (money/power/influence/leverage/pension/glory/prestige/sex/{or whatever worldly})  as do 
all  (being as inclusive as JC made it to the “Pharisees”,  and John to “The Jews” in his Gospel)  leaders of  “Religion”  and 
yet 1st Century Christianity as taught by JC is supported by 100’s upon 100’s of Old and New Testament citations – of 
which ultimately,  my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will reveal to The World;  – to utterly bypass The Nonsense 
Exegesis spoken by  worldly Christian leaders!
It was these 100’s of citations that JC was explaining in his teachings  (Mark.1v22)  and the public loved it,  and the 
Leaders of “Religion”  detested it – because  it   nullified   their position in society    – effectively they were shown as to be 
absolutely  redundant  to Yahweh’s Plan,  if He was  only  drawing out by  election/selection  “The Early Adopters”  
(Prophets and TCs)  who precisely fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire  without  Hypocrisy!   The leaders of  “Religion”  by contrast, 
were shown to be merely parasites living on  ‘the back of society’  –  offering  nothing  to The Salvation of Mankind – 
because Yahweh was  working   outside   them  ,  through His 3 part plan of  “Israel”  and for this reason they wanted to 
remove all trace of 1st Century Christianity (John.11v47-53).   And that is  precisely why  (being The Driver of these 
person climbing into power)  after the 1st century  (when The Custodians [Apostles] of The 1st Century Christianity had 
died) – then it was  'essential'  for worldly gain to have  “1st Century Christianity”  morph  into The Worldly Christianity 
that we have today into  “The Acceptable Face of Christianity”  (that was then to become a subset of  “Religion”  as The 
Book of Revelations precisely tells us)!   
All as  defined by leaders of “Religion”  having  a common objective  (driven by their  spirit/personality/desire/traits 
[2Tim.3v5]  of the world [Eph.2v2, 1John.5v19])  –  being  for all the many worldly reasons  (Matt.6v24, 22v21)  -  same 
mindset,  but different  names/faces  throughout The Generations filling those respective positions as they appear within 
The Worldly Religious Edifices!
And yet interestingly,  this does  not  nullify Yahweh’s Plan –  but the very opposite  – because it is those very specific 
persons becoming martyrs  “For The Cause”  perhaps like William Tyndale,  who personally strived to fulfil Yahweh’s 
Desire that enabled them to be  elected/selected  by Yahweh from out of  ‘The Pool of Christians at large’  to be part of  
“The (2nd) Remnant  (of the 2nd Epoch)  of Israel that returns to The Lord”  (Isa.10v20-22)  just as JC tells us at 
Matt.20v16,  22v14,  being:-  
     “Many are  called/invited  (to become Christians),  but few  (TCs)  are  elected/selected  (to become sons of God)”.

And you speak about  “love”!
Who  really  “loves”  who?

The many who hide 1st Century Christianity behind the mask of worldly Christianity that has persecuted martyrs?
Or those few individuals who actively teach 1st Century Christianity for absolutely no  worldly return,  but abuse?

May I ask  The Reader:-
Which group  would Yahweh  “  agapao/{edifying love}”  ?

And aside on  “The 144000”  (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4 to mean specifically a number and not a allegoric number as we are 
errantly taught by our worldly Christian leaders – for their self-indulgent worldly reasons).
It is important for the reader to understand at Gen.37v5-11 and later Gen.40v5-23, 41v1-32,  when Joseph explains the 
Butler's,  Baker's and The Pharaoh's Dreams  (and likewise in the book of Daniel)  all being prophecies  that  “The 
Numbers”  are  not  allegories  (hence 144000  is  a literal number of TCs)  and it is  only  the nouns that become 
allegories  -  thus it is “The Numbers”  which become The Links that join the allegoric nouns together.   And it is this 
methodology that must be used when interpreting The Book of Revelations as I have done within my commentaries.   This 
universal  understanding immediately destroys the mythical interpretation our worldly Christian leaders self-indulgently 
place upon the 144000 (Rev.7v4-8, 14v1-4)  where they ignore Bible instruction for their own worldly  gain/justification.

Let me now move onto the second line in your letter  (at this rate I could make this reply a 200 page book)!
What do you mean by:  “God loves his Creation”?
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The technical inaccuracies of that statement should not be ignored,  because just as it stands creates  many unrighteous 
inconsistencies  within standard  worldly Christianity which is perhaps what our intelligent Religious Leaders recognise, 
but do not care to resolve within their own mind  (not caring “to seek and find”)  – hence they acquiesce to  sub  standard    
exegesis  (effectively nullifying its power within their mind [2Tim.3v5]).
But to The Contrary,  I cannot leave inconsistencies to go unchallenged – I must have a  perfectly logical and righteous  
understanding of  Information/Knowledge  and it is to this end that I am able to thoroughly substantiate elsewhere through 
very detailed exegesis  (with all the supportive citations to be given in my “Concordance of Topics”)  the following:-

It was actually  JCg who created us  (John.1v1-3)  using his Father’s HS  (noting its correct composite definition).
Yahweh  created JCg  (and other sons of God – Job.1v8-12, etc)  and The Laws of Nature.
JCg  used The Laws of Nature  (created by his Father)  to create DNA and then ultimately the pinnacle of JCg’s creation  
(“Kosmos” StrongsTM = 2889 = World/Adornment/Decoration = The “LIFE” on this planet),  JCg created us in his,  and 
Father’s  image to mean that we have  “cognitive powers and empathy between species and thus able to recognise deities”.
All this is absolutely  unintelligible  to our  worldly Christian leaders for two reasons:-

1. They do not care – else they would do something about their  “choosing not to know”  (StrongsTM = 50)!  
Because:-

2. They  ‘worldly gain’  more out of their congregational members by keeping them in  “Darkness” and “Mystery”!
And be tossing out titbits,  tantalising seductive lures – just as The Rich Man did to Lazarus  (Luke.16v19-21+).
JC brought The Light to The World  (to expose deviant behaviour – and the works that humans like to keep hidden in the 
dark),  and certain individuals throughout The Gospel Age shine this light (= “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “Knowledge”  to 
open our minds to deviancy)  out into The World so that there is  progressively  no  darkness and mystery!   
They become The Martyrs for The Cause!
And again:-

What do you mean by the word:  “Love”?
I have written over eight pages to give some personal motivation to think about what it really means:-
Essentially there are  two  definitions for  “Love”  here:-

1. The Worldly Definition!
2. Yahweh’s Definition!

The first definition is actually  self-indulgent  (hence worldly),  while the second is  edifying  (sourced by Yahweh)!
Where I presume by what you said alongside your statement shows that perhaps you have chosen to understand the word  
“Love”  in the worldly self-indulgent manner – and  not  in the manner that Yahweh would like us to understand   “Love” 
for  the future well-being of society!

And this is The Problem – being  The Twist  that  worldly Christian leaders insidiously  “slide-in alongside”   
'their gospel'  rather than The Real Gospel of the  “Christ/Anointed”  (Gal.1v6-8).

So I must ask The Obvious Question:-
What do I mean?
How can there be a  “worldly definition”  and  “Yahweh’s definition”  for the  ‘same’  word:  “Love”.

The point behind this is all about  “motive”  and  “outcome”!
And it is getting  behind  these two words that exposes  the difference  between  Worldly  “Love”  and  Yahweh’s  “Love”.
Before we continue – can I throw in something for our mind to reason upon as we work through the exegesis:-
Let me ask a very revealing question to help us explain The Difference between the  'two'  words we call:  “Love” - 

“Motive and Outcome”:-:
What does Yahweh ultimately want out of humanity – for The Eternity?

Carefully consider this before we move on together – because  it is utterly crucial  to unpick:  “The Difference”!
And what do humans want?

Actually it depends upon who we are,  and where we are in the  'pecking order'  within society  (as we witness)!
Where what defines us as individuals  (being our  spirit/personality/desires/traits)  takes us,  to where we end up in society! 

And this then becomes The Motive behind what we as individuals  do and say !
However what Yahweh Desires for each of us is absolutely common between all of us - being no differentiator.
The reader might ask:-

Where is this taking us?
It is absolutely crucial for the reader to understand this basis of  'human character'  that drives what we do and say.

Being what JC calls:  The Fruit from The Tree (Matt.7v16-20).
It is important to realise that  “God loves his Creation” – is general statement and cannot be recklessly translated to imply:- 
‘God loves all individuals within his creation” – else this is fraudulent.  And sadly again,  worldly Christian leaders imply 
this falsity into their sermons – skew the sensibilities of their indulgent flock – because this is what  “The Flock”  want to 
hear as:  a justification for being a “Christian” – other than those people ‘outside’!   We are safe inside – they are outside – 
but we remember them in our Prayers:  “Yahweh,  You   do something    about them …………..”!   What utter insolence!

This is  not  what JC and The Apostles taught by both word and deed!
We read both in The Old and New Testaments that Yahweh detested many people  -  but  “Christians”  are so competently 
able to ignore those parts of The Bible as not being applicable to “us”!   My electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will list 
perhaps a hundred examples to counter the nonsense exegesis taught by  worldly Christian leaders on this subject.  And I 
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explain later,  precisely  why  they teach such inaccuracies – which sadly brings shame and disrepute within our tainted 
minds when trying to understand the route in Yahweh’s Plan to bring about The Salvation of Mankind.  
Also  worldly Christianity as taught by our leaders does  not  carefully explain the difference between JC and Yahweh – 
because in their  unrighteous doctrine they see  no  difference which nullifies The Whole Righteous Plan how Salvation 
righteously operates without yielding inconsistencies within the required supporting exegesis.
I do not wish to expand to another 100 pages here to be giving supportive minutia detail to explain how JCg was our 
creator and thus he becomes “the specific god” of his creation,  and Yahweh becomes The Specific God” of what He has 
created – being JCg and the future 144000 sons of God built upon The Word of God (= JC – Rev.19v13)  yielding a mind 
worthy to be accepted by The Adopting Father.  I do touch on this later  (but thoroughly explain all this in my 
commentaries appropriate to the applicable verses in The New Testament).
But importantly  “God loves his Creation”  noting how it operates at The Two Levels  (1) JC bringing out the successful 
people who ultimately imbue The Word of God over their 2 part physical life  (= the Remnant out of The Resurrected 
World).  (2) Yahweh bringing out the successful people who correctly imbue The Word of God  (to personally create a new 
Creature within – Gal.6v15)  during the 1st part of their physical life – thereby purifying the 2nd part of their spiritual life 
upon The Word of God (JC)  so that JC operates as a  presence/parousia  within them  (= The Remnant out of The 
Christian Nation).  Hence Paul’s warnings using the earlier Epoch to be mirrored in the 2nd Epoch of “Israel  (Christian 
Nation)  at Rom.10v17-21 –  precisely the same occurs today!   And JC said the same at Luke.4v23-27,  with the same 
reaction at v27+,  because the recipients choose not to reason as JC teaches us  (Matt.7v3-5, Luke.6v41-42).
The  common denominator  is that ultimately there  is  the  required internal Reform  which  must be made  within our  2  
part life  (because there is no 3 parts to our life – Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28, 2Pet.2v18-22, etc).  And those persons who have 
not made this required transformation over their 2 part life  (comprising of 2 part spiritual and 2 part physical)  are 
absolutely  not  part of The Creation being loved!   And by what we witness  certain  “Christians”  are part of that grouping 
who are  not  loved  (hence Matt.8v12, 22v13,  etc)  – because they have  not  internally grown that new creation within 
(Gal.6v15) – entirely built upon The (spiritual RNA) Word of God  (= JC who knocked at the door to our reasoning and 
sensibilities – Rev.3v20).   I carefully explain this much more thoroughly later when specifically answering your points.
You stated:-

“Someone there watching us ready to hit us with a big stick”
Can I draw your attention to some citations that you have clearly not digested  (within “His” people in four examples)!
Let me take three examples that spring to my mind from The Old Testament,  and two from The New Testament:-
Old Testament:-

Num.12v1-11,  16v1-49,  2Kings.5v27 (noting previous verses)
New Testament:-

Acts.5v1-11,  13v10-11
Noting that Yahweh is  not  changing – He is  The Same  in both The Old and New Testaments  Mal.3v6, James.1v17.

How do these five examples concord with what you have just told me?
I assume you have perhaps forgotten these examples?
Does this mean the methodology that you  'believe'  (within your mind)  may have come through Rev.22v18-19?

And Yes, – Yahweh does  “agapao”  those persons who  are  righteous to Yahweh:  
= Those specific persons being  Just/Equitable  to    His    requirements of them  (as individuals)  !

This is precisely what The Bible tells us throughout  (Rom.4v1-5,  Heb. chapter 11,  James.2v21-26,  as a few examples).
So what is occurring here from these contrasting examples?

Quite simply:
The people in the 1st section opposed Yahweh and thus His HS  (of the composite definition given earlier).
The people in the 2nd section worked with Yahweh and thus His HS  (of the composite definition given earlier).

Thus the people of the 2nd section fulfilled Yahweh's Desire to  'bring-on'  His Plan for Mankind's Salvation.
And  only  to  “bring-on”  His Plan for Mankind’s Salvation – and  not  some  ‘other plan’  for personal worldly gain!

Now we are coming to understand  “The Motive”  and  “The Outcome”.
I might ask:

How does what I state concord with what you said?
Surely The Crux must be:

We must know what Yahweh's Desire might be – so that we know what to fulfil – and thereby to be  “agapao”  by 
The Adopting Father because we  are  precisely imitating JC  (Luke.3v22, 9v35)  to become his  brothers/sisters  
as we are taught at Matt.12v48-50 – as selected by Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  to become future sons of God!

As precisely instructed by Paul at 1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc.
Do we ignore what The Bible tells us – or do we learn The Bible so that we  are  in The Position to understand precisely 
what Yahweh's Desire might be?   Being how He desires to  Righteously  bring about  The Salvation of Mankind.
Again we must ask ourselves:-

What would Yahweh desire of us?
I explained all this in pages 2 to 9  and need not repeat them verbatim here.
Thus Yahweh  desires  His  demonstrably  proven tools  (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3)  as  “The Early Adopters” to become the 
kings/priests (2Tim.4v6-8, 1Pet.2v9, 5v4, Rev.1v6, etc)  to bring about The Righteous Salvation of The Resurrected World.
Are you aware of the content within these citations – and if you are,  then how can you apply them within  your reasoning?
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We might ask of ourselves:
Do we  “choose to remain ignorant”  (StrongsTM = 50)  over what these citations  really  mean?
Are we prepared to open our mind to what is being righteously explained  from demonstrably   reliable   sources  ! – 
We must take care not to have our mind stolen,  thereby bewitching our reasoning faculties,  hence Paul's 
continual warnings (Gal.3v1, 1Thes.2v4-5)  and thus to be of sane/reasoning mind 1Thes.5v6,7, Titus 2v2-8, etc)!

We must understand Yahweh's  RIGHTEOUS  plan for  every     individual    on this planet    –  so that  no  intelligent 
reasoning entity in The Culmination into The Eternity can justifiably look back and righteously  ‘point a finger’  at Yahweh 
and state:-
You did not righteously give that  specific individual  an opportunity to be saved for an eternity – especially when You 
state that You desire the destruction of  no  human  (Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9)!   

See specifically why Yahweh states what He does at Rev.5v1-5,  He is challenging Satan:  ‘Make your claim’ – 
just as Satan made his claim against Job at Job.1v8-12, etc.

But it goes much beyond this:-
Every successful individual within the human species in The Culmination of The Eternity must be able to look 
back and personally recognise that perhaps some of their closest friends in the 1st part of their life were:-

“Righteously  annihilated” !   
These successful persons of the future age shall feel  no  antagonism for  the annihilation  of their former friends!

How  is  your  exegesis able to explain this  most difficult  of  all  conundrums?
I suggest virtually no human has even considered this  'backwards looking'  scenario!

Because this scenario  will  absolutely occur  – just as I write it down now for you to read!
And yet Yahweh in His Righteousness has foreseen all this and provided a route that  righteously  makes all this occur  (as 
originally started at the first prophesy in The Bible at Gen.3v15)  absolutely and so precisely explained as given on this 
website:  “FutureLife.Org”.
I challenge any human on this planet to contest,  –  and in the process replace it with something more righteous for  every 
individual who has existed on this planet over the last 6000 years.   A bold request,  and yet I state it with  no fear! 
For example those individuals who righteously must be given an opportunity to prove themselves righteous to Yahweh's 
Desire being:-

1.   Children who died before they could even make a conscious decision about “Religion”
2.   People with mental health problems – being unable to reason upon The Knowledge.
3.   Tribes of people in isolated areas of The World,  not physically positioned to receive The Word of God.
4.   Persons who have become intense atheists – because they have been sodomised by Christian leaders.
5.   All humans before The 1st Advent of JC – obviously not able to:  “Believe in JC”!

How does  your  “Religion”  righteously accommodate these people – especially when as you state:  
    They are to resurrected at the end of the 1000 years (so very much more later)  and judged immediately for life or death! 

Where,  as you state:    We are saved  only  if we have faith in JC  (and perhaps ignoring James.2v14-26)!
Can you not see how utterly  unrighteous is what you state!  

Have you  no  thought about these people as  individuals  – where these people are humans with  the    same    right to exist   
for an eternity – just as might you – where,  if you were born into their position,  then you would be precisely like them!   
And yet these persons as individuals – just as you could have been by accident of birth,  are being  ‘written-off’  to 
everlasting destruction  by yourself!

Can you not see this  “Religion”  of  yours  does  not  come from:  The Righteous God – Yahweh!
Noting again the citations at Eze.33v11,  2Pet.3v9, etc!
So from whom might this exegesis of yours and millions upon millions of other “Christians”  be coming,  if it is 
not  righteous as given in my two citations describing The Righteous Yahweh?
Are you really expressing  “Love”  to your fellow man – if you have just unrighteously annihilated them within 
your mind – from the errant exegesis operating within your mind?

What is the matter with your reasoning?
Start using your mind and imbue  precisely  what The Bible is telling us  (instead of  selective  bits)!

Do not just dismiss this as being Yahweh's Decision  (because firstly – it is not – but JC's and the 144000 TCs,  because of 
Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3, etc)  being merely you have disregarded this very important event which will occur.
And I repeat:-

Every successful individual within the human species in The Culmination of The Eternity must be able to look 
back and personally recognise that perhaps some of their closest friends in the 1st part of their life were:-

“Righteously  annihilated” !   
These successful persons of the future age shall feel  no  antagonism for  the annihilation  of their former friends!

You must rationalise within you mind,  the answers to these situations which  will  occur in The Most Righteous Manner.
Only then  are you  starting  to operate with the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  which is  holy/pure/{separate 
from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”).
And in this manner you are beginning to  “agapao”  your neighbour – in the precisely same manner as Yahweh agapao us!

This website  “FutureLife.Org”  fully explains all this in The Most Righteous Manner!
And in the process,  The Righteous Knowledge presented  -  utterly    condemns    “Religion  ”!

Where  “Religion”  is  anything other  than  “1st Century Christianity  (as taught by JC).”
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Can you see how all this is folding in within itself – to explain what  “agapao”  means  when viewed by Yahweh?
And it is Yahweh's  {edifying love}/agapao  that ultimately yields a perfect society where there is no more pain and 
suffering for what reason?   Because all the successful humans have utterly  reformed their mind upon The Word of God 
and made an  educated*  decision to become Christ-like – so that they can  then  be deemed entirely worthy to exist for an 
eternity in Yahweh's Environment - which encompasses The Universe.
*“Educated”  because:-

All  humans have had an opportunity to experience  “The Word of God” (= “JC”, Rev.19v13)  individually within 
their life that can  only  occur if they have 2 parts to their physical life.  Where all individuals have had the 1st part 
of their life in Satan's world  (of 6000 years – working/slaving  under  The 6 Day week of Satan)  and in this 
period of time they have experienced the pain and suffering – being the results of rampant exercised worldly 
methodology  (= to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt)  that shall ultimately bring down The World at The End 
of The Gospel Age – being  precisely what The Bible   tells   us    in  many  places. 
And then all humans shall have The Word of God  accurately  taught in a perfected society in The 7th Day – being 
The Sabbath Day made for man  (to purify man)  where  JC is The Lord of The Sabbath  (Mark.2v27-28). 
In that future  “Day of The Lord JCg”  (of 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8)  then  all  humans shall have the opportunity to 
truly:  “Believe in JC”  by having The Word of God operating within them.  Because they will witness  (by being 
part of,  and experiencing)  a perfect society operating within  “Paradise”  because its members operate according 
to Yahweh's Methodology  based upon  “agapao”  that yields  {charity love}/agape  in works  “to edify our 
neighbour to our own hurt”.

Thus when being educated within  both  societies – we  personally  have the opportunity to make an intelligent and 
personal decision  (not made for us by our ancestors [Adam/Eve])  at the end of The 1000 years based upon The Witnessed 
and Experienced Evidence – where reformed humans have been trying to help everyone else – including those persons 
who still rebel,  preferring their former lifestyle  “to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt”  (= Satan's sourced 
methodology)   just as we are told at Rev.22v15.   If these rebellious individuals being outside  “Jerusalem” (= outside 
Yahweh's City/Organisation and ruleship = “outlaws”)  have rejected everything,  being all the help to reform – then 
society will only be too pleased to see them go in The 2nd Death of annihilation.

Does this sound like righteous common-sense?
Can  your  reasoning of The Scriptures compete against mine in its righteousness?
Can you cite  “original” (much more later on Rev.20v5)  scripture to support your understanding?

What situation shows true  “agapao/{edifying love}”  where Yahweh desires all humans possible to be saved (2Pet.3v9),  
noting that Yahweh has no pleasure in the death of the wicked (Ez.33v11).
So that every opportunity has been explored with  every individual  to bring them back,  being Luke chapter 15 then 
operating at its 2nd level in The Millennium to all renegades – after its operating in its 1st level in The Gospel Age to 
charlatan Christian leaders  (all as I carefully explain elsewhere – see  “2 Part Life”  in glossary and my commentaries),  
having likewise rejected The Word of God when thoroughly exposed to it – thereby displaying their Iniquity.

How else can  “Righteousness”  operate?
Please will you send me future correspondence to  carefully explain  how your thinking is to  righteously operate?
Thereby enabling the process to untangle within your mind what The World has errantly previously taught you!

Especially when what you state does  not  concord with virtually anything The Bible tells us in its entirety,  as I presently 
show and  will  continue to show – as I untangle what you have told me in your correspondence!

Let me return to  “The Motive”  and  “The Outcome”.
Yahweh's  “Edifying Love” (= agapao)  “builds people up”  so that He might achieve a perfect society for us to exist within 
for an eternity.  Where a perfect society has  perfected members  within it driven by  The  Same/One  
spirit/personality/desires/traits  which operates within JC,  so that he was able  “to edify us to his own hurt”  and we do 
likewise to our neighbour.  That is how we obtain JC's presence/parousia  operating within us – because we have 
thoroughly imbued  “The Word of God”  (Rev.19v13)  and inculcated  “The Word of God”  into our  deportment/lifestyle.
In a future society where there is  no  fraud, pain, suffering, phish, scam, keys, locks, passwords, hunger, war, back-biting, 
whisperings, slander, lies, distortions, filth (physical and mental), etc.,  created by our    present    mind  .

That explains Yahweh's Motive  and also explains The Outcome where all entities operate in  “agapao”.
This is Yahweh's form of  “Love”  filling The Environment = The Universe into The Eternity.

Now let us consider  worldly  “Love”  being its Motive and Outcome as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders.
Where this  “love”  is  not  “edifying love”  driving our mind to yield  “agape/{charity love}”  “to edify our neighbour to 
our own hurt”  to ultimately yield a perfect society of The Future Millennium.   So it must be something else!
You told me:-

That Yahweh does not look over us with a big stick – and yet I have shown that He  does.
Also please would you look at  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  where we  also  read in  three  places that JCg will  equally  rule 
with a big stick – where in this instance it is a rod of iron – and  “smite The Nations”!

How does this concord with what you have told me?
I must again ask – what bible do you read  (being The Resultant within your mind) – does it contain these cited 
verses where we might consider that it is operating according to  Rev.22v18-19  based upon demonstration?

I have explained that  all  leaders of  “Religion”  teach  “love one another”  irrespective of the name they give to their 
“God”  –  and yet we know this is  not  “agapao”  – being an  “edifying love”  because we know that what they teach does  
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not  fulfil Yahweh's Desire – because it is  unrighteous  and does  not  concord with what The Bible tells us – precisely as I 
have shown by my citations to what you have initially given to me.
In fact what we witness is division and hate between groups; – is this  “agapao”,  and how does this bring about a righteous 
society?   
           Obviously they do  not  have the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which operates within Yahweh!
How do we reason people outside the grouping stating  “love one another”  just as  “God loves us”  -  when we know that 
Yahweh most certainly does  not  “love”  us - if we are  not  responding to  “Agapao/{Edifying Love}”  to bring about The 
Kingdom of God firstly within our mind  (Luke.17v21),  and then secondly,  The Kingdom of God within The 
Environment as  The Heaven/Authority  in The Millennium  (as Peter tells us at 2Pet.3v10-13).
We know that specifically our  worldly Christian leaders absolutely do  not  teach us what JC and The Apostles teach us – 
being how The Acceptable Year of The Lord is to bring about The Righteous Society – being a perfected society that fulfils 
Yahweh's Desire through a  “2 Part Life”  – just as you have stated yourself:  “It is nonsense”,  and  who  taught you that?

Where I am later to examine very closely your citation at Rev.20v5 being its  'birth, position and removal'!
I will be coming back to all this later.

So  why  do our  worldly Christian leaders  not  teach The Word of God,  and yet they claim the very opposite?
Because it comes back to what JC teaches us – being precisely why they do  not  understand and thus  unable  to teach it!

Back to  The Motive  and  The Outcome!
The Motive of our  worldly Christian leaders is  not  to seek and investigate  (as taught by JC)  else they would have 
generated the contents to this website  “FutureLife.Org” centuries ago!   –  But they prefer to be  “repeaters”  (reporters on 
par with those of newspapers)  of what keeps their peers in business!   To be  “repeaters”  does not require much work,  
and it is safe to place oneself within  “The Herd”  to perpetuate what yields an apparently safe worldly return – because it 
has been around for years and years – thereby a  ‘good/safe’  ‘certainty’ – it is clean and easy work (Luke.16v3) – from a  
worldly  point of view!
And that is The Crux!

We are  reasoning-out  The Motive!   And now The Outcome?
I see  no  agapao displayed,  because the  worldly Christian leaders are  not      imitating JC  “to edify our neighbour to our 
own hurt”.   But thus it becomes  the opposite  to what The Apostles showed us,  where as martyrs they sacrificed their life  
“to edify their neighbour to their own hurt”!   This does not seem like  “clean and easy work” – but a  hard  life!

“Hard is this word – who can do it” (John.6v60)!
Thus the  outcome  occurs at two levels.
Level One:
The worldly Christian leaders have pushed themselves between Yahweh and their congregations (Matt.23v13)  so that they 
become  The (supposed) Conduit  – to become The Means to then extract a worldly dividend.  That is perhaps why they 
might call themselves as professionals,  to be given a  worldly wage for a worldly service –  “he who pays The Piper calls 
The Tune”,  being what Paul tells us at 2Tim.4v3-4 because these leaders have  not  really made The Transition (2Tim.3v5)
Level Two:
And in the process,  the congregational members remain ignorant of  “The Acceptable Year of The Lord”  that comprises 
of a  2 part spiritual  life and a  2 part physical  life – as now shown:-
Where JC so kindly gave us:-

1.  The Ministry for us to  personally  perfect our mind in the 2nd part of our Spiritual Life (= “new clothing”).
2.  The Ransom Sacrifice enabling  Yahweh  to perfect our physical body into The 2nd part of our physical life.

And yet none of this is correctly known nor righteously understood.  
So how are the congregational members able to imitate Paul as he imitated JC  (1Cor.4v16, 11v1, Gal.4v12, etc)  
if they are ignorant of what Paul was teaching?   –  Being merely what JC was teaching!

And we might ask:-
So how are the worldly Christian leaders  agapao/{edifying love}  the members of their congregations – if they 
are  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire which is to precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle?

This is what we witness – and this is precisely what you have shown to me in your writing – and my very long reply as I 
am trying to de-program your mind from what you have been  errantly  taught over  very many years – having been 
accepted and then deeply engrained,  but yet,  never  tested/assayed  it for righteousness  -  because it sounded nice for  
'me'  as The Individual and excluding The World at large!   'Someone else can look after them'  –  'but I have done my bit – 
because I think of them in my prayers'!  –  How utterly hypocritical!
And  'you'  “feel safe and comfortable”  –  because of what  'you have been told'  – and unquestioned whether it is 
righteous to The Fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire – because quite simply you have  not  been told what  is  Yahweh’s Desire 
for  not  'just you'  in isolation  (like a monk in a monastery),  –  but to cover    all    people for   all   time  .  
Your myopic view is utterly different to Yahweh’s all-embracing view!   And  'you'  are claiming to  'love'  Yahweh?
How can  'you'  have the  one/same  “spirit/personality/desirers/traits  which is separate from this world of sin” (= the HS),  
when  'you'  cannot reason like Yahweh and embrace:  The Salvation of    all    humans through The Most   Righteous   Process  .
Just saying loving things and presumptuously stating  'you worship God'  (and I think sincerely you do,  but you do not 
understand the greater picture – because you have not had it explained to you)  does  not  make you any different to a 
Muslim or Hindu or Sikh – because  they think and say    precisely the same thing    to:  “God  ”!

Cannot you see:  The Obvious?  
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You must ask yourself what makes you different – and we are back to the first 2 to 9 pages of this piece!
And it is this  unrighteous  delusional self-indulgence that becomes The Return – being The Outcome.
Pampered by leaders of  “Religion”  for their  own  personal return as I precisely explained earlier!
And it is this that becomes the mutual symbiotic relationship pampering each other in a worldly sense on the back 
of  “God’s Word”  that is merely being a tool to extract worldly self-indulgence of both parties!   It is appalling!
Where both parties are either thinking  or  pretending to be fulfilling Yahweh’s Desire and yet none of them are 
fulfilling His Desire - and moreover Yahweh has closed His ears to their ‘supposed’ supplications – because The 
Motive is wrong  (precisely as my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  will show in due time)!

This is what our highly competent and trained  worldly Christian leaders know – they have given to The World what The 
World  (being those persons drawn into this subset of  “Religion”)  wants to hear  (that is why they are drawn into it)  and 
yet the congregational members are personally sincerely motivated  'to come to The Almighty God'  – and most will 
succeed in The Millennium – because they are correctly motivated – but innocently drawn into The Lure – like  'moths to a 
light',  as given by  worldly Christian leaders to extract what they can out of their devotees  (precisely as The Bible tells us 
– as my “Concordance of Topics” will show)!   Except proportionally,  our worldly Christian leaders will not fare so well – 
because they have a much larger hill to climb – see JC's comments of the people at Chorizan  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13 
and my local commentaries on my website “FutureLife.Org” - and later in this dissertation).

What I am writing is no different to what JC stated to the leaders of “Religion”  of his day – do you require me to 
give you citations?   In fact what JC said about them was much worse than I state – likewise John the Baptist 
calling them “vipers” (Matt.3v7, 12v34, 23v33, Luke.3v7)!

I am merely asking the reader to:  Think for themselves,  and absolutely accept  nothing  at face value!   
But first we must  gain The Knowledge – all of it  (and not little selected bits -Rev.22v18-19 as you have shown)!
Else,  quite simply,  we shall gain a lop-sided view being a 2 dimensional picture and not a 3 dimensional picture 
– where the 2 dimension view is very likely to only include  ‘me’  as a  ‘successful’  individual,  and yet a 3 
dimensional view will be as though we consider  all people  of The World – as does Yahweh  -  encouraging them 
all  to be successful.   All these some 13 pages are a preamble to answer your cited Rev.20v5.

Carefully  examine/test/audit  what is known:  For righteousness being applied to  every  person who has existed.
So we know The Motive and The Outcome of  “Worldly Love”  -  being a delusional  self-indulgent love  that 
does not yield a righteous society – because of the pain and suffering witnessed.

So I might ask:  How does what you teach – “To Correct Society” (being its pain now);  if you collectively state:  “God 
loves us”  being pretty much on the par with another  half-truth/lie  (made by  worldly Christian leaders  absolutely   not    
understanding the difference between the words “love” and “agapao”)   “You see God in other people.”
I carefully untangle these very errant and misleading comments profusely elsewhere – and will not do so again,  else these 
writings become so long and disjointed – but The Crux is that these absolutely  unrighteous  “sound-bites”  excuse 
deliberate sin – they  excuse  The Absolute Need for:   Personal reform to yield a righteous society  –  and thereby so doing 
nullify within the minds of the recipients:  “The Need for The Millennium” – because apparently,  the existing World is as 
good as it need be – 'as far as Yahweh is concerned'!   Because He is already here,  apparently endorsing our behaviour!

Absolutely Not!   Never let this be so within our minds!
We must be striving for The Kingdom of God within our minds now (Luke.17v21) – to ultimately yield The Real Thing as 
a  physical reality  within The Millennium.  And it is our personal  ministry/lifestyle/deportment  that is to be canvassed to 
The World  (as “The Ecclesia” = “The Calling Out”)  and absolutely  not  acquiescing to Satan’s worldly system as being 
The Acceptable Norm – else:-

How is Yahweh able to bring about The Millennium if His Prophecy through John cannot be fulfilled?
Yahweh  needs  The Prophecy of 144000 TCs to be fulfilled  first,  to become The Trigger Threshold to bring about The 
2nd Advent of JCg – just as The Prophecies of The Prophets where  given to be fulfilled  to yield JC’s 1st Advent!

Can the reader understand this righteousness? –  Have I invented any of this? 
Am I not merely stating what The Bible so clearly tells us?

And yet:   Why is this teaching so objectionable and dismissed as being  “Nonsense”  - to quote you?
When what you have given to me cannot be substantiated by any verse in The Bible (as we shall see)  –  and yet 
what I state precisely explains The Bible using copious citations in context to support The Most Righteous Plan 
sourced by Righteous Yahweh to redeem JCg’s Creation.

But it is only by us  personally  precisely  imitating  JC as  precisely instructed  by Paul and the other Apostles that can 
only  make this prophecy occur – and yet if we do what our worldly Christian leaders teach us then this can  never  occur!

Can you not understand what is righteous in  The Greater Scheme    of things  ?
And what is occurring outside the small and myopic sphere of instruction given to you by your spiritually blind 
worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)  pampering a mutual self-righteous self-indulgence?

How does anything that you state fulfil Yahweh’s Desire to righteously bring about The Salvation of Mankind?
How do you become part of this –  to personally make it occur   (as precisely instructed)?
How do you personally become The Martyr for The Cause to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire?

I know this is like banging one’s head against a brick wall – but it is just so important to break through the present worldly 
constraints imposed by deliberate skewed  faulty teaching  upon your mind to be gaining this knowledge – I cannot do it 
for you – you must do it yourself!   But it  is  my responsibility to try  (1John.5v13-16)  by sustained reasoned argument!
We do  not  live within a world that fulfils Yahweh’s Desire  (John.17v14-18, etc)  precisely as we have witnessed over so 
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many  (6000)  years under the present  singular  heaven/authority  (1John.5v19).
Rather than The Plural Heavens to mean Yahweh's Authority (throughout The Universe),  and yet in The Millennium the  
singular  heaven/authority  shall be JCg operating under Yahweh's Methodology.
And yet there are so many persons around The World who  are  driven to operate according to  “agapao”  being a physical 
agape  rather than a spiritual agape   -  and these persons are  not  part of The Christian Community  -  but being members 
of other subsets of “Religion”  and/or  atheists/agnostics.

What do I mean?
There are many of these individuals who are like  “martyrs for The Cause”  to edify people  at the   fleshly   level   – doing the 
very best they can to help people’s physical needs – and this is absolutely commendable  at a   fleshly   level  .  Often these 
people are whistle-blowers to the hypocrisy and nastiness operating within The World.

And many of these volunteers are given worldly praise for their actions.
But this is  not  The Ideal from Yahweh’s viewpoint – because Yahweh is:   “After The Mind”  –  being the  one/same  
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  which operates within Himself – to make His Desire manifest within The Environment”  
(= the “HS”)  to think and reason like Yahweh over worldly issues.  Yahweh foremost desires His 144000 TCs to be The 
Trigger Threshold enabling Him to move forward by one step His Plan for Mankind’s Salvation which becomes The 
Millennium period as precisely explained on this website:  “FutureLife.Org”.
These 144000 TCs can  only  come from specific individuals who  have  personally reformed to become precisely like JC 
to the very best they are able – as determined by Yahweh (Matt.20v23)  and  absolutely   not    by men presuming themselves 
“God”  by operating the very worldly (being The Driver)  “beatification/canonisation”  process  (for worldly return)!
The point being made here is that Yahweh desires The Mind which  can  last an eternity in a perfected incorruptible  
heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body – provided it has been proven trustworthy  (1Cor.3v13-16)  during the individual’s 1st 
part of their physical life  (= has  demonstrably imitated  JC’s ministry/lifestyle).  
But while absolutely commendable,  these non-Christians are doing their very best by feeding  'The Body of today'  and 
yet the present physical body is to rot away into nothing – while it is The Synapse Construction Mapping captured by 
Yahweh (Matt.27v50)  upon our death  (= “asleep” – John.11v11-15)  which defines us as individuals.  This is why it is so 
precious to us,  and so important to us – because this synapse construction mapping  defines  “me”  as  “an individual”.  
That is precisely why JC calls it:  “Treasure”  (because it is so  “personally valuable”),  and more importantly upon our 
death,  Yahweh captures it and stores it safely in the heavens  ready to be used upon our  awakening/rousing/resuscitation  
in The Appropriate  “Israel”  (metaphorically spiritual as The 144000 sons of God,  or  fleshly as The Resurrected World)  
in The Millennium.  That is why JC calls it:  “Heavenly Treasure”  (Matt.6v19-20, Luke.12v33)  being upon what we 
should concentrate to make it as close to that of JC as possible  –  being what  drove/motivated  him as The Word of God 
that is to operate as a  presence/parousia  within us – to ultimately yield the HS  (being its correct composite definition as 
given by “FutureLife.Org”)  within us.

Can the reader see how all this logically,  and righteously,  operates?
And this is what Peter recognised at Acts.6v1-3 – being what Yahweh through JC was instructing him to do – where it is 
more important for The Mind to bring forth future TCs to entirely fulfil Yahweh’s Desire as He so deems.

So where does this take us – if we think,  -  as we are errantly taught by our  worldly Christian leaders?
We realise that these non-Christians are truly commendable people in sacrificing their life away from the pleasures that 
this world can deliver to be  “edifying their neighbour to their own hurt”  at the fleshly level – and without any doubt these 
individuals will be resurrected into The Millennium and shall easily pass through  The Final  Assay/Testing/Proving  stage.

Why?
Because they have demonstrably the correct  spirit/personality/desires/traits  to  “edify their neighbour to their own hurt” 
and they only need The Word of God to  “believe in JC”  (Rev.19v13)  to be saved – which obviously they will succeed – 
because they have already shown a caring motivation to their neighbour during the 1st part of their physical life  (where 
very little reform is required).

But how do these people fair under the  chaotic  methodology taught by our worldly Christian leaders?
And just ensuring that I have interpreted  worldly Christian doctrine correctly  (being many sub-variants of  “belief”):-

1.  We are saved by  “believing in JC”.  (John.3v15-16, 6v47, Acts.16v31, etc)
2.  But these people cannot  “believe in JC”  because they have  not  had the opportunity to know about him!
3.  “We are not save by works,  but we are only saved by faith”  (conveniently ignoring James.2v14-26)!
4.  We are resurrected at the end of the 1000 years to be judged on what we have done.

Ignoring the so very many citations about those person who  knew precisely who JC was  –  and yet  “did not believe”  -  
the crux being that  they truly   did   believe who JC was   – but  they did   not   precisely imitate him    –  but preferred The 
Things that the World of self-indulgence yields for  “The Immediacy”   of the  {animalistic/carnal mind}!
From what I have written earlier then I should not need to repeat myself again to draw out all the illogical inconsistencies 
within those 4 statements  as  taught/implied  to us by our spiritually blind  worldly Christian leaders  (Matt.15v14, 
Luke.6v39)  – who then dig a deeper hole for themselves,  by saying:  “It is a Mystery to them”!  
Which suggests to me,  they are  not  representatives of Yahweh – if they do  not  understand Him  (Matt.13v11-13)!   

So why  'on earth'  are people so gullible,  to go and listen to them?
The whole thing is an utter farce!

But yet we are warned by JC – that they will go to have their ears flattered  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc). 
Again I am filled with righteous anger  (just as had JC – Luke.19v45-46)  that these persons  are  bringing Yahweh's  
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Name/Character/Authority  into such  shame/disrepute!  
To be bring Yahweh's Name into such  ignominy/disrespect  in one breath – and yet in their next breath,  to give such 
endearing words of  (presumed)  'love'  about  “God”  (James.3v5-12)!    

This just shows such a simplistic mind  'at work'  –  sadly kept like that by their fraudulent leaders – saying the 
most  'lovely'  (and yet self-indulgent)  things to keep their  'cattle'  corralled  –  without thought!
Because  “cattle”  with  ‘knowledge and free thinking’  become dangerous to their masters!

Only when we have The Knowledge do we become  competent auditors  to peer through the presented façade and 
recognise the  charlatan Christian leaders feverishly working to make personal gain  (of whatever)  by sweetening their 
listeners into a spiritual coma – instead of  personally  precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle – as instructed of us by 
Paul!
Again our  worldly Christian leaders have  no  answer – but they do  not  care  -  because they have persistently sown  ‘The 
Seed’  that  only  their  “group think”  community will be saved – and they give no care to other people outside – they can 
look after themselves!   But of course  ‘we’  shall self-indulgently  “pray”  for them – to come round – or that  “God”  will 
bring them around to our  “group think”  policies!   ‘We’  have now done  “our bit”!

How self-indulgent is that!
Where would we be now - if JC,  Paul or the other apostles thought like that!

But interestingly,  all the different  “group think”  schisms of  “Religion”  teach  The   Same   Thing  :-
“Belong to our group – and you will be saved”!

And yet their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as driven by their differing knowledge is equally   different   – and moreover, 
they are  all different  to Yahweh's HS – so obviously we realise that  none of them  will be saved  by what they think  (as 
errantly taught by their self-indulgent leaders of “Religion”  for gratuitous worldly kick-back upon which to self-indulge)  
-  but  only  comprehensively by JC covering  all of us  (1John.2v2,  having  no  conditioners/caveats)  to get us all into the 
2  nd   part of our physical life    (to get our minds straightened out on The Word of God  accurately  given in The Millennium)!
And that is  why  The Leaders of Religion detested JC  (John.11v47-53)  because he  exposed their ineffectiveness    to   
bring salvation  -  if all humans were to be resurrected into the 2nd part of their life irrespective of what they believed now – 
that is why The High Priest said:  “If we leave him (= JC)  alone then all The World will follow after him!”  

Because quite simply  they had become exposed  as  giving nothing  of worth to society!
And that has continuously occurred throughout  all  lands for the last some 2000 years!

Just an aside – regarding the 2nd part of our physical life and the 2nd part of our spiritual life – precisely as we have been 
taught in The Bible at Eze.37v1-20  which is to become “Israel” at The Spiritual  (= 144000 TCs)  and The Fleshly  (= The 
Resurrected World)  in The Millennium.
Obviously we cannot have one half without the other operating at two levels:-

Level one (as The Future):
1. The Ruling Class  spiritual  kings/priests as  The Heirs  to drive our minds to perfection in The Millennium.
2. The Inheritance  of the fleshly resurrected world to learn how to practice perfection in our lives.

Level two  (for us now – being what we put in now [Gal.6v7, 1Cor.15v35-55] for The Future):
For us as individuals to be feeding The Spiritual Mind – and the best way is to gain Real Faith through the 3 stage process 
and then feed the minds of our recipients!
Hence the correct definition of  “soul”  as being a  “conscious reasoning existence”  requiring 2 functional parts – else it 
cannot exist  (noting Eccl.9v4) – but this obvious logic seems to have been lost within the minds of our worldly Christian 
leaders preaching what Satan taught us a Gen.3v4-5.  So who represents who? 
I must give a minor rant - Beware:  

Virtually   everything    our  worldly  Christian leaders teach us  is technically   wrong     (being absolutely not The 
Disclosing Truth)  when compared with what “1  st   Century Christianity” teaches us   – as taught by JC and Apostles.
They really have got some explaining to do if they are fortunate to be resurrected into The Millennium!

but because I know he is forgiving merciful,  and desperately loves mankind
Again you have missed THE MOST IMPORTANT aspect of Yahweh and His premier son JCg.

“Righteousness”
Look in a Bible concordance under the word  “righteous”  and derivations of it – there are so many references.
It is from “Righteousness”  do the subsets  “love”, “forgiving”, “merciful”,  “life”  on the one hand come – but on the other 
hand come  “vengeance”,  “wrath”,  “anger”,  “death”    (noting Rev.2v23 speaking of charlatan Christian leaders).  
The point I make is this:-

What does Yahweh  really  Desire to occur in The Environment?
Quite simply: 

Yahweh wants a perfected environment – whose inhabitants precisely imitate JC.
Where JC operated according to Yahweh’s Methodology which is:-

“To edify our neighbour to our own hurt”.
Yahweh absolutely does  not  want all the  ‘trappings’  of  “Religion”  (Matt.23v23)  because this is an utter detestation!
Yahweh absolutely does  not  want humans getting in The Way of The Fundamental Requirement by peddling worldly 
concepts that devalue His ultimate aim to bring about:  “The Salvation of Mankind”.
Where it must be clearly understood  “Mankind”  means  “species”  –  and absolutely  not  every person in that  “species”  
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will ultimately survive – The Bible infers that perhaps about a third of  “The Species”  will ultimately become annihilated.  
The only way we are to survive is to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire appropriate to The Era/Epoch.
And thus we must absolutely know what Yahweh’s Desire is for The Specific Epoch in which judgement is being made!

Charlatans give:  “The love”  in words to endear their captivated audience  enraptured/enthralled  on sound-bites!
But:  Charlatans ignore  “The Depth”  to cause deep internal reform to become  “Christ-like”.

And during this  “Era/Epoch”  Yahweh is fervently  searching-out  people who precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  so 
that they might become  brothers/sisters  to JCg in The Culmination  (Matt.12v48-50)  as judged by Yahweh (Matt.20v23).
Thus we reason that Yahweh becoming The Adopting Father  (in the  electing/selecting)  of those very specific persons (= 
144000 TCs)  who are like His Beloved Son –  then  Yahweh  will  be forgiving and merciful because these individuals  
are  being intensely driven to precisely imitate JCg because they have his  presence/parousia  (of The Word of God)  
precisely operating within them – thereby driving their  “spirit/personality/desires/traits  to be the  one/same  as that which 
operates within Yahweh to make Yahweh's Desire manifest within The Environment” (= the “HS”).   
But that infers:  Because Yahweh has  not  adopted the vast majority of  “Christians”  then quite simply  “Righteously”  He 
cannot adopt them to be His Sons (and daughters thus “children of God”) - because they do  not   precisely imitate    JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle),  then the  “Christians”  along with  non-Christians are given a second opportunity to hone their personal 
spirit/personality/desires/traits  (that defines them as individuals)  to become at  one/same  as JC in The Millennium – 
being covered by JC as He did over The Great Sabbath Day  (to be allegoric for The Millennium)  while we make this 
necessary transition.
But Yahweh  will  love “Mankind” globally  in The Culmination  after The Millennium  –  after  The Rebellious Humans 
having experienced both societies,  then  refused to imitate JC - have been removed by The 2nd Death of annihilation.
But all this comes about because we  have  personally – “Made The Change” – we  cannot  have vestiges of worldly 
methodology hanging around in our mind – to be discounting our fellow humans in any manner – they are  “to be edified 
to our own hurt”  and absolutely not dismissed or pushed away to be someone else’s responsibility!

And as I explain elsewhere in this document:  “Yahweh is after The Mind” – being entirely reformed.
You speak about Yahweh being merciful in the one breath – while condemning innocents having no knowledge of  (or not 
understanding)  The Word of God and what it really means  (inasmuch they have no Millennium to learn how to appreciate 
The Word of God to:  “Believe in JC”  -  and thus to:  “Believe in The Word of God” - Rev19v13)  and yet you ignore huge 
sections of The Bible that speak about people who know The Bible very well  (and some make a nice living out of it):-
I would like you to consider some verses that speak about JC and ask yourself why have they been placed in The Bible 
especially when you state that  “JC loves us all”  (I suppose you mean those persons who claim to be  'the most ardent of 
Christians'  within The World today – and of ages past):-

People considering The Word of God in this manner at Matt.25v24-26, Luke.19v20-23?
Why does JC curse the fig-tree at Mark.11v13-21?
Why does JC speak about people stumbling over The Stone and those being crushed by it at Luke.20v18?
Why does JC speak of the astute steward 'getting out early' as being sensible at Luke.16v1-10?
Why did JC keep using The Pharisees as examples – for example John.8v28-54, Mark.12v40, Matt.23v1-33?
Why did Paul give the warning to The Thessalonians at 1Thes.4v6?

And many other examples that I could give.  I have not invented any of these warnings of hostility!
Are you aware of these,  and just so many more examples in The Bible?   
Who have you been listening to?    People who just tickle your ear for a fancy return (2Tim.4v3-4, etc)!

JC is speaking about people who are entrusted with The Word of God and have been rejected by it – not because of The 
Public Façade,  but because they were  not  fulfilling Yahweh's Desire of them  as individuals  (2Tim.3v5).
When JC was speaking about The Pharisees – he was  not  'closing the gate after the horse had bolted',  but rather he was 
giving by prophetic warning what would be occurring in The Gospel Age of some 2000 years by worldly Christian leaders, 
where just like The Pharisees they would be using The Word of God for  'a nice little earner'  (of whatever worldly return)!

So how does this concord with what you have told me?
My plea is to get behind what is publicly presented and understand The Inner Depths of The Bible being The Reform 
required within our minds.  I know that you are sincere – but my point is that the worldly Christian leaders to whom you 
look towards are actually  holding you back from truly fulfilling Yahweh's Desire (Matt.23v13).   They are teaching you to 
be passive and  not  active – and thus you cannot be considered as a future 'son' of God.  Everything  Paul taught us was to 
be active to reach The Prize of Sonship – and Yahweh cannot bring in The Millennium until His prophecy of 144000 TCs 
is fulfilled – and it cannot be fulfilled if people are going to be passive and  not imitating JC to be active – but be driven 
with true agapao = “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  (of which our leaders of “Religion” do not – because they are 
like parasites living off the backs of their congregational members – using The Word of God as their tool to do so)   noting 
what JC and Paul specifically taught us regarding this  (do you know the citations – or am I required to give them to you – 
actually I give some elsewhere in this dissertation – so not repeat them here – but give you a chance to think about them)!

Can you understand what really is occurring in The World today?

You now state  “I want to live a lifestyle that He has ordained for me”
But sadly you do not know what it is – please see Rom.4v1-5 where Paul makes a very specific point:-

Abraham may have been considered as being righteous by fellow men  by    appearing    to be “good  ”!
But Paul tells us that did  not  make him righteous to Yahweh!
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So what did make Abraham righteous before Yahweh?
Abraham was righteous before Yahweh: 

Because  -  he precisely fulfilled what Yahweh    specifically desired of him  .
I merely presuppose that:-

'You'  consider  'you'  are righteous before Yahweh – because  'you'  consider that  'you'  are a  “good”  person!
But what does Paul tell us about this?

Perhaps  'you'  are  not  righteous before Yahweh – because He might expect more from  'you'?
I say no more – I am not your judge – but merely draw your attention to what The Bible  tells us,  for us to make our  own 
decision on how far we wish to push ourselves!   Perhaps Yahweh's Expectation is more of us,  than we of ourselves!
And you state:

“Because I worship Him”  -  and supposedly reason:  “So I am safe!”
That is precisely what a Muslim,  Hindu or Sikh might state about their  “God” - so what makes you  any different?
And we return back to page  5-6  for our consideration.

How does Yahweh view all these persons in the example groupings,  to be doing and saying precisely the same 
things in their worship to “God”?   

They  emotionally  think  precisely the same  – as are you!
How is Yahweh prepared to judge them?

In the manner as you suggest noting the conditions that is universally stated by  worldly Christian leaders in the previous 
page  –  and you stating that:  They are only to be resurrected at the end of The 1000 years to be judged based upon what 
they did now!

Can you not see there is something utterly unrighteous in what you state?
Actually when we understand what Yahweh's Desire really means to us,  as individuals,  then we realise that  “Worship”  
(as given and supposedly defined  by leaders of “Religion” throughout all The World)  absolutely does  not  mean what we 
are taught and as I suspect,  you think it means – because sadly:  It does not!
“Worship”  has been spun away from what it means as given by  “1st Century Christianity”  –  to become what  “Religion”  
desires it to mean – to now mean a euphoric action – to be giving us an emotional rush – and yet this is  animalistic/carnal 
minded because it is transient for  “The Immediacy” – against what The Bible teaches us  (for the animalistic/carnal mind).

What does The Bible teach us about the type of  “worship”  that Yahweh desires?
Quite simply –  not  the emotional hype taught by worldly Christian leaders but:-
           To precisely imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  driven by agapao yielding agape (freely/simply) to edify our neighbour!

In this manner we truly worship what Yahweh  represents within us – 
being through  sane/reasoning  minds – just like JC and The Apostles (Titus.2v2-8)!

And it is this,  that starts to separate ourselves away from the self-indulgent methodology of:-
1.  Leaders of Religion.
2  Their congregational members.

Now I move onto your next section.
I quote you:-

You  (“FutureLife.Org”)  talk about the 2nd part of your life  (- this)  is nonsense!
I could quite blithely state:

You have contradicted yourself  by your   own   words    when you go on to state:
“People are  resurrected  at the end of the 1000 years”.  

I would state that being  “resurrected”  means that we enter a 2nd part of our  (physical)  life!
However that is a rather cheap shot!
I need to start a massive untangling here of unrighteous misinformation.
Firstly we need to consider a couple of words:

Anastasis  StrongsTM 386  to mean  {standing up again}.
Egeiro  StrongsTM 1453  to mean  {collecting the senses}/awakening/rousing/resuscitation

Both words are used in differing locations to appropriately express either the physical or the mental aspect of the context,  
thereby teaching us that a  “{conscious existence}/soul/life”  has a two part component being the physical body within 
which consciousness operates.  “Consciousness” requires a physical  body/platform  upon which to operate – where DNA 
physical platforms are the synapse construction within which  “conscience”  exists,  but as regard to  heaven/celestial  
bodies,  I have not the faintest idea how that operates!
We are also told in numerous places where JC tells us that a dead person is merely  “asleep”  and the citation that I recall 
from memory is John.11v11-15,  but there are several others.  Thus combining these examples together,  teaches us to 
understand what The Bible is telling us about our life – being a  'single life'  punctuated by  “asleep”  hence my accurate 
and appropriate use of  “2 part life”  descriptive terminology where each of the 2 parts of our life is separated by what 
humans generally consider as being  “death”.   I appropriately describe this  “death”  as The 1st Death for us humans  only  
because The Bible tells us that there is a  “2nd Death”,  where this 2nd Death cannot  hurt/affect  some humans who enter the 
2nd part of their whole life  (Rev.2v11, 20v6).  This information also tells us that there is another group of persons who  will 
be affected by The 2nd Death and nothing afterwards is mentioned about them – so this infers The 2nd Death is different to 
The 1st Death inasmuch The 1st Death  (being metaphorically “asleep”)  is recoverable,  but the 2nd Death is permanent and 
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thus can be understood as  “annihilation”  (“apollumi”  StrongsTM 622 – lost/perish/destroyed  [in The Bible]).   Thus we 
can accurately reason that when we enter the 2nd part of our life then it can be cut short  (terminated)  at The 2nd Death,  or 
ideally,  the 2nd part of our life can continue into The Eternity.

Does this make sense?
It is merely only explaining what The Bible  precisely tells us.

Now we understand what  “2 part life”  means,  then perhaps I can now move onto the worst part of The Bible!
What do I mean:   “The worst part of The Bible”?

I do not know what bible translation you use,  but at least half of them will put the first sentence of Rev.5v20 in brackets.
A couple of other bible translations will place a footnote in the text regarding this 1st sentence as being not present in some 
original manuscripts – please see weblink below to validate what I state:-

http://www.biblegateway.com/verse/en/Revelation%2020:5
I also give the reader a hyper-link of many to validate about what I am to carefully explain:-
Quotation:

The Syriac Philoxenian version of the New Testament (from the sixth century) reads the way that Charles suggests as 
being correct. It omits Revelation 20:5a (“the rest of the dead did not come to life until the thousand years were 
ended” NRSV) and connects the 2 lines that Charles felt are incorrectly separated. It gives an idea of how I believe 
Revelation 20:4-6 should read.

04 And I saw thrones, and [persons] sat on them, and judgment was given to them, and to the souls that were 
beheaded for the testimony of Jesus and for the word of God: and these are they who had not worshipped the beast 
of prey, nor its image, neither had they received the mark upon their forehead or on their hand; and they lived and 
reigned with their Messiah those thousand years. 05 This is the first resurrection. 06 Blessed and holy is he that hath 
part in this first resurrection: over them the second death hath no dominion; but they shall be, [nay] are, priests of 
God and of his Messiah; and they will reign with him the thousand years.[13] brackets in original
This reading is much less awkward, but more importantly, it is consistent with the teaching of the rest of Scripture 
that there is only one resurrection event of the physical dead (although that resurrection continues since its AD 70 
beginning).[14] Nowhere else in Scripture does it show two resurrections of the physical dead separated in time. It 
should be clear that Revelation 20:4 is referring to the time of the resurrection, as it shows the coming to life of the 
souls of those who had been killed  [15]   by the beast. These were the souls of believers (the saints overcome by the 
beast, cf. Rev. 13:7), being resurrected. This is not a spiritual coming to life, as the dead here were saints; they were 
already spiritually alive (cf. Rev. 6:9-11). Johnson said the following about how the coming alive of the martyrs of the 
beast is not speaking of a spiritual coming to life.
sourced:-

http://planetpreterist.com/news-5017.html
However what we know,  is that out of the  three  primary and most complete original manuscripts of The New Testament  
then this 1st sentence in Rev.20v5 is  not  present in two of them  (and thus only present in one of them – these three primary 

sources being the  Sinaiticus and 2053 do not have 20v5 [1st sentence] and the Alexandrinus does have this addition).   
Also this verse is  not  found in perhaps half of other less complete manuscripts.

Now what should this cited information be telling the reader within their mind?
Perhaps I should refer the reader back to The Old Testament being The Law given to The Jews (Deut.17v6)  and also 
quoted by Paul (2Cor.13v1):  We take the testimony from the mouth of at least  two  witnesses and  ignore  the witness 
from  one  source.  I would suggest that we together follow that Bible based instruction in this instance!

Essentially these references and many more I could have used,  tell us of two basic truths:-
1. This sentence is a Copyist Addition put in to substantiate  “The Interpretation”  that proponents of  worldly 

Christian doctrine had interjected into The Text of  one  of the prime reference manuscripts  (I suppose to be 
'helpful' by some spiritually blind religious authority – ignoring Rev.22v18-19)  having previously  'got the wrong 
end of the stick'  by  not  understanding the scriptures (hence Prov.3v5-8),  and with this supposed  'enlightened'  
interjection making things worse for us in following generations!   But enables Yahweh to righteously draw out 
by election those individuals who  are  demonstrably prepared  “to seek and to find” – being of Yahweh's primary 
concern during The Gospel Age during His  election/selection  process  (Matt.20v16, 22v14).

2. If this Copyist Addition is read in context,  then we understand that  the flow of understanding  of the verses 
either side is broken by this human introduced interjection – being  outside  what was in John's mind when 
originally scribing Revelations.

Therefore we understand that this first sentence of Rev.20v5 as quoted by yourself  to be the lynch-pin of your argument - 
is actually a  human invention  created between perhaps the 5th and 14th century to give some human support to The 
Methodology  'doing The Rounds'  then  (based upon an indulgent methodology by those persons with ‘The Word’),  –  
being similar today,  to fertilise incorrectly understood citations elsewhere that  “humans are automatically resurrected to 
face an  immediate  life/death  decision”.  I fully discuss  all  those other positions in The New Testament elsewhere  (in 
my inter-verse commentaries)  –  and if the text is carefully considered,  then it will be realised that there is  no  time 
domain mentioned in those citations – thereby telling us that  “Judgement”  (1) could be immediate – but  also  (2) it could 
be over a 1000 years  or  (3) any length of time!   And that is The Crux of understanding this and other passages in The 
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New Testament on the word  “Judgement”  (“Krisis” StrongsTM = 2920,  to be our “Crisis”)  means  “serious decisions are 
to be made”  when again,  there is  no   time domain    is specified,  where in their ignorance after 325 CE spiritually blind 
worldly Christian leaders just slapped an  unjustified  assumption  of  “immediate”  being merely an  interpretation  into a 
position where  “1000 years”  could   equally   be read  !
But most importantly  (going full circle to substantiate my claim that worldly Christian leaders are  not  of the  one/same 
“spirit/personality/desires/traits  that are  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  operating within Yahweh to make his 
Desire manifest within The Environment”  =  and thus they do  not  have the “HS” irrespective to what they 
presumptuously claim to the contrary – their witness testifies)  is that they do  not  subscribe  “Righteousness”  to The 
Righteous God – Yahweh.  Inasmuch as I very carefully explained in the earlier pages of my answer to your assertions:   

Yahweh  must  be  seen/understood  to be demonstrably  “Righteous”  to  all  individuals.
And a line of supportive citations - Ps.9v8, 11v7, 33v5, 119v137,  Isa.11v4-5,  Jer,11v20, 45v19, Rom.1v17, 2Pet.1v1.
And thus to be  seen/understood  to be Righteous  within the reasoning centres of our brain  (being like “God” as 
“Christians”  are so ready to state)  and thus,  Yahweh shall give them a 2nd opportunity in perfect society of paradise 
during the 2nd part of their physical life to fully  “believe in JC”  -  before The Judgement which  can  result in The 2nd 
Death of Annihilation  – being  a decision made by ourselves  when given  all  The Knowledge  (by demonstrably proven  
kings/priests  formally the 144000 TCs)  upon which to make an educated decision to how we wish to personally behave.
The problem with our scholars is that they have  'no guts'  to start with a  clean sheet of paper  and carefully reason how 
Yahweh  has/presently/will  righteously operate within The Environment  –  'brainwashed of original thought'  at their 
seminaries (Matt.23v15),  they become clones of past generations (of The Old Wine – Luke.5v37-39)  and they can only 
keep citing worldly reasoning of fellow peers throughout the ages – presuming they to be sages  (counter to what The 
Bible teaches us throughout).  But sadly they are  “the blind leading the blind”  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39) – because what 
else can they do – and where is their income sourced,  of whatever,  all of which cannot be put at stake on risky adventure!

So,  does this whole piece not sound reasonable and  “Righteous”  to be ascribed to  The  Righteous  Yahweh?
I now copy and paste my present  (1st Rev. 2013 CE)  translation and commentaries of Rev.20v5 for your inspection.
Rev.20v4-6:-
TIME FRAME 19a – The Prime Movers at the beginning of The Millennium are described – This is a high level overview of The Great Sabbath!
411th Comment – After JCg has restrained Satan, Yahweh through JCg sets up The New Administration (to rule The Earth):

Also I saw thrones,  also they (persons = the 144000 TCs)  settled upon them,
Also judgement was given to them (over the future resurrected world in The Millennium),
Also the  lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of these persons having been truncated through reason of the 
evidence given of JC,
Also the persons who had not adored the 1st beast, neither the image of the 1st beast,
Also not taken up the mark of the 1st beast upon their forehead,
Also they ruled with JCg for the 1000 years.

166th Warning – Be very careful how this verse is to be read – it is absolutely not as we are errantly taught – see later!
‘Allegory’ – repeat - thrones = The Seats of power (in this instance the 144000 TCs to rule in The Millennium).
551st Allegory – settled upon = Taking the position of responsibility = To Rule.
287th Instruction – The 144000 TCs shall judge The Resurrected World,  Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3 (The 2nd Death).
717th Reasoning – Further credentials of these future rulers are given by the link word “also” being applicable to   them  .
It must be clearly understood there are not different groupings of persons spoken of here – this verse speaks only of ONE 
grouping,  this is to be The Ruling Grouping – to be The Heirs of The Inheritance (which is to be described later).
‘Allegory’ – repeat - “soul” = the “conscious existence of a reasoning entity” (I realise this is not an allegory but a very 
necessary definition because of the utter foolishness spoken by those who claim to know – but obviously do not know!)
Please see glossary and dissertations on this word within this website – that clearly explain what the word really means!
Reasoning – repeat - Thus these TCs during their conscious existence (= the 1st part of their physical life)  precisely 
imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle  are indeed subjecting themselves (= under)  to the fulfilment of Yahweh’s Desire (as to be 
sacrificing their lives at Yahweh’s alter) I n their worship driven by real Faith and true Belief.  This is a ‘million miles’ 
away from what we are errantly taught by our worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders  (for obvious reasons)!
Reasoning – repeat - Thus the TCs, as we have seen throughout history,  became martyrs (or at least, received severe 
persecution)  by The Established Religious Leaders through The Gospel Age - so why should it be any different at The End  
of The Gospel Age when we are overpowered by the false christs (Matt.24v23-26)  giving what their devotees want to hear,  
(2Tim.4v3-4)  but is far from what Yahweh Desires to hear taught in their sermons!
Reasoning – repeat - Thus the TCs through reason of thoroughly imbuing The Word of God (JC) within themselves so that 
they precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle (simply),  thereby exhibit themselves to The World by their testimony in both 
word and deed of precisely imitating JC’s ministry/lifestyle.  This circular reasoning is fairly obvious but must be stated – 
because it is never taught correctly by worldly (and worse, charlatan) Christian leaders!
167th Warning – “Soul” is absolutely not that “mystic thing” taught by our errant worldly Christian leaders , because I 
ask our eminent worldly theologians:  How is it possible for persons giving the evidence of JC to be having their “souls” 
truncated/{cut down}?   Surely they are the very people who should not have their souls “cut down” based upon what our 
errant worldly Christian leaders tell us!   Obviously our worldly theologians do not understand what they ‘teach’ us!  
But with my definition it becomes obviously that the TCs can have the 1st part of their physical  life/soul/{conscious 
existence}  cut-down,  to be given it back upon their resurrection into the 2nd part of their physical life – as a future son of 
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God – as described here within this verse!
Instruction – repeat - The TCs having “the evidence given by JC” express this in their life not merely by (cheap) words, 
but also by The Works which are driven by The Word of God having completely reformed their mind to understand why 
they must develop further - to become more competent in accurately teaching The Word of God to eager recipients.
Allegory – repeat - dangerous animal = Satan’s methodology to self –indulge operates as a common core to each head 
which are the human manifestations of World Powers (move quickly, physically powerful, act as sovereigns over people).
Reasoning – repeat - The dangerous animal manifests itself throughout time as one of its heads.  Satan has infused himself  
within The Beast portrayed through the seven heads.  Thus the heads made manifest throughout mankind’s history (in the 
manner explained in chapter 17) operate according to Satan’s methodology which is to self-indulge to the hurt of one’s 
neighbour.  This we witness occurring – only a tiny fraction of examples will be made public this side of The Millennium.
Allegory – repeat - image = propaganda  (put out in the  media/internet/etc).
Allegory – repeat - Stamp/Mark (hand) = Recognised to be working for “The Cause”.
Allegory – repeat - Name/Character/Authority (forehead) = Exhibits a motivation to support “The Cause”.
718th Reasoning – Obviously this verse describes the reasons why the TCs are suitable to be given the positions to rule for  
the 1000 years as we are told at the end of The verse.  They are to rule as kings/priests (as The Heirs)  over The 
Inheritance (= The Resurrected World)  being the complete fulfilment of The Promise Yahweh gave to Abraham.
620th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall become kings over The Resurrected World.
621st Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall be given positions to judge the persons of The Resurrected World.
622nd Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall be the persons who were cut-off in the 1st part of their physical life.
623rd Prophecy – The 144000 TCs where the persons who had not adored The 1st Beast in the 1st part of their physical life.
624th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs where the persons who had not adored The Image in the 1st part of their physical life.
625th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs where the persons who had not taken on the character of The 1st Beast.
626th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs where the persons who had not worked to assist The 1st Beast.
627th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall be ruling for 1000 years alongside JCg.
719th Reasoning – “Settled upon” means “activity” – to mean “Rule”.  Which means “there must be something to rule”!
That “something to rule” is The Resurrected World of mankind – which is to learn righteousness – and to be judged!
207th Good News – These 144000 TCs are deemed entirely worthy by Yahweh to rule The Resurrected World.
208th Good News – These 144000 TCs have proved themselves not to have the mind-set of The Beast.
209th Good News – These 144000 TCs proven to be Christ-like shall be ruling us - instead of Satan’s cohorts!
210th Good News – These 144000 TCs are intrinsically  ideal/good  judges for The Resurrected World.
Rev.   20v4 og Also  (I) knew/understood/{became aware}/saw/perceived  {stately seats}/thrones,  
Rev.   20v4 og also  (they) {to seat down}/settle/tarry/contemplate  over/upon/concerning  them ,  
Rev.   20v4 og also  decision/judgement  (was) given/bestowed/granted  {to them};  
Rev.   20v4 og also  the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of the (ones = persons)  
Rev.   20v4 og (having been) {(from) to axe}/{to chop off (the head)}/truncated/beheaded  through (reason of)  the  
Rev.   20v4 og {evidence given}/record/report/testimony  (of the) Jesus,  
Rev.   20v4 og also  through reason of)  the  word/sayings/topics/reasoning  of the God,  
Rev.   20v4 og also  (the ones = persons) who/which  not  
Rev.   20v4 og {kissed (like a dog licking his master’s hand)}/fawned/crouched/{prostrated in homage}/

{revered to}/adored/worshipped  
Rev.   20v4 og of the  {dangerous animal}/{(venomous/wild) beast},  
Rev.   20v4 og {not too}/neither/none/nor  the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance  (of the) him,  
Rev.   20v4 og also  no/not/none  {got hold of}/{took up/away}/had/received  the  
Rev.   20v4 og {scratch/etching}/stamp/{badge (of servitude)}/{sculptured (figure - statue)}/graven/mark  
Rev.   20v4 og over/upon/concerning  the  {amid the face}/forehead  {of them},  
Rev.   20v4 og also  over/upon/concerning  the  {hollowness for grasping}/hand  {of them};  
Rev.   20v4 og also  (they) lived/existed,  
Rev.   20v4 og also  (they) ruled/kingship/reigned  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative  or “infinitive)}  
Rev.   20v4 og Christ/Messiah/Anointed  (the) thousand  years.
Rev.   20v4 Also  I (John)  {became aware}/saw/perceived  {stately seats}/thrones,  also they  {sat down}/settled  over/upon  them,  

also  decision/judgement  was  given/bestowed/granted  {to them},  also the  breaths/lives/souls/{conscious existences}  of the persons  
having been  axed/{chopped off}/truncated  through reason of the  {evidence given}/record/report/testimony  of the Jesus,  
also through reason of the  word/sayings/reasoning  of the God (Yahweh),  
also the persons who not  fawned/revered/adored  the  (first)  {dangerous animal}/{venomous/wild beast},  
neither the  likeness/image/representation/resemblance  of the  him (= 1st beast),  
also not  {got hold of}/{took up}/received  the  stamp/badge/mark  upon their forehead,  
also they  lived/existed  upon/concerning  their hand (= they worked for a living, rather than living on the backs of others)  
also they  ruled/reigned  together/with  Christ/Anointed  (for)  the thousand years.

Perhaps best to go straight into explaining the allegories:
Thrones = Positions of 2nd authority (being metaphoric 24+1 [JCg] in number) under The Primary Throne of Yahweh – see Rev.4v4.
Sat upon = Exercising rulership over The World.
Judgement was given to them = The 144000 TCs shall be making decisions (underwritten by Yahweh because they are of one mind with 
Yahweh) about the future existence of members within The Resurrected World (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3).

Now for the split!

1. Worldly interpretation for the sake of the false exegesis given by worldly Christian leaders leads to what we read in worldly translations of 
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bibles and the utter confusion leading to the mysteries that our worldly Christian leaders proudly boast to be lost within!
Or

2. What I present which is coherent to this verse and context states to us,  and,  also homogeneous with what The Bible correctly  
translated/interpreted  teaches us that I now present, where the word “also” (Greek “kai” rather than “de”)  is used to link all the 
demonstrable attributes to the specific persons on The Thrones and absolutely not those individuals of The Resurrected World being judged 
later.

Thus we understand that these persons who were given to judge comprised of individuals who had demonstrably shown in the 1st part of their physical 
life that they had:-

Conscious existences chopped = the 1st part of their physical life had been curtailed before its natural time = physical martyrs.
Evidence given of JC = These individuals precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle.
Persons who had not adored the first Beast = Prophets and the TCs experiencing “The Seven Heads” of The First Beast during the 1st part 
of their physical life.
(Persons) who had not adored The Image = These individuals did not believe The Propaganda given out to support The Head (that was 
killed but recovered)  whose methodology of operation was based upon The First Beast (Satan being the common Core).
(Persons) who had not gained The Mark = These individuals did not operate according to The Methodology sourced by Satan (which is to 
self-indulge to one’s neighbour’s hurt).
They lived according to their hand = These individuals worked honestly for their fleshly sustenance (2Thes.6v12-18), they did not live off the 
backs of others as do people who live by words (and not through physical work, that includes many occupations – including politics/religion)!
They ruled with JC = These 144000 individuals “awakened/roused” in The 1st Resurrection as sons of God ruled alongside JC over “The 
Inheritance” (= The Resurrected World) = The 3rd Epoch ‘Israel’.

Again the reader can see when taught correctly,  then The Bible is very easy to understand,  sadly our befuddled worldly Christian leaders make it all 
very difficult to understand – because “they are not given to know”  just as JC taught us at Matt.13v11-13.

Rev.   20v5 Prelude.
I make a departure here because we meet  the most  infamous Copyist Addition in The Bible and I need to alert the reader to this fact.  When the reader 
analyses this specific sentence  in context,  then it becomes evident that it does not fit the context but stands out as an errant addition put in by supposedly 
‘learned’  worldly Christian leaders blinded by the faulty understanding of a  ‘single only’  resurrection to an immediate  Life/Death  Judgement,  who 
themselves not understanding The Bible slid this sentence into the text at perhaps sometime between the 4th and 15th century.
Verse 5 is an interesting verse, because:-

1. Most of it is a copyist's addition = it is not found in early manuscripts  (neither in 2 of the 3 most complete original manuscripts). 

2. The Addition created becomes  the confusing part  of verse 5 when located between verse 4 and 6. 

3. It is not supported by any other verse in The Bible. 

4. And most importantly – it is not  righteous/equitable  to all humans!
For these four specific reasons,  then it must be completely  disregarded/ignored.

“[also the rest of the dead not lived again until were ended the 1000 years = CA and thus ignore]”
This faulty concept was created by worldly reasoning men to lend support to:  The single resurrection and immediate judgement to ‘life or death’.
Thus written into the text as a copyist addition falsely promoting the myth of a single judgement  – contrary to The Bible teaching us of two judgements! 
The 1st Judgement is made by Yahweh upon all (and only) Christians of The Gospel Age to elect out His future Sons of God,  and The 2nd Judgement is 
made by JCg and his brothers (144000 TCs) to judge The Resurrected World  (= [‘Israel’] Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v3) during,  and at the end of The 
Millennium  (witnessed/underwritten  by Yahweh – all as we are specifically told in The Bible in various places).
Thus we understand this is The 1st Resurrection (as we are told in this verse)  of the 144000 TCs  (1Cor.15v35-55, 1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, etc) 
because as we are told in the next verse “they are supremely blessed”  (by all intelligent life)  because they have precisely imitated JC in their 
ministry/lifestyle.  Thus these 144000 TCs as specific individuals have been judged by Yahweh during the 1st part of their physical life during The Gospel 
Age as being worthy to become “a brother of JCg” (Matt.12v48-50)  because they have “fulfilled Yahweh's Desire”  (which is to precisely imitate JC’s 
ministry/lifestyle [1Cor.4v16, 11v1] – for no worldly return except abuse – John.16v1-4, 1Cor.4v13, 2Cor.11v23-28, etc]).
Obviously if there is a 1st resurrection then there must be a 2nd resurrection (or more) which is The General Resurrection(s)  into The Millennium – so 
that these perfected DNA fleshly bodied persons might then ‘perfect their mind’ (spiritually – now they have been given a perfect physical fleshly body).   
Note: Plural “General Resurrections” does not mean the same person is resurrected more than one time,  but rather The General Resurrection for 
mankind is  staggered/staged  over perhaps 100 years (Isa.65v20) cycles.  Perhaps those who died in 1500 to 2000+ CE are resurrected first,  then 100 
years later those who died 1000 to 1500 CE are then resurrected – etc. backwards in time.  Thus adding to the embryonic new world of The Millennium 
in manageable quantised groupings.
Now moving on to explain the rest of this section.
Clearly in Yahweh's Righteous/Equality/Justice,  then He through what JC has done in 

(1) Ministry [for us as individuals to personally perfect The Mind] and the:
(2) Ransom Sacrifice [to righteously enable Yahweh to perfect The Body] 

From which above there is now a ‘soul/{conscious existence}’ (“spirit/personality/desires/traits” operates within a “viable [DNA or Celestial] body”).
Thus it is those person being the 144000 TCs who have demonstrably shown themselves competent as having precisely imitated JC’s ministry/lifestyle  
(as The Early Adopters)  who are resurrected in The 1st Resurrection to rule over The Resurrected World (of The 2nd Resurrection)  to teach them 
righteousness so that the members of The Resurrected World might have the righteous opportunity to grow in The Light of Yahweh's Word correctly 
explained (rather than errantly explained as presently done during The Gospel Age by those who presumptuously claim to represent “God” – of 
whatever worldly religion – quite simply,  they are ‘all’ wrong)!
It is the members of The Resurrected World who are covered (during his death)  by JC’s Great Sabbath Day (of 1000 years – 2Pet.3v8)  in the 7th Day 
(StrongsTM = 7650/1 shaba/sheba  seven/completeness/perfection) – being The Millennium (ruled by JCg)  which follows the 6 days (6000 years)  of 
Satan’s misrule upon this world.  It is during this (7th) last block of 1000 years where humans are to be taught righteousness (because “The Sabbath was 
made for man” to  complete/purify  him)  by the  kings/priests – hence by continuity of the next verse.
But sadly with what we are taught by errant worldly Christian doctrine then we can clearly reason:-

It is a ridiculous understanding to have  kings/priests  over a zero number of resurrected humans!  
What is righteous about that!  Especially if they are to be judged and many of them would know nothing about JC to be saved!
All as I explain in the commentary to the next verse.

TIME FRAME 19a – The Prime Movers at the beginning of The Millennium are described – This is a high level overview of The Great Sabbath!
412th Comment – John tells us when these future kings/priests are to resurrected relative to The Resurrected World:

(The kings/priests  who have been given their positions to rule [of v4])  are specifically of The 1st Resurrection.
720th Reasoning – Clearly if there is a 1st Resurrection for a group of people, logic would tell us that there is at least a 2nd 
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Resurrection for another group of people – else why call it the 1st Resurrection?
168th Warning – Our worldly Christian leaders never teach of this distinction – why should they?   Because it is not 
applicable to them in Yahweh’s scheme of things!   Thus if they cannot get this correct – what else do they get wrong?
The answer is: – Virtually everything as soon as they deviate from directly quoting The  Bible,  like a worldly reporter!  
288th Instruction – We are told in Rev.2v11, 20v6  that humans of The 1st Resurrection are not subject to the effects of The 
2nd Death of annihilation and are thus special people  - which The Bible tells us: “they are sons of God” – like JCg.
721st Reasoning – It is obvious to  awaken/rouse  the proven perfect leaders first (where they are trained for 3.5 years) – 
because they (having the correct mindset and now suitably trained to accept the new responsibility)  are required to bring 
about institutional change upon The Earth before The 2nd Resurrection which is to occur for everyone else.
722nd Reasoning – If at the time of writing (2012 CE)  the 1st Resurrection has not yet occurred because 1Thes.4v13-18, 
Matt.24v30, 40-44, Rev.11v7-12, etc.  have not occurred,  then logic would tell us that The 2nd Resurrection for everyone 
else has not yet occurred.  Therefore we can conclude that humans have not yet been resurrected and therefore are not in 
“heaven looking down at us” as we are falsely told by our errant worldly Christian leaders ‘spinning a yarn’. 
723rd Reasoning – Also increasing the length of ‘the yarn’ to infer “humans go to heaven” when clearly they do not – 
especially if it is the leaders who are ruling us upon the Earth as The New Jerusalem coming down to Earth (Rev.21v10).
169th Warning – If our ‘eminent’ worldly Christian leaders spin a yarn on one thing why not many things?   How do you 
know that they do not?  We are told that a dirty fountain can only give dirty water, and a clean fountain gives clean water. 
So would you go to a dirty fountain for knowledge on how to fulfil Yahweh’s Desire or a clean fountain? (James.3v11-12).
628th Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall be  awakened/roused  in The 1st Resurrection.
211th Good News – There is a 2nd Resurrection for all humans – so that we all might learn righteousness – from those of 
The 1st Resurrection who demonstrably proved themselves as being suitably qualified to teach us The Word of God.
Rev.   20v5 og This/That (specifically)  the (one = first event)   (to the) {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  
Rev.   20v5 og the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former.
Rev.   20v5 This specifically  (is)  the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}.
I must write this again because it is just so important.
“This is specifically the  foremost/best/chief/first  {standing up again}/resurrection”  (which is applicable to):

Of those persons “deemed entirely worthy” to be participants at JCg’s 1st 2nd C,  these are The First-Fruits  prior to what is to become 
The 2nd Resurrection (= The Main/General Resurrection).

Let me put this verse into context  (without The Copyist Edition that completely  distorts/confuses  logical reasoned understanding).
20v1-3 gave us:

We are told that JCg physically takes control of The Situation on this planet.
JCg constrains Satan after 6000 years of misrule,  so that mankind is freed from this errant methodology,  thereby allowing 
JCg and his 144000 TCs (as his Bride)  to take rule over The Resurrected World and teach its individual members 
righteousness.

20v4 gave us:
John tells us that after JCg takes control he brings onto the scene his immediate assistants:-

That after Satan has been  restrained/{removed from the environment},  then the 144000 TCs take their positions to rule over 
mankind. 

Obviously “to rule” means there must be humans over which “to rule”,  and these humans (being those who have come through the implosion  
[Dan.12v11-12])  are still in fleshly bodies and become The Embryo of mankind started before The 2nd Resurrection commences. 
Note: Obviously this embryo will naturally become old and die out within The Millennium – but they shall be immediately resurrected (as 
their individual 2nd Resurrection during The Millennium within perfected DNA fleshly bodies).
Then John tells us about JCg’s immediate assistants’ credentials:-

That these persons given positions to rule are those persons who were martyrs,  precisely imitated JC,  who did not worship The  
1st Beast under any of its heads – and these persons are to rule alongside JCg for 1000 years.

Obviously “martyrs” means these humans must have died in some manner (during The Gospel Age) first spiritually away from what The 
World can self-indulgently deliver and perhaps also physically for some!  Therefore if Yahweh decided they were like JC,  then they must have  
been resurrected to be consciously ruling alongside him! 
In the next verse we are told the persons resurrected to be ruling alongside JCg have participated in:-

20v5 gives us:
John tells us that JCg’s immediate assistants have just participated within:-

This is the  Best/First/1st  Resurrection.
The  best/first resurrection is referring to the persons who are taking positions of rulership alongside JCg (brothers of JCg [Matt.12v48-50], 
and thus sons of God) because they are The First-Fruits presented to The Temple (which in this instance metaphorically become The New 
Temple ready for The  Millennium where people [“The Inheritance” being those  persons of The 2nd Resurrection] come to learn about The 
Lord - Yahweh).

20v6 will give us:
John will tell us about JCg’s assistants’ having special attributes that separate them away from worldly persons:-

That the person(s) who participates in  The  Best/First  Resurrection  is supremely blessed 
and is  pure/holy/{separate from this world of sin}.  

John throughout these verses is only speaking about the 144000 TCs who have been grafted into The Order of Melchizedek (Heb.5v6-10), to 
be kings and priests of Jerusalem (= Yahweh’s ruling organisation over The Resurrected World of The Millennium).  These individuals are,  as  
we are told,  “supremely spoken well of” (by Yahweh)  and they are  holy/{separate from this world of sin}  (as deemed by Yahweh).  Yahweh 
also  chooses/elects  them (from out of The Christian Nation)  into a position to rule alongside JCg over The Resurrected World.
Then John will tell us that JC’s assistants can never die and shall be given a special position for a long period of time:-

Also The 2nd Death (of annihilation) will have no power over this person,  but they shall become priests of God and shall rule 
together with JCg for 1000 years.

We are now told that these specific persons who are ruling alongside JCg will not be subject to The 2nd Death and thus can never become 
annihilated. – Why?  Because they have been resurrected into  heaven/spiritual/celestial  bodies –  the same as that which JCg inhabits.  
This is further supported at Rev.2v11 within the applicable context given.
And it does not take much imagination to realise that these individuals to rule as kings and priests must therefore have subjects over which to 
rule and unto whom to teach The Word of God – therefore telling us that:
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            “[also the rest of the dead not lived again until were ended the 1000 years]”
Is a forgery – and is not sourced by Yahweh,  but by Satan through his cohorts to mislead – as they have done for the last some 1900 years!

Therefore we understand it is The First-Fruits of The  First/Early  Resurrection who rule and teach righteousness to The World that comes through the 
implosion at The End of The Gospel Age,  and when they are operating correctly as The Embryonic Population,  then The  2nd/General/Main  
Resurrection occurs to bring people from the 6000 years into the correctly functioning embryonic population. 
Everything that has been stated in this commentary makes perfect, logical and righteous sense.

But this core Gospel message is never taught by our worldly Christian leaders – for which they shall be answering to JCg in The Millennium!

TIME FRAME 19a – The Prime Movers at the beginning of The Millennium are described – This is a high level overview of The Great Sabbath!

413th Comment – John continues to teach us about the individuals of The 1st Resurrection:
The person of The 1st Resurrection is supremely blessed,  also  pure/{separate from this world of sin},
Also The 2nd Death has no power over these individuals (of the 1st Resurrection),
But these individuals (= 144000 TCs) shall become the priests of God,  also of JCg,
Also they shall reign together with JCg for 1000 years (= The Millennium).

289th Instruction – The person (as deemed by Yahweh)  partaking in The 1st Resurrection is supremely blessed.
Allegory – repeat - supremely blessed (always) = points to the 144000 TCs making The Grade to become sons of God.
290th Instruction – The person partaking in The 1st Resurrection is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}.
724th Reasoning – These individuals (as deemed by Yahweh) have fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire which is to precisely imitate 
JC’s ministry/lifestyle - to accurately teach The Word of God simply (without strings attached by word or deed) and 
certainly not to censor, or twist it for self-indulgent gain – which rules out most of our worldly Christian leaders!
725th Reasoning – Because being  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  excludes our worldly Christian leaders over the 
last some 2000 years then we can understand why Yahweh can only find 144000 TCs during The Gospel Age!
291st Instruction – The person (as deemed by Yahweh)  partaking in The 1st Resurrection is not subject to The 2nd Death.
726th Reasoning – The 2nd Death of annihilation only applies to resurrected humans in DNA fleshly persons (virtually all 
The Resurrected World) – Why?  Because the 144000 TCs as leaders are brothers/sisters (Matt.12v48-50)  to JCg and 
therefore being married to JCg (metaphorically as one flesh as Paul quoted)  means they are resurrected into 
incorruptible celestial bodies (1Cor.15v35-55)  that can never die (being a physical body that is not based upon DNA).
292nd Instruction – The person (as deemed by Yahweh) partaking in The 1st Resurrection shall be priests of God and JCg.
727th Reasoning – Paul was a priest of God (see letter to Hebrews) but also he told us he was to rule as king (2Tim.4v6-8) 
and therefore they must be kings/priests over a population – else why be rulers over nothing?  They having demonstrably 
proved themselves entirely worthy to be future sons of God shall be teaching The Resurrected World righteousness by 
being given responsibility over greater things (Luke.19v15-19).
728th Reasoning – These 144000 TCs were demonstrably of the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh and  
JC in the 1st part of their physical life (John.14v20, 17v21, 26)  and therefore likewise in the 2nd part of their physical life 
in  celestial/spiritual/heavenly  bodies (as The Heirs)  ruling over The Inheritance (= The Resurrected World).
293rd Instruction – The person (as deemed by Yahweh) partaking in The 1st Resurrection will rule with JCg for 1000 years
729th Reasoning – The 144000 TCs rule alongside JCg teaching righteousness to The Resurrected World during the 1000 
years training period,  and shall also then be judging The Educated World at the end of The Millennium (Matt.19v28, 
1Cor.6v1-3).  This becomes the refining process of The 3rd Epoch Israel (Matt.13v25-30).
629th Prophecy – All the 144000 TCs (as individuals)  shall be supremely blessed.
630th Prophecy – The 2nd Death shall have no power over the 144000 TCs (as individuals).
730th Reasoning – The 144000 TCs shall have guaranteed everlasting life.
631st Prophecy – The 144000 TCs shall become The Priests of Yahweh and also JCg.
Prophecy – repeat - The 144000 TCs shall be ruling for 1000 years alongside JCg.
212th Good News – The 144000 TC are recognised as being Christ-like and shall be applauded.
213th Good News – The 144000 TCs shall live forever.
214th Good News – The 144000 TCs having the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as Yahweh and JCg are 
suitably qualified to become Priests over The Resurrected World to teach its members righteousness.
Rev.   20v6 og (The) (one = person) {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{well off}/{very happy}  
Rev.   20v6 og also  (the) holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  the (one = person)  
Rev.   20v6 og holding/taking/possessing/obtaining/having  (the) apportion/division/section/share/piece/part  in  to the  
Rev.   20v6 og {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again}  to the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former,  
Rev.   20v6 og over/upon/concerning  {from/concerning these persons/things}  the  death/{deadly result}  the  
Rev.   20v6 og {second (in time/place/rank)}/afterward/again/2nd  no/not/none  (it) holds/possesses/obtains/has  
Rev.   20v6 og (the) privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power,  
Rev.   20v6 og but  (they) {shall be}/{come to pass} (the) priests  of the God  also of the  Christ/Messiah/Anointed,  
Rev.   20v6 og also  (they will) {to rule}/kingship/reign  amid/together/with/{after (with accusative  or “infinitive)}  
Rev.   20v6 og (of the) him (= JCg)  (a) thousand  years.
Rev.   20v6 The person  {supremely blessed}/fortunate/{very happy}  

also the  holy/pure/blameless/{separate from this world of sin}  the person  
holding/possessing/having  the  apportion/division/section/share/part  
in/with  the  foremost/beginning/best/chief/first/former  {standing up again}/resurrection/{rising again},  
over/upon  {from/concerning these persons/things}  the second  death/{deadly result}  (of annihilation)  
not it  holds/possesses/obtains/has  the  privilege/competency/freedom/capacity/authority/power,  
but  they (= 144000 TCs)  {shall be}/{come to pass} the priests  of the God  also of the  Christ/Anointed,  
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also they will  rule/reign  together/with  him (= JCg)  (for)  a thousand years  (= The Millennium).
Most of this has been covered in the long commentary given in the previous verse to expose the infamous copyist addition.

This is the same material about which I wrote some seven years earlier and include here:
These individuals must be priests for a congregation – else it is rather pointless,  because they will be ‘twiddling their fingers’ for a 1000 years!  
Further, John tells us:  They will “reign with JCg”!   
And therefore we reason again,  these  rulers/priests  must reign over something, - else ‘reign’ is a rather sterile word to be used in this instance!
More importantly the Bible actually tells us later, they come back down to Earth.

Why?  
Obviously,  so that these  rulers/priests  come to their congregation of fleshly people resurrected upon The Earth!  
Thus the rest of the humans will be resurrected during this 1000 years where they will learn righteousness from The Priests of Yahweh (being The Bride 
of Christ).

Why does The 2nd Death have no authority over these Priests?
Because as Paul has told us,  they have won The Race according to The Rules (2Tim.2v5),  received The Prize of Priesthood to become a Son of God. 
The Rules are (as discovered by the TC during the 1st part of their life):-

To precisely imitate JC’s ministry/lifestyle  and thereby personally solving “The Mystery of God”.
Thereby so doing,  have perfected their mind –and Yahweh has reciprocated by  awakening/rousing  them into a celestial physical body.

Therefore with this prize of being part of the  Household/Family  of Yahweh,  means to be physically like the fellow members of His household principally  
JCg in a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body as Paul explains to us in 1Cor.15v35-55.
Consequently operating within a  heavenly/spiritual/celestial  body then a  {future priest}/{son of God}  cannot die,  and has no need of the Tree of Life in  
its physical sense (see Rev22v2).
An interesting comment:
We have a future situation where Yahweh is mentioned separately to JCg,  therefore surely common sense would tell us that Yahweh and JCg are separate 
Entities where The 144000 TCs are “ruling alongside JCg” under Yahweh’s Authority.

What does this tell us about The Trinity myth sourced by The World?
Need I say any more here?

Except all those persons who have been blinded by The Trinity myth should just open their eyes to logically argued reason based upon specifically what 
The Bible teaches us and therefore:  Wake-up to Reality!

Rev.   20v6   TIME FRAME 19a CONTINUATION – That completes the beginning of The Millennium,  where the TCs have been inaugurated as 
kings/priests  and shall be ruling The Resurrected World during The 1000 year Millennium – by teaching the members of The Resurrected World 
righteousness,  without any interference from Satan where The Darnel weeds are allowed to grow alongside The Wheat (Matt.13v26-30)  under The ‘Sun’ 
Light of Yahweh’s Methodology.  All humans are taught how to behave to bring about a perfect society for all of its members.

Hopefully there is enough reasoned information there for our consideration and reassessment of what we have been told to 
accept,  by spiritually blind worldly Christian leaders – even though they are  The Most  eloquent and persuasive of 
speakers!   They teach what The Recipient  wants to hear – (1Thes.2v3-6, 2Tim.4v3-4, Matt.24v23-26, etc)  but it is 
absolutely  not  what Yahweh wants to hear!
So after:-

1. The Substantiation by certain scholars as cited on The Internet for your statement to be a  “Copyist Addition”.
2. The Knowledge given and carefully explained in The Most Righteous Manner for all persons having existed.
3. The Understanding that yields true Glory and Worship to Yahweh within a  sane/reasoning  mind.

Then can you state again:-
“You  (“FutureLife.Org”)  talk about the 2nd part of your life  (- this)  is nonsense!”

The question you must wrestle with,  within your mind,  is the following – Do you prefer:-
1. What sounds nice to the ears (2Tim.4v3-4)  given by highly skilled and crafted individuals in their eloquence?
2. What Yahweh sourced to  Righteously  bring about The Salvation of Mankind as taught by The Word of God?

And that decision determines whether you prefer:-
(1) The Spirit of The World  (Eph.2v2)  to feed  “The Immediacy”  or
(2) The Spirit  (personality/desires/traits  which is  pure/{separate from this world of sin}  to make Yahweh's Desire 

manifest within The Environment)  of Yahweh?
I cannot make the decision for you – but it  is  my responsibility to present The Evidence in a reasoned manner precisely as 
did Paul  (acknowledged by Peter at 2Pet.3v15-6)  –  else I personally stand accused   (by  “The Big Stick” - Eze.33v6).
What I find amazing  (just as did Paul say to The Galatians)  is that when  all  The Information is carefully explained,  that 
still,  people revert back to a worldly understanding.  And yet this occurs with people having debilitating habits  (for 
example “smoking”)  -  all The Evidence and Information is presented and can be reasonably assessed,  but because certain 
humans prefer  “The Immediacy” (= animalistic/carnal mind  trait)  and  not  the long-term future effects,  then they 
operate according to worldly methodology.   Which is  precisely why  (1) people  physically  behaving like this,  and  (2) 
“Religious”  persons  spiritually  behaving like this  (including millions of  worldly Christians)  must have the 2nd part of 
their physical life so that they  can  righteously purify the 2nd part of their spiritual life – precisely as The Bible tells us and 
precisely as  “FutureLife.Org”  so  very carefully  explains to The World.

Have you an open mind with what The Word of God teaches us – or do you  persistently refuse  to accept what 
The Word of God teaches us – that is so very carefully reasoned and substantiated on  “FutureLife.Org”?

You also mention:-
People will marry and have children during this 1000 year period.

But again this is  not  precisely what The Bible tells us  (but merely an  assumption  of yours).
Let me quote JC – The Word of God on this matter (Matt.22v29-30, etc):-

“You do err,  not knowing the scriptures,  nor the power of God.  For in The Resurrection they neither marry nor 
given to marriage,  but are as the angels of God within the heaven  (being the domain of The Millennium).”

Now you could argue that these persons  (in your understanding)  are not resurrected and thus this citation does not apply!
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A good response – but please bear with me as I develop my  righteous  reply.
So I should ask:-

What  are  we really being told here?
Let us reason through this statement of JC's:-

1.  Yahweh's prime aim was to full The Earth  (Gen.1v28, 9v1)  and to do this they would become  “of one flesh”  
(2v24)  of which Paul recognised for The Future and thus  mirrored  at 1Cor.6v16-17 to speak of  The Future  
being The Union between JCg and The Bride  (of 144000 TCs ready to  fill The Earth with   purified      
“children”  during The Millennium).   While not what you believe – please give me time to develop my point.
2.  We are taught in The Bible that The Purpose of Marriage – is to yield  “children”  in the best environment for 
The Children – irrespective of what supposed  'enlightened'  persons might teach about  “divorce” (Matt.19v7-8)!
3.  Thus  if  JC told us we are  “not given to marriage”  –  then  he is speaking  physically  about  The Reason  for 
Marriage which is to physically fill The Earth with people  'not being required'  –  because Yahweh is  not  
requiring angels to physically reproduce – so they are:  “not given to marriage”.
4.  Paul links his teaching to The Spiritual aspect of The Gospel Message by speaking of  “The One Flesh”  ([1] 
above)  that yields  spiritually purified  humans to fill The Earth during  “The Sabbath Day made for man”  where 
JCg is  “The Lord of The (Great) Sabbath Day”  (Mark.2v27-28)  which he covered for The Whole Great Sabbath 
in his death immediately following The Passover –  (JCg)  to become The Waved Barley as The First of The First 
Fruit that was to follow  (144000 TCs)  50 days later  (The Waved Wheat)  at Pentecost (Acts.2v1+)  to be drawn 
out of The Gospel Age as The First Fruits  (Rom.8v23,  Rev.7v4-8, 14v3-4)  as instructed by Yahweh in prophetic 
allegory at Lev.23v5-15 – where  'everything'  in  The Tanakh (= The Old Testament)  is a prophetic mirror of 
what is to follow in The Gospel Age leading into The Millennium.
5.  We are also told that there is a regime change at the beginning of The Millennium  (Rev.20v1-3)  at the 
spiritual level - so we must ask the question:  Why should things continue as before – with The Earth is now 
physically   filled    under Satan’s Spiritual Rule – hence The Regime change!   Things will be different,  because 
JCg is to be reigning with his  kings/priests (Rev.19v16)  being his  brothers/sisters (Matt.12v48-50)  as  
elected/selected  by The Matchmaker Yahweh  (Matt.20v23)  to become The Future Sons of God – being tasked to 
bring a New Methodology to The World  –  but for what reason?
6.  To now  spiritually  reform The World  away  from Satan's methodology (= worldly methodology)  to 
Yahweh's Methodology thereby bringing newly reform persons  away  from their  old  methodology  (of the 
previous 6000 years)  to The  New  Methodology  (presented by JCg during 1000 years of The Great Sabbath 
Day).  And the reason for this,  is for them to personally understand what is better – either the old methodology  
or  The New Methodology and ideally Yahweh is to bring The World full with  spiritually  perfected humans 
having made The Adjustment from The 1st part of their spiritual life to the 2nd part of their spiritual life.  And they 
righteously required the 2nd part of their physical life to  righteously  make this change based upon The Word of 
God = “believing in JC” when  accurately  given this knowledge!   This section is precisely what JC meant by 
allegoric prophecy at Mark.2v27-28 when he was speaking of The Millennium to purify mankind  (in the 2nd part 
of their physical life).
7.  But it is pointless to have a spiritually perfected person living in the present corrupted DNA fleshly bodies as 
you have suggested – being a physical repeat in The Millennium as it was for the last 6000 years where people 
have physically died in corrupt fleshly bodies – because being perfect minds in faulty bodies that die;  and yet we 
are told  “death”  (being The 1st Death)  has been done away with (Rev.20v13-14) – hence immediate 
inconsistency!   But what  is  logical and righteous would be  if  humans were  resurrected into   perfected   DNA   
fleshly physical  bodies within which they can then  personally   purify   their mind    within a perfected 
environment,  within these new  perfected fleshly bodies in The New Regime to perfect The Mind – so that  
perfected   minds     and   perfected   bodies    can continue  without  fear of The 2nd Death  (and now it makes sense that 
the 1st death can be done away with)!

Does all this exegesis make for righteous common sense?
However that is merely The High Level Introduction based upon what JC told us in that citation!

I could now give some additional 30 to 40 pages of  quotations/citations  plus my commentaries that give all the supportive 
bed-rock to this understanding which is to occur in the very near future – but I will be merely repeating myself of the work 
that I have done elsewhere – which shall be freely available in my electronic  “Concordance of Topics”  for instant access.
However there comes a point in time,  where it becomes  your  responsibility for  you  personally to start searching for this 
– I have done the hard work  (1) I have ardently searched The Scriptures in its  original   Greek    word  (found significant 
doctrinal translational errors),  and scrutinised The Evidence thereby gaining The Word of God,  enabling me to think in 
the same manner as JC and The Apostles  (John.14v20, 17v21-26)  yielding  “1  st   Century   Christianity”  (to be at utter 
variance with the worldly Christianity we have taught today)  and  (2) with fidelity I have  freely/simply  gathered all this 
information and presented it to you  (and The World at large)  in a  transparent,  rational and sensible manner. 
There is a point in time within  your  (2 part)  life where  you  must take some action  yourself and personally  run with this 
knowledge freely presented – do not keep saying:  “Lord  make/give  me … this, that or the other”  – as do our worldly 
Christian leaders tell us in their phony prayers)  -  because He has,  in this website  “FutureLife.Org”  that,  like a luminary, 
is beamed throughout The World (Matt.24v14, 28v19)  and yet you reject it!   Whose responsibility is that?

Yahweh has done His part with The Word of God,  
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JC has done his part to give  (1) the Ministry to purify our minds and  (2) The Ransom Sacrifice to get us into the 
2nd part of our physical life (1John.2v2),  
I have done my part in  very carefully  explaining it to you – 

and now it is over to you!
I really cannot make it any clearer than that!

Now let me carefully go through what you stated,  line by line,  and untangle your assumptions and errant reasoning based 
upon human sourced mythology – and afterwards see if there are any Bible citations to counter what has been written.

At the start of the 1000 years (= The Millennium)  Satan is bound 
Correct statement – because this is  precisely what The Bible tells us  at Rev.20v1-3.

and the first-Fruits/saints are raised from the dead to live and reign with Christ during the 1000 years.  
Correct statement - this is  precisely what The Bible tells us  at Rev.20v4-6.
However I choose not to use  “saints”  because this insinuates that I might concord with the practice of  
canonisation/beatification  as practised by  worldly Christian leaders presuming themselves to be “God” counter to 
everything The Bible teaches us (for example: Matt.20v23).   This practice is an abomination to Yahweh!
I prefer to use the word  {holy persons}/TCs  as determined  by Yahweh – to become  The  “First-fruits”  (Rom.8v23).

The rest of the dead are not resurrected until the end of the 1000 years.
A Copyist Addition – accepted as such by most Scholars – endorsed by our most authentic prime reference standards.
There is  no  other supportive phrase in The Whole Bible  (both Old and New Testaments)  to support this sentence,  and 
for  “certainty”  we accept the word of  two  witnesses and  not  merely one witness – as The Bible tells us.
Yahweh's most Righteous Plan for Human Salvation as given through six millennia and recorded throughout  (given 
through thousands of concordant  prophecies/allegories  being fulfilled even today)  is absolutely undermined by this  one 
sentence – which is shown to be a  fraudulent  statement!
It yields an unrighteous and thus faulty exegesis – as you have clearly written down – and I am having to carefully unpick!
It is very unwise for any person to build their whole thesis upon sand  (Matt.7v26-27)  because the house falls down!

Therefore, 
An incorrect word to use here – we can gain nothing from a  demonstrable/reasoned/unsupported  Copyist Addition!
The following now becomes a myth,  because it is a conclusion that has been based upon an  incorrect  statement.

they will not be allowed a second chance to learn righteousness during the millennium – they will not be there!!!
This now becomes the myth – because there is  nothing  else in The Bible to support this conjecture  (of which I invite any 
person in The World to contact this website if they are able to find another supportive phrase in context).
However it does lead to  many  unrighteous  inconsistencies in other parts of The Bible – of which my electronic  
“Concordance of Topics”  will bring together for all people of The World  to read for themselves  –  rather than to be 
listening to demonstrable myths,  repeatedly peddled  without  thought and substantiation.
The important thing is that Yahweh must be seen throughout  ALL  Time to be utterly  righteous  in everything He does – 
and likewise in His Word of God as precisely recorded in The Original Greek Text  (where  “righteousness”  cannot be 
seen within unoriginal Greek text).

If you read from vs 11 – 15 you will notice that the dead from the earth and sea are raised
As an assumption,  this could be thought to be a correct statement based upon  worldly Christian doctrine.
But I went back to the original Greek text and noticed that what you state here is  not    precisely correct    –  you have made 
several subtle,  but very  critical errors  based upon several errant assumptions!
“The earth”  is  not  stated at all in the text,  but only  “the sea”.
Also you make a point:  men were  “raised” – but the text actually states they were “given” - this is subtly different.
Also  death/hades  gave the dead – meaning that  these constraints were removed  for those dead persons – all very subtly 
different to the general broad brush assumption you originally gave.  And this is just so typical of humans today – 
inadvertently spinning The Truth to fit what:   “They  want  to believe”!
Thus we realise that again,  worldly Christian  leaders/theologians  have actually missed the point of what is occurring here 
and it has rippled down into their congregations  (Matt.15v14, Luke.6v39)!
“The Sea”  in prophecy  always  means “Mankind” – being tempestuous because it is blown about The Spirit of The Air 
(Eph.2v2),  out of which we aiming to fulfil Yahweh's Desire are to become  “fishers of men”  –  to draw out the TCs.
Thus this citation means  “mankind”  is  giving persons for judgement  (over their learning 1000 year period). 
“Resurrection” or “Awakening”  is absolutely  nowhere  to be found in the cited text!
And thus we can deduce you  (and members of Christendom generally)  have placed  an errant assumption into the text.
In every place the words  “Resurrection”  or  “Awakening”  are used – are to mean just that – but  “given”  is always used 
to mean:   “are  already alive  (for any length of time)  are to receive something or other …..........”
So actually these quotes you have used do  not  support your conjecture,  but actually add to what The Bible holistically 
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tells us elsewhere – and it is this that I merely repeat when faced with  untangling  obviously errant worldly Christian 
doctrine as my  precision detailed  commentaries show.

but only for judgement 
A  half  correct statement because in the other half becomes an  assumption  that  all  our worldly Christian leaders have 
falling into since 325 CE  – hence  The Human Creation  of the demonstrable Copyists Addition at Rev.20v5.
The  'human assumption'  is  “immediately” - but I see  no  “time domain”  in the text and thus  “immediately”  becomes 
an  assumption.  In fact we can put  any  “time period”  in at this point in time and thus we should investigate other areas 
of The Bible to tell what time frame should be applied here to yield  (1) a holistic understanding  and  (2) a  righteous 
understanding that  fully reflects Yahweh's qualities.
I would suggest useful time periods for consideration for this  “time domain”  period would be:  “The Day of The Lord” 
(Mark.2v27-28) – which we are told:  “is as a 1000 years” (2Pet.3v8)  which is a period of time when Satan was removed 
from society for a 1000 years (Rev.20v1-3, 7) – that is  two  points of supportive reference (“two witnesses” of The Truth).
Constructively this seems like common sense – and moreover it appears to be  righteous  to Yahweh's Plan for all humans 
– and further,  especially when we  are  given  a  “time domain”  then we should use it when there is  not  a  “time 
domain”  given within The Text!
The Crux is that:   If information is  not  given – then we righteously search to  “seek and you shall find”  The 
Righteousness of Yahweh expressed within His Word.  And that is precisely what I have done!

We are  never  to  “assume”  anything – we can  only  operate with  precision  upon  demonstrable facts  –  else 
we generate myths!   As witness throughout virtually everything our leaders of “Religion” teach us!

And further,  “Judgement”  comes from The Greek word  “Krisis”  from which we have gained The English word “Crisis” 
as I have explained earlier in this text.  It becomes a  “Crisis Day of 1000 years”  where we must make The Correct 
Decision to imitate JC  (thereby  “believing in JC”  as The Given Word of God by JCg and the 144000 TCs),  because 
quite simply,  if we make The Wrong Decision  (to return back to the 1st part of our spiritual life being that which we 
initially nurtured in the 1st part of our physical life)  then we face The 2nd Death of Annihilation.

– and if their names are written in the Book of Life
= And if these persons  (= The Resurrected World into The Millennium)  have their names written into The Book of Life 
operational over their   2 part life    (being the 1st part under Satan's Rule of 6000 years,  and the 2nd part under JCg's Rule of 
1000 years as being The Millennium).
These individuals in The Book of Life have thereby demonstrated personal reform  away from  the 1st part of spiritual life 
unto a personally perfected 2nd part of their spiritual life  based upon  The Teaching of Righteousness from  The Ruling  
kings/priests  (= the 144000 TCs)  accurately  given as The Word of God in The Millennium  –  who themselves are  not 
peddling to pamper  “self-indulgence”  (either of themselves – or the persons in their care)!

Because it is  “self-indulgence”  to varying degrees that has brought the problems into humanity!

they are placed on His right side for life 
Quite simply this is an invention – The Bible does  not  state this  here!
However JCg does state this by  parable/illustration  at Matt.25v31-33,  where actually referring to it here,  as you have 
done,  means that you have  taken out of context  what JC taught us at Matt.25v31-33.
Actually JC states:  “When  The Son of Man  comes then  he  will …”  But you have just stated  (1) JC and the first fruits 
are  ruling for  a 1000 years – so he has already come – and yet here  (2) you are applying what JC stated when  “he first 
comes”  to a point of time  1000 years later  by quoting a demonstrable Copyist Addition to be applied to the supposed 
Judgement at the end of the 1000 years.  Thereby you have just made  two  errors within your reasoning.
But if we  correctly  apply JC's statement to  The   beginning   of The Millennium    to gain his First-fruits  (which you have 
correctly identified)  are chosen to rule when JC  first  comes  (at The 1st Resurrection, 1Thes.4v13, Matt.24v40-44, 
1Cor,15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13, etc)   -  then everything makes  logical and righteous  sense.
We realise that your  misquotation is about The 1st Resurrection when Yahweh is selecting JC's virgin Bride  (by JC's 
ransom sacrifice and remained a spiritual virgin by precisely imitating JC's ministry/lifestyle  (Matt.25v1-12, Rev.19v6-9, 
21v2, 9)  of The First-fruits to rule from The Start in The Millennium – being the point in time mentioned at Rev.20v6),
Thus we realise that JC is telling us about The Selection of The First-fruits = the 144000 TCs as The Sheep out from The 
rejected  worldly Christian leaders as The Goats  (further supported by Luke.16v1-12,  Matt.25v1-12,  24v45-51,  
Matt.25v20-28,  and I could write just so many more citations here – but all will be in my  “Concordance of Topics”),

for life 
If found in the book of life – then everlasting life will ensue = a correct statement.

but if not on the left 
An incorrect citation - please see above reasoning and explanation for  “right side”.

for the Lake of Fire.
A correct statement – but I must immediately make an interjection.
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“Christians”  have been taught  to enter into a  'mind prison'  as soon as the word  “fire”  is mentioned!
Sadly what is  never  taught is  The Context  in which any citation might be used.  
And further,  a mind change seems to occur when these illustrative citations are used – inasmuch these citations are 
surrounded by  figurative illustrations  and yet as soon as the word  “fire” appears – immediately this is  presumed   fact    
rather than to be accepted as   an allegory   – where all the nouns are accepted allegories in the surrounding context!   

Does this sound logical or illogical?
Very quickly  (and please research other areas of my commentaries and Glossary for the full reasoning)  JC used fire and 
brimstone of Gehenna as being a warning of what will occur at The 2nd Death to mean utter annihilation – just as that 
which occurred at “Valley of Hinnom”  (transmutation giving “Gehenna)  being the valley outside The City of Jerusalem 
where The City's municipal waste was burnt to non-existence with the helping power that brimstone brings – into which 
also were thrown criminals to have their bodies cremated to a non-existence.   Thus this  illustration  of an  ‘everyday’  
practice was used as  a warning  of what The 2nd Death of Annihilation really means in contrast to the 1st Death which is  
“asleep”  (John.11v11-15)  – meaning that a return to life  (= the 2nd part of our physical life – hence Exe.37v1-11 in the  
context of Exe.37v12-28)  is a certainty – all precisely as The Bible tells us.  We also see  (at 1Cor.3v13-14)  Paul use the 
word  “Fire”  to describe the destruction of our worldly theology/methodology  while we are being assayed during our life.

Now returning to The Lake of Fire  - what does this mean by allegory?
“Lake”  means  “an area of confinement”  –  typically applied to water.
“Fire”  means  “eternal destruction to nothing”  of anything that does not meet to Yahweh's requirements (1Cor.3v13).
Thus  “Lake of Fire”  means  “an area of confinement where everlasting destruction occurs” = annihilation.
And incidentally,  “Water” means “knowledge” and we are given this knowledge beforehand of what is to occur.

The people who live during the millennium and whom Jesus and his saints rule over are those people who manage to 
survive the endtime time of trouble which is to come upon the earth.
Yes and No!
There is an enormous lack of precision and over-simplification in this statement  (and I need to untangle it)!
Yes - there will be those persons who are fortunate to get through The Tribulation – but actually there are  TWO  
tribulations that many of our worldly theologians completely muddle-up into  “One  Tribulation”,  as precisely they do 
over the word “Judgement” - not realising there are in reality TWO Judgements on two groupings of persons that occur at 
two different periods of time – by 'TWO Judges'  (all citations will be given in my electronic Concordance of Topics).
There is The One Tribulation prophesied by Daniel Dan.12v11-12,  and John at Rev.19v16-19.
This first and main Tribulation  (“main” because it applies to  all  people of the world)  and it occurs at The Close of The 
Gospel Age where it is split into two parts as Rev. chapters 13, 17 explain.
Quite simply  (as this could easily spread to 10 pages here),  stage one is before and after The 1st Resurrection 
(1Thes.4v13-18, Matt.24v40-44, 1Cor.15v35-55, Rev.11v11-13, etc)  in which The World generally sinks into anarchy 
under The Control of The Secular World  (in which “Religion” shall be utterly disregarded - as being an  embarrassment  
to  sane/reasoning  minds  [Titus.2v2-8] – precisely as Rev. chapters 17 and 18 tell us).  The World is entering into 
tribulation brought about  “man's inhumanity to man”  with the power of technology to ensure that it covers The World.  
3.5 years  after  The 1st Resurrection,  then The Closing of this world anarchy shall occur by JCg and his 144000 TCs with 
all the power of Yahweh's HS operating within and outside them  (Rev.19v16-21)  to bring to the end the old heaven  (= 
Satan's authority)  and the old earth (= The Systems/Protocols  that supports mankind – just as The Earth  supports 
mankind – [hence “earth” used])  as Peter told us at  2Pet.3v10-13.  
Thus JCg and the 144000 TCs remove The Old World Order  (Rev.19v16-21)  –  being all its world leaders but principally, 
Secular worldly leaders,  because The Secular Leaders and The World have effectively already  removed the leaders of  
“Religion”  because after  The 1st Resurrection  witnessed by The World  will realise that Old  “Religion”  is a farce – 
because what The Bible has always taught and  “FutureLife.Org”  explained has been experienced in a momentous and 
televised occasion  (Rev.11v9 – and on The Internet).  Hence Rev.11v13,  noting  “earthquake”  is an  incorrect  translation 
(being another assumption)  the Greek word is  better translated  to be  “civil commotion”  -  but please look at my local 
commentaries that fully explain all this.
Thus Yahweh uses The World secular power to remove those persons who misrepresented Him – just as He did at 70 CE to 
remove The Jews by The Romans  (= The World secular power of that age)  before He moves onto the next stage of His 
Plan for Human Salvation – being The Christian Nation; – and now some 2000 years later,  at the close of The Gospel Age, 
to bring-in The Millennium under JCg's Rule and power – with  his assistants,  as you correctly stated  “The 1st Remnant 
from The 1st Epoch of Israel [Jews] = The Prophets and Ancient Worthies)  and “The 2nd Remnant from The 2nd Epoch of 
Israel” [Christians]  = The First-fruits comprising of the 144000 TCs) (being the two flocks coming together, John.10v16).
The second Great Tribulation occurs as you correctly stated,  is a 1000 years later where those persons who rebel against 
Yahweh's Authority given through The City of Jerusalem  (= Yahweh's Authority operating through His representatives = 
The 144000 TCs and The Prophets, etc)  at The End of The Millennium which becomes The 2nd Death of Annihilation.
But because perfected humans stand to one-side – distancing themselves from rebellion,  then The Tribulation is  only  
towards  the rebellious individuals  who refuse to imbue The Word of God in the 2nd part of their physical life – I explain 
this in a bit more detail later.
After explaining that aspect,  then we can move on to understand The People who come through  The First  Great 
Tribulation (as Daniel states)  are  “blessed”  – because quite simply they have  not  been part of  The  System/Protocols  
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that have been removed over 45 days  (as Dan.12v11-12)  and replaced by JCg and the 144000 TCs having  infinite      
capability/power.
But it must be understood that these persons are still existing in a  corruptible fleshly DNA body – which is to die.
And we must understand that  the children to these people  will  also die  because they have  the   same    DNA from 
generation to generation – we are told no different  (if  we accept your view of The Scriptures)  we must not assume 
anything – noting Rev.22v18-19,  we can only operate upon what we have been specifically told in The Bible! 
So we now enter a problem – no physical change – and yet there  is  a regime change – how odd is that?
Thus:  

How is it righteous for the  “blessed”  persons to die in The Millennium in the  same  faulty DNA bodies within 
their children – it infers that they must be resurrected again at the end of The Millennium because they have died!

So that is immediately the first inconsistency in what you suggest!
Also you suggest later (?),  that these children  physically live for 1000 years  (?)  before this final judgement in 
order to  physically  get to your presumed one judgement at the end of The Millennium – again inconsistency 
within your reasoning at three levels  (1) Have faulty DNA parents created perfect DNA children (how?)  (2) 
Does Yahweh step in to create perfect DNA for them to last a 1000 years  (if now,  then why not to resurrect all 
humans into perfected bodies – else why be inconsistent)  (3) Why does Yahweh desire to give these humans a 
better start in life during The Millennium and independently test them at the end – while leaving the rest of us of 
the 6000 year period before The Millennium to be judged merely on what we knew  and/or  not know during our 
one chance – never knowing of a wonderful paradise or even be in the position to  “believe in JC” (= “believe in 
The Word of God” [Rev.19v13])!   That is absolutely  not  righteous and thus  cannot  be sourced from Yahweh!

And how does it concur that JC should be  (during his 1st Advent in Israel) :-
Demonstrating what it would be like in The Millennium through the physical miracles worked through him by 
Yahweh.–  By curing people of the maladies showing the DNA would be so strong to overcome diseases,  
perfected not to have malformed limbs,  and people would not be robbed of the mind by demons or the mental 
problems as we have today - because The Word of God correctly taught would remove all these burdens.

Is this not a society that The Righteous God would not want to show to all humans so that they might 
make an educated decision on what society should be like?

After reasoning through the problems generalise worldly Christian doctrine  creates  then I would rather suggest the 
following which is utterly logical – but more importantly,  righteous  for Yahweh – as appropriately sourced by Yahweh:-
After personally witnessing the anarchy and decay of Satan's World Order,  together with The Enforced Introduction of 
Yahweh's New World Order through JCg and the 144000 TCs – this would have quite a burning effect  'in the mind',   in 
these specific individuals within this last generation of The Old World system coming through The first Great Tribulation 
– where the old worldly leaders have been forcibly ejected by Yahweh's appointed world leaders being The First-Fruits  (= 
The Sheep post JC's Advent)  and the assisting  Prophets/{Ancient Worthies}  (= The Sheep pre JC's Advent)   which 
come together as The Two Flocks  (John.10v16)  to rule The Millennium – actually as you correctly state.
Thus these blessed humans shall become The New Embryo for The New Compliant Society under their new masters 
bringing in Utopia = The Paradise upon a compliant society – because of The Dramatic  Physical  Transformation that they 
have witnessed  within their   present   existence    (very much in the manner as The Israelite slaves left Egypt  [= 
metaphorically The Old World Order] – under Yahweh’s physical  direct  intervention).
And thus once The New Power Base has been established and thus stable  (after vanquishing all opposition in a 45 day 
period of time),  then this becomes an acceptable environment into which The Resurrected World can be introduced,  in 
perhaps as stages (Isa.65v20) – this then becomes The 3rd Epoch of Israel out of which The 3rd Remnant can be extracted 
that returns to The Lord – as explained to Paul  (2Cor.12v1-3,  see my local commentaries).
The Resurrected World shall be resurrected into perfected neuter bodies  (as angels  'not given to marry'  to procreate)  with 
a perfected DNA genome that could last for an eternity within which the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  might then be 
personally perfected within this perfected body during The Millennium  (being a period of Judgement – where we are to 
make decisions about how we might personally reform within a perfected environment made possible by JCg and The 
144000 TCs  (plus the prophets and ancient worthies).  

Does this sound logical and righteous?
And further,  once the embryonic society is being established with The Resurrected World over stages then the  “blessed 
humans”  who started this new society  bringing-on  new entrants from The Resurrected World will die in their  old  
original warn-out fleshly body and become resurrected  (into perfected bodies)  back into this society that they started – 
where they shall obviously not fear The 2nd Death of annihilation in perfected bodies and live an eternity on their perfected 
DNA  bodies.
I could expand all this in the most righteous and logical manner – but I am restricted by space and I cover all this 
knowledge elsewhere on the website “FutureLife.Org”.

So!  How does this compare with what you state,  where I have  clearly shown  that what is commonly believed 
by “Christendom” is full of  unrighteous errors and is absolutely   not   supported by The Bible in its Original Word  ?

An important ancillary observation:-
It must be noticed that this scenario does  not  require leaders of  “Religion”  to make this scenario occur,  and 
thus we can see why – during JC's ministry when he taught this – they detested him  (John.11v47-53)  – because 
they were automatically excluded from  (1) being the leaders of The New World Order (hypocrisy excluded them) 
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and  (2) they could  not  get in-between The Almighty God  (Matt.23v13)  and the congregational members to 
extract a tithe  (of whatever ‘101’ worldly things these tithes might be)  on The Way!   
And again throughout The Gospel Age – why would  worldly Christian leaders want this information to  “get out” 
if it would jeopardise their present worldly gain  (inasmuch they make a worldly living out of God's Word)?

Please Note:  There  are  some good “Christian leaders” (as lay preachers Acts.18v1-3, 1Thes,2v9, 2Thes.3v6-12, etc) – 
but they are absolutely not where The World – being where The Masses might think they are located!   Knowing The Bible 
teaches us where to find them – but likewise they are earnestly seeking you out on a  'one to one'  basis to be carefully 
explaining The Word of God in its entirety to fully  honour/dignify  Yahweh within  sane/reasoning  recipient minds!

They will have children and these people will live in a righteous kingdom, 
As I carefully explain this does not change what is occurring now – why should Yahweh righteously change The Situation 
for new persons – else those persons before this age could argue:  “Foul – it is  not  righteous!”   Obviously for it to be 
righteous,  then  all  humans must experience  The   Same   Environment   – upon which it now becomes a  personal   decision    
based upon  the   same   conditions    (and seen to be righteous by all entities)  – else it is  not  righteous  (and cannot be 
accepted  “righteous”  by any specific person)!
They will  not  have children  (based upon what JC taught us).  –  It would seem plausible that the  “blessed people”  will 
be  inhibited  to have children – because Yahweh has changed The System – by what means – I do not pretend to know – it 
could be forced or natural compliance – because of what has occurred within their immediate life – has shaken them to 
The Core by The Regime change physically occurring within the 1st part of their physical life!
And for the resurrected persons,  they shall only be too pleased to be resurrected!– 
And being resurrected without having the genitalia and its support structure driving sexual emotions  (“like angels, not 
given to marry”),  then there would be no drive to have children.
But Yes!   These people who exist will be living within a perfected society – but logically why?

Because people are righteously having their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  perfected  by the perfected 
environment!   And are  truly learning  how to really  “Believe in JC”  = “imitate JC's lifestyle”!

This fulfils Yahweh's Desire – all persons are having The Opportunity to become perfected within The Mind based upon 
The Word of God  (JCg - Rev.19v13)  being  accurately  taught by JCg and the 144000 TCs to ensure that righteousness 
occurs  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  so that,  as I teach elsewhere,  those persons with the propensity to commit premeditated 
sin  (to self-indulge to the hurt of their neighbour)  shall be intercepted  before  they can do anything and severely warned 
– perhaps given a  “community service order”  for merely  thinking  about the act – rather than now,  after  'the act'  and if  
'unlucky'  to have been caught!

Can the reader see how different things will be,  and precisely why Yahweh is to bring this about?
Please read my inter-verse commentaries that explain all this within the context of the local verses.
Perhaps I might ask the question:

Why do so many Christians hold to the same belief upon which you cling?
I have just had a transient thought flash through my mind:-

I merely surmise – that perhaps they think they are  ‘good’  and this is a  ‘justified payback’  for being  ‘good’  in 
this present evil world!   Being a  ‘justified return’  for merely  ‘accepting JC existed’,  but yet,  I further suggest 
they do  not  truly  “believe in JC”  by  precisely imitating  his ministry/lifestyle – see the important differentiator 
between two disciples of Judas and Peter given at John.6v64 and 6v68, Matt.19v27  – please see my local 
commentaries that explain this.

So I might merely ask:
Who  really  is asking for a  ‘reward on works’ – behind a presumed fake  ‘façade of faith’  (see James.2v14-26).

Inasmuch the works for saying such wonderful words to one another – but what is  not  done  -  being to be actually fulfil 
Yahweh’s Desire which is to  precisely teach  The World  in  exactly the   same   manner    as did JC and Paul,  giving solid 
exegesis  based entirely on what The Bible precisely states  to bring  sane  minded individuals  outside  Christianity into 
The Fold of JCg so that they too might personally  glorify/honour/dignify  Yahweh within their minds by likewise 
precisely imitating JC and Paul in their  ministry/lifestyle.

This is what Yahweh Desires from us as individuals!
So presently perhaps it would be much better for Christians to change their methodology and start to think along my lines 
– else perhaps Yahweh might then  hold them to their  ‘faith/belief’  and  The Result  might not go too kindly for them!   

I only say this to cause serious personal reflection.
But I know Yahweh  is  righteous and these  worldly Christians  are  presently spiritually blind  (for no fault of their own,  
[Rom.16v17-18]  but the responsibility is upon their leaders [Luke.12v46-48])  – so He will give them The 2nd Opportunity 
of the 2nd part of their physical life to reform this self-indulgent  “love”  that they have in their own  “group think”!   
But always with the reminder of the inhabitants of Chorazin  (Matt.11v21,  Luke.10v31)  to be our warning.  To this end,  I 
include a copy of my local commentary that precisely explains what JC was telling us by illustration using the comparison 
example of Chorazin with the inhabitants of Sodom  –  being realised in The Millennium – as I correctly explain – else 
again it means nothing if they are resurrected and judgement is made  ‘based upon works’ – because the inhabitants of  
Sodom could have been worse than those persons of Chorazin!   So there  is  a  spiritual  reason for the difference!

I reproduce The Original Greek and my commentary here for scrutiny:-
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Parable –Rejecting The Truth now during the 1st part of our physical life means rejection of The SAME Truth is more likely  
during The Millennium – but not so for those humans  initially without  it in the 1st part of their physical life!

73rd Prophecy – People rejecting  The Knowledge/Truth  when having  close  access to it  (Jews then – Worldly Christian 
Leaders now)  will be more likely to reject it again upon their resurrection in The Millennium than those people who never  
had The  Knowledge/Truth  in the 1st instance during the 1st part of their physical life!
Fulfilled Prophecy – repeat of fulfilment earlier – application of the nearness of The Lord’s Acceptable Year.
89th Allegory – All people without this knowledge will jump to it in The Millennium – but those people who already know 
about it during the 1st part of their life could equally reject it again and thus become annihilated at The 2nd Death.
Matt.  11v20 og Then (JC)  began  (to)  revile/taunt/reproach  the cities in which had occurred the most 
Matt.  11v20 og miracles/{acts of power/HS}/{wondrous signs}  of his, 
Matt.  11v20 og because not they had repented (= changed their lifestyle based upon what they witnessed).
Matt.  11v21 og “Woe/alas  to you Chorazin;  Woe/alas  to you Bethsaida!  
Matt.  11v21 og Because if in  Tyre also Sodom  occurred  {acts of power/HS}/{wondrous signs}/miracles 
Matt.  11v21 og the (ones = miracles)  occurring/happening  in you  (Chorazin), 
Matt.  11v21 og (then)  long ago  wish/desire  in sackcloth  also ashes they  (would)  had repented (= changed their lifestyle).”
Matt.  11v22 og However I exclaim/state to you: 
Matt.  11v22 og “For Tyre also for Sodom more tolerable it will be in (The) Day of  Judgement/Crisis  than for you.
Matt.  11v22 The Day (= 1000 years [2Pet.3v8])  of  Judgement/Crisis (from the Greek word “Krisis”) is The Millennium.
The Millennium will be a Day of Krisis because the resurrected humans have their last opportunity in which to accurately imbue The Word of God (to be-
come Christ-like) else they shall face  their/The 2nd Death of annihilation (= complete death) which The Bible tells us is “lost/perish/destruction”.
There is not that nonsense of a “soul” wandering around ‘in the ether’ – The 2nd Death is utter and absolute annihilation for that individual.
So how is this period of time (of some 1000 years) going to be more tolerable for those persons of Tyre and Sodom than those persons of Chorazin?
I cover this in very many places in my commentaries to The New Testament but quite simply put the reasoning goes along these lines.
Tyre and Sodom were towns that existed before JC’s 1st Advent – the inhabitants knew nothing about The Word of God – JC was not walking about in 
their midst performing great miracles and explaining The Scriptures to them.  They just operated according to what they knew and how their self-edu-
cated conscience guided them in their decision making about their deportment in life. These individuals had no opportunity to edify themselves upon The 
Word of God and change their personality to become Christ-like.
Let us now move forward a millennia or so to JC’s 1st Advent – where JC was giving his ministry to those of Israel and to those persons of Chorazin.
Chorazin was a small town outside Capernaum where JC operated and demonstrated many miracles.  But the inhabitants had no real interest in JC – 
they knew he was there, they knew what he did and what he was like – even perhaps came around to his public talks and perhaps even thought they were 
part of his grouping (being the crowds that thronged him).  But the point JC makes is that they did not become disciples and progress to become 
TCs/apostles to actively teach The Word of God.  They still behaved as worldly people – not imbuing what JC meant in their lives.  Therefore JC was not 
important enough in their life to make that complete change by renouncing worldly methodology and imbuing Yahweh’s Methodology to become Christ-
like.
Let us move forward two millennia into The Millennium where, within The Resurrected World, there will be these groupings of people from Tyre/Sodom 
and those persons from Chorazin. – How will The Environment be different to the persons of these two groupings?   
Where within this environment there will be JCg again teaching The Word of God underwritten by no physical ailments within humans around about.
And all that is required is to reform our mind to become Christ-like.

The persons of Tyre/Sodom will jump to this new found knowledge freeing them from their former selves leading to the problems they had in 
the 1st part fo their physical existence living according to their faulty consciences.

But what about the persons of Chorazin?
Nothing has changed for the persons in Chorazin!   They still have JCg in their midst teaching The Word of God to bring about personal re-
form – and if they did not yield in the 1st part of their physical life – then why should they change in the 2nd part of their physical life?
And therefore the people of Chorazin could be more likely to find themselves subject to The 2nd Death of annihilation!

So now the reader can understand why JC stated what he did about the inhabitants of Chorazin!
But JC did not say that in isolation.  This was written down as a warning and prophecy for us of The Gospel Age.

So what does that mean for us of The Gospel Age?
Just replace “Chorazin” with “The Christian Nation” and “Tyre/Sodom” with “Non-Christians” and read what I have stated earlier!
There is absolutely no difference!  Therefore worldly Christians beware!
And further;  charlatan Christian leaders should be doubly aware - because they shall not even reach The Millennium – see “2 part life” in glossary!

Matt.  11v23 og Also you Capernaum the (one = city)  to/until  (all time)  of the  heaven/sky  have been exulted 
Matt.  11v23 og (= above all cities because JC’s operations base was here)  to/until  (all time)  Hades/{hole in the ground}/grave 
Matt.  11v23 og (= covered up never to be seen or spoken of again)  you will be  cast/thrust down,  
Matt.  11v23 og because if in Sodom had occurred the  {acts of power/HS}/{wondrous signs}/miracles  
Matt.  11v23 og the (ones = miracles)  occurring/happening  in you  (the) (= Sodom)  would remain of the today.”
Matt.  11v24 og However I exclaim/state to you: 
Matt.  11v24 og “Because (the) land of Sodom more tolerable it will be in (The) Day of  Judgement/Crisis  than for you”
Matt.  11v23-24 JC is repeating for emphasis pretty much what he was saying for v20-22 and explained as such in my commentary for that section.  
Capernaum of some 1500 people was exulted above all towns  (except Jerusalem – which has special connotations – explained elsewhere)  because this 
was the centre of operations for JC during his ministry,  but because its whole populace did not become disciples and then apostles,  JC predicted the 
town would become as though covered over and ruined – which is precisely what has occurred – the place became the site of archaeological digs in the 
19th century.
But the point JC makes is that if Sodom had JC teaching in its day then it would still be standing today!

Now continuing to answer your correspondence:-

with Satan vanquished for a 1000 years. 
Absolutely correct – we are told this at Rev.20v3, 7.
And we know  righteously  why – as I have precisely explained above and on my website:  “FutureLife.Org”.

At the end of the 1000 Satan will be released to test these people who have not lived in a sinful world to see whether they 
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choose Christ or Satan 
Again confusion,  based upon incorrect input data!
Note:  They are  not  choosing  “Christ”  (= The Office of Appointment of  “Anointed”  by Yahweh)  but rather  “The 
Word of God” (= JC – Rev.19v13  =  accurately imbued  “to believe in JC” = to imitate JC in our lifestyle).
After that important clarification then I need to tackle this statement in two parts:-

How  (1) “FutureLife” righteously explains this,  and  (2) worldly Christian leaders  unrighteously  teach us.
(1)  As I have carefully explained earlier,  all humans will ultimately be resurrected into The Millennium  (1John.2v2 – no 
caveats or differentiators where given – hence  all  people  “saved”  from the 1st Death)  to have the opportunity to purify 
their mind in a righteous manner before The Righteous God – Yahweh in The Environment endorsed by Him through JCg 
and the 144000 TCs.
Exactly as I explained much earlier in this piece,  children who died early during Satan's system,  and likewise people who 
were mentally  unable  to make conscious decisions upon their deportment within life shall be given the 2nd part of their 
physical life  in a perfected body  within which the  spirit/personality/desires/traits  can now operate to maturity 
uninhibited by physical incapacity as they were to experience in the 1st part of their physical life.
These individuals would have the records upon which to scan  (Luke.12v3)  to see both the good and bad records of what 
occurred under Satan's world – records of The Wars and pain suffered – together with so many people stating:  “That was 
me there in that record – it was terrible!”  -  “You do not want to go there”  –  (to self-indulge to your neighbour's hurt)!
And Yes” -  You are correct,  these persons in the 2nd part of their physical life do need to be  tested/assayed – but they are 
not  the persons who you state!   Because the persons you state:  “Do not exist! –  Because they shall never exist” – it is a 
myth based upon a   Copyist Addition   –  and further,  it is  not  supported  anywhere  else in The Bible!
(2) Worldly Christian leaders seemed to have ignored those persons about whom I sincerely care – and likewise Yahweh 
remembers them – the children and the impotent humans incapable to make conscious decisions to right and wrong if they 
were left only to a resurrection of presumed  immediate  judgement to life or death!   Which is strange concept – because 
The Judgement would have been made when The Person was originally alive and Yahweh would have only resurrected the 
successful persons to bring them to life!   Why resurrect them to  “Judgement”  unless there  is  a possibility for 
improvement  (when introduced to The Word of God in The Millennium – noting Eze.33v11, 2Pet.3v9) – and we are back 
to what I propose:  “The Resurrection of The World to Judgement/Krisis”  (at the end of The Millennium  after  they have 
had a period of time of 1000 years to improve themselves on The Word of God given by demonstrably  good  leaders in a 
perfect environment)  to life or death!   All utterly  logical/Righteous  from The Righteous Yahweh!

and we read that some  (persons)  will choose Satan and follow him
As I very carefully explain in my commentaries to Rev.20v12-15,  it must be clearly understood that it is the persons in the 
2nd part of their physical life who are refusing to accept Yahweh's Methodology  (“Edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  
which is to be practised throughout The World)  within their life.  They are refusing to purify the 2nd part of their spiritual 
life upon The Word of God  (which should be appropriate to the  perfected  DNA fleshly body freely given to them earlier 
by Yahweh in The 2nd Resurrection)  – preferring still,  the 1st part of their spiritual life having been built on Satan's 
methodology  “to self-indulge to our neighbour's hurt”.
And that is why Satan is released – thereby implying that JCg and the 144000 TCs have  stepped back  to allow The World 
to  freely separate  into two parts as driven by its members'  own  spirit/personality/desire/traits!
The question becomes answered after this training period for all the members of mankind at an individual level 
(Matt.13v30):-
Are the individuals'  spirit/personality/desires/traits  aligned with  (1) the HS  (being its composite definition that I give 
elsewhere)  or  (2) Satan's spirit  (personality/desires/traits = worldly methodology).
Thus with JCg and the 144000 TCs having  'stepped back'  (inasmuch not acting like The Policemen of society as I 
described earlier)  allows the two groups to  freely   choose    where they take themselves over the next 3.5 years.  I very 
carefully explain elsewhere  why  this must righteously occur,  because it precisely mirrors JC's ministry/lifestyle 
(demonstrably perfect)  under Satan's reign – likewise at the end of The Millennium humans are to imitate JC under 
Satan's final short reign  (demonstrably perfect)  -  thereby truly enabling them  to be   precisely   balanced    by JC’s actions 
into The Eternity!
Therefore the persons who go through into Yahweh's granary into The Eternity shall be proven righteous having perfected 
their mind upon The Word of God  (just as did The Early Adopters  [144000 TCs]  who showed them the way in The 
Millennium,  because as we are told:  “They Ruled”  and thus as  “The Instructors”  they taught righteousness to The 
Resurrected World).

Can the reader understand The Righteousness as taught by  “FutureLife.Org”  in contrast to the unrighteous and 
unsubstantiated myths as taught by our  worldly Christian leaders  (choosing  not  to understand – else by now 
they  [and peers]  would have already realised what is taught here,  centuries earlier)?

to try and destroy the holy city 
This becomes a rebellion by those persons who have been frustrated over perhaps the last 1000 years,  thwarted by the 
very rulers who have finally stepped back from imposing Yahweh's Methodology upon mankind.  These rebellious persons 
vent their frustration upon those leaders who appear to be offering no resistance to stop their rebellion.
This is of what The Bible speaks regarding The Holy City being surrounded.   Being Yahweh's Authority acting through 
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His Representatives of JCg and the 144000 TCs  (plus The Prophets and The Ancient Worthies, etc)  under attack by 
millions upon millions of  “despots”  (because obviously  “they”  will  not  succeed)  but they do not care – because they 
are driven by pent-up rage being internally constrained within an  unrepentant/unrefined  spirit/personality/desires/traits  
confined by Yahweh's Methodology through JCg and the `144000 TCs imposing righteousness  (Rev.2v27, 12v5, 19v15)  
upon The Resurrected World for some 1000 years.
Obviously those persons during the 1000 years  having purified themselves  upon The Word of God to truly  “believe in 
JC”  will stand back and keep themselves clean – so forming  (as The Bible infers)  a world population split in about the 
ratio of about  2/3 for JCg  (their minds operating upon The Word of God),  and 1/3 against “The Holy City”  (self-
indulging themselves to their neighbour’s hurt).
Thus we realise that these rebellious individuals are demonstrably returning back to worldly methodology as originally 
sourced by Satan – Gen.3v1-5 desiring to usurp Yahweh’s Right to Rule our minds  (= “to edify our neighbour to our own 
hurt”  [to lead to a perfected society])  with Satan’s  methodology  (“to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt”  [bring in pain 
and suffering to society – as we have witnessed for 6000 years])  which is what he did to us and brought  “Death”  upon us 
by countering what Yahweh stated at Gen.2v17.

but they shall be consumed by fire.  
Not quite certain what you mean here!
“Yes”  -  They will become annihilated  (ie placed in the Lake of Fire as I explained earlier).
But  “No”  - If I suspect you are thinking along the lines of  “eternal torture in the flames of Hell”

After this,  is the resurrection of the dead,
“No!”  -  because this started occurring 1000 years  earlier  and  may  be in 100 year stages.
This is an erroneous conclusion based upon a demonstrable and universally accepted by scholars to be a Copyist Addition 
– created by persons centuries earlier operating according to the  one/same  errant  'assumption'  where they and much of 
Christendom blindly  assume  a time domain of  “immediately”  rather than a  “time domain ” as we  are told  in 
numerous places to be 1000 years as The Day of The Lord to be  covered  during The Great Sabbath Day while humans 
are learning how to become mentally righteous!

(those who have lived and died since Adam)  and when the judgement of everyone has taken place 
“Yes!”  -  A correct statement,  but absolutely  not  in the unrighteous manner you have suggested it might be.
Being  “Yes”  in the absolutely righteous manner as untangled on  “FutureLife.Org”.

the new heavens and new earth will come  into being.
Firstly at Rev.21v1,  The Bible tells us here:  singular  “heaven”  and  not  plural heavens  and thus we are speaking only 
of The Heaven  local   to the Earth    – hence  The New Heaven pertinent to The Earth  –  and  not  The New Universe  
(being that indicated by plural heavens  [being all zones above the earth]).
And again “No!”  -  You are a 1000 years too late!
Surely The New “Heaven”  (which  always  in prophecy means  “Authority”)  means The New Authority coming into 
existence under JCg and the 144000 TCs bringing over The World - “Yahweh's Methodology” – which is  precisely why 
Satan was locked-up  at the   beginning   of the 1000 years  !
Yahweh's Methodology  (= “to edify our neighbour to our own hurt”)  replaced  Satan's methodology  (= “to self-indulge 
to our neighbour's hurt”)  at  The   Beginning   of The Millennium  .
And the reason why this was done – is so that humans are being  spiritually covered  by JCg  (over The Great Sabbath 
Day)  while they learn righteousness  –  because they were resurrected in perfected DNA bodies that can last for an eternity 
– but their  spirit/personality/desires/traits  is still sinful  having been captured by Yahweh  at their death  (and are thus still 
in an unreformed state)  and placed in a perfected body  to learn righteousness  under JCg's covering while in their 
perfected bodies – but having an impure mind  requiring reform.

Surely to any sensible reasoning person – this sounds a righteous future scenario?
And it is all supported by precisely what The Original Greek tells us!
This gives every person an opportunity to reform and make a personal decision themselves about their future!

Thus again you have made some serious errors in what you misunderstand.  But it is not your fault  –  but our worldly 
Christian leaders having The Knowledge but  not  caring to understand it in  the same manner  as that which operated 
within The Mind of Yahweh.   But it does become our personal responsibility if we freely choose to ignore The Word of 
God when it is presented,  and very carefully explained to us from a reliable source!
A note:  Just because chapter 21 follows chapter 20 does not automatically mean these are time sequential.  Revelations 
comprises of many overlapping time periods explaining what is occurring on the planet from many different vantage 
points so that we might understand the whole composite picture of what is occurring.  Very much as we might take front, 
side, rear, top and bottom elevation photos of an object to fully understand its intricacies.
It is absolutely not one sequential chronological time period.   Please see my time line drawing on “FutureLife.Org” that 
precisely shows how these time lines throughout Revelations overlap one another.

So people live once, 
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“Yes!”  -  a single life – but split into  two  parts – punctuated by  “asleep”  being what is now to be termed The 1st Death – 
only  made possible by JC's Ransom Sacrifice to become The Enabler for Yahweh to righteously  awaken/rouse/resuscitate 
us into the 2nd part of our physical life.
Let me ask the reader a question:-

Does it really make any sense for Yahweh to go to the effort to resurrect perhaps about 12 billion people to then 
promptly kill perhaps half of them again – or worse,  to torture them for an eternity! 

This reasoning is an absolute slur on The Righteous Yahweh!
Let us carefully think about this.
If 6 billion people are being resurrected into the 2nd part of their life - to a decision  already made  upon them  (when they 
cannot make any effect upon The Decision made) – then we really must ask why!   
Why would Yahweh resurrected people into the 2nd part of their life to tell them that He  (through JCg – presumably The 
Loving One – as we are taught in the last 50 years)  is going to kill them again … !!!   This is utter lunacy!
And if the reason for The Resurrection is merely to persecute them for supposed wrongs in the previous 1st part of their 
physical life then I just find this absolutely sadistic and macabre – being a worldly methodology sourced by Satan!

People who think like this must have an odd (= utterly worldly)  view of Yahweh! 
Yes, sadly – a worldly view thinking along the lines as we might,   based upon worldly methodology showing clearly if we 
think like that, then we cannot  have the  one/same  “pure/{separate from this world of sin}  spirit/personality/desires/traits 
as that which operates within Yahweh to make His Desire manifest within The Environment”  (= the “HS”).  
Where Yahweh puts into place every opportunity for humans to personally reform themselves to precisely imitate JC.
And yet the very same breath  (while thinking these unrighteous things about Yahweh and their fellow man)  these people 
then say:   “They love one another”  and  “They love God”!    And that He is a  “Loving God”!

All I can say to that they are  not  worshipping  The  One/Same  God  that I worship!
I am utterly incredulous at what might be going through their mind – a schizophrenic mind  (noting James.1v6-8)!

 and are then judged at the end of the 1000 years 
“Yes!”  -  all  perfected DNA fleshly bodied humans will be assayed at the end of The Millennium,  based upon how 
satisfactorily we have personally purified our mind upon The Word of God  accurately  taught by the former 144000 TCs.
Because when we have experienced:-

1. The Horror of Worldly Methodology working under Satan's Rule for 6000 years  (= 6 day working week).
2. The Wonderful Paradise of JCg and the 144000 TCs of The New World Order under a New Heaven  (being The 

Authority of Yahweh's Methodology ruling The World) for 1000 years to complete The Week of 7 millennial days
Then:-
All  humans can make an  educated  decision when Satan is released to either  (1) follow Yahweh or  (2) Satan – thereby 
having established  “Yahweh's Right to Rule”  our minds within all the persons  freely  choosing to  reject  Satan.
Thereby fully closing The Circle in the most Righteous and Virtuous manner Satan's claim made some 7000 years earlier 
(Gen.3v5):-

“You will be like God – knowing both good and evil” – and the successful persons choose “Good”.
Being able to throw his comment right back into his face  (hence  then  Satan's removal at Rev.20v10)!
And thereby living an eternity imitating JC's lifestyle.

Does this whole scenario  not  sound  Righteous  for The Culmination?
Quite frankly this question need not be asked – because it is obviously righteous as sourced by The Righteous God!

– there is no  “2nd part to our lives”  
Actually there is:-
Even you state there is,  when you state humans are resurrected  (= awakened/roused/resuscitated = John.11v11-15)  at the 
end of The Millennium to Judgement for death or life!   This must be the 2nd part!
In stating that;  I should not confuse The Reader,  I only subscribe to  The  Awakening/Rousing/Resuscitation  of all 
humans at  mutually exclusive  occasions  either  (1) The 1st Resurrection (3.5 years before The Millennium starts),   or  (2) 
at the 2nd Resurrection during the beginning  (that might be  staged/staggered  throughout)  of The Millennium – as 
determined by Yahweh alone!

- that is a fiction  (a teaching from those charlatan Christians!).
Something is  “fictitious” – if it cannot be substantiated – by test,  or by reasoned argument  (based upon testable things – 
as witness the fulfilled prophecies showing Yahweh to be righteous).
Any  independent  3rd party reading through this document can make a decision upon what  has  been substantiated and 
what has not been substantiated.

A “charlatan” is:  “A person  falsely  claiming to have a special knowledge or skill”  –  thus a fraud!
So we might ask:-

What have I demonstrated?
What does Yahweh demonstrate in His Word of God?
Have not the  one/same  qualities been expressed?
So  why  is my teaching fraudulent?
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I freely publicise to The World – so that what I teach might be  so very carefully examined  –  absolutely scrutinised by the 
very best  of worldly scholars and theologians.  But I have no fear – because I can substantiate what I teach.
And contrary to what has been so carefully and righteously explained;  we are able to see what has been so sadly repeated 
without the HS,  but merely by worldly  thought/consideration  has been sourced by  worldly Christian leaders and cannot 
be substantiated by Bible citation,  and what is quoted,  is out of context,  where any exegesis given,  is utterly flawed,  the 
reasoning given has no righteousness,  and thus none of this can be sourced by The Righteous Yahweh,  thereby so doing,  
these leaders bring Yahweh's  Name/Character/Authority  into  ignominy/dishonour  within  sane/reasoning  minds.
Where it is only The Same Minds within those persons  elected/selected  by Yahweh to become His future sons of God, 
because we do not want to be ruled by persons incapable to rule to our own edification!
So I exhaustively repeat yet again:-
Throughout The Bible we  are  taught there is a 2nd part of our life comprising of two levels made possible by JC's (1) 
ministry and his  (2) ransom sacrifice.  This has been meticulous constructed by prophecy and allegory because Yahweh 
and JC  are  Righteous Individuals Who are working together to ensure that every human has the best possible opportunity 
not to become subject to The 2nd Death of annihilation.  We cannot say with justification:  “We have not been told”!
Quite simply we have  not  hearkened  (= listen and then precisely do)!
         (1)  Where JC’s ministry was to get us into the 2nd part of our spiritual life – to purify the 2nd part of our spiritual life.
         (2)  Where JC’s Ransom Sacrifice was to get us into the 2nd part of our physical life to enable (1) to occur in Paradise. 
In this manner:-

Yahweh is demonstrably shown to be absolutely righteous.
JCg is demonstrably shown to be absolutely righteous.
The two flocks of JC  (pre/post his 1st Advent)  are demonstrably shown to be absolutely righteous.

To bring about The Salvation of Mankind in The Millennium.
Where does the unrighteous and unsubstantiated exegesis of Christendom take us – as repeated by yourself?

Absolutely nowhere – but back to Satan's methodology in its  unrighteousness  –  because it absolutely does not operate 
according to Yahweh's Methodology!  -  Given to us by JC as The Word of God to yield  “agapao”  operating  within us!

It worries me that you are putting this teaching out to an unsuspecting public.  
I ask:

Would Yahweh be worried?
And  “Yes”  you are correct about  “the unsuspecting public”.
Sadly for the last 1800+ years the general public has been subjected to a barrage of utterly  unrighteous  teaching of  
worldly Christianity in all its so  many guises  –  and quite rightly,  the public becoming educated to the shenanigans and 
unrighteousness in its teaching,  then in their common sense – with a  sane/reasoning  mind,  they are now rejecting  
worldly Christianity in great swaths  (unwittingly following the instruction given at Rev.18v4)!

Christians are even turning to Islam and other religions – because of the unrighteous nonsense taught!
At The Close of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v14)  The Word of God  will  be accurately and correctly beamed out by 
“FutureLife.Org”  as the very bright luminary into The World – to bring true  Glory/Honour/Dignity  to Yahweh.

You are putting out “old wine” erroneous at that
This is a very strange thing to state:
“The Millennium” concept only came forcibly into existence perhaps about 150 years ago – some 1700+  years after it was 
written down in the scriptures.  

Even then,  faulty concepts abound – as witness by what is presently taught by certain schisms!
Thus I would state that what I am teaching is quite revolutionary –  not known by anyone  I know on the planet which is 
precisely why I am exhaustively publicising it to The World – so That The World might clearly understand that there is a 
wonderful future when this present worldly system slides into utter chaos – as prophesied by JC in several places!

I have  never    heard this knowledge taught by any person    in the same manner as I so very carefully explain.
Thus what I am giving  is  “The New Wine” – and,  based upon what you are presently saying,  you are rejecting this  New 
Wine that I present,  and you are preferring the old wine  (Luke.5v37-39)  as given by  worldly Christian doctrine of the 
last some 1800+ years  -  just as you have written to me based upon the demonstrable Copyist Addition!

And yet,  you then go on to state,  what I write as being erroneous!
But would a 3rd party assessor come to the same conclusion when  carefully analysing  what has be scribed by us 
independently?

That is why I am  genuinely  truly thankful that you have spent your time in writing in the manner that you have.
You have sufficiently cared for your subject matter to respond to my writings demonstrating a love for your subject – 
representing Christians all around The World.  But sadly,  while The Goal of genuine appreciation of Yahweh is there 
within the congregational members – they are being barred from fulfilling Yahweh's Desire by their  worldly Christian 
leaders  'getting in the way'  (Matt.23v13)  with absolutely faulty exegesis having as many holes as does a colander!
It is  The Prime Requirement  of  “FutureLife.Org”  to bring  “The Disclosing Truth”  of  “The Lord's Acceptable Year”  
being how it  precisely  operates throughout The Millennia to  righteously  bring about:  “The Salvation of Mankind”.
This is only  “1st Century Christianity”  as taught by JC and The Apostles – before it morphed into what we have today!
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 – which you must have gained by people who had not the correct revelation themselves.
I listen and read what any person might state.
I then go and read The Bible to compare what has been stated to investigate the following:-

1. Marries precisely word for word as what is contained in The Bible  (The Original Word and  not  translations).
2. What is given has the  one/same  spirit/personality/desires/traits  as that which would operate within Yahweh.
3. Thereby is righteous for every person who has existed on this planet throughout the some 6000 years.

Paul commended persons who did this  (Acts.17v11).
Thus I take The Best,  and reject anything other than The Best – and driven to be  constantly iterating  to  “The 
Disclosing Truth”  as sourced by Yahweh through JC and The Apostles.  I am searching so that I might find.

I have revealed many  completely   new   ideas and concepts    (that have certainly  never  come from  any human  I know)  
which I have publicised throughout my commentaries as aids for people to understand the initial complexities of The Bible 
– because it is written at more than one level – but up to four levels in places  - as I so very carefully explain.
Just from memory  (1) “ho theos”,  (2) singular and plural heavens,  (3) begotten son  (4) what mountains/sea really mean  
(5) HS being its correct composite definition  (6) the subtle but important difference between “agapao” and “agape”  (7) 
explaining “3 Epochs of Israel” and what “Israel” really means in relation to Isa,10v20-22, 1Cor.12v1-3, John.10v3, 16  – 
(8) marriage at Cana (John.2v1-12)  (9) explained what “The Mystery of God” really means   (10) “heavenly Treasure” as 
being The Synapse construction mapping [Matt.6v19-20] safely stored for our resurrection,  (11) waved Barley [JC]  and 
Wheat [144000 TCs] as the separate first-fruits  [Lev.23v5-15]  and  (12) the specific reason why “parousia” is used for 
both “presence” and “coming” presently unknown to The World  -  are at least  twelve  examples of previously unknown 
Truths,  where I give  original  understanding having received this from  no  human (Gal.1v12),  that unlocks The 
Scriptures and removes  all  the contradictions that presently rip through present  unrighteous  Christendom doctrine – 
having as many holes in its exegesis as a fishing net!   Your accusation just does not hold up to scrutiny!
Quite simply:  The Basics are so very easy to understand,  but twisted reasoning of the last some 1800+ years has  
'screwed-up'  the simplicity,  and thus I am forced to write copiously to untangle the unrighteous exegesis created by 
leaders of “Religion”  for the world's consumption and their worldly return.  All as we read in this dissertation!
Also I have an intense desire to show The Reader how Yahweh's righteous plan meticulously unfolds through the millennia 
of mankind to show how Yahweh is in utter control of proceedings for The Goal to be achieved while allowing mankind to 
fully expose their inner intentions either negatively (Rom.1v16-31)  or positively (Heb.11v1+).
I therefore show to the reader how all the allegories and prophecies are so wonderfully linked together thereby 
demonstrating  true  Honour/Glory/Dignity  to Yahweh in control of this,  within the recipient's  sane/reasoning  mind.
Perhaps I might boldly ask the reader,  please:-

Compare what you read  (simply give here)  with what our worldly Christian leader might teach us  (for a return)?
Have you learnt more from this one document of a few hours reading than what they might have taught you over 
many, many years?

And knowing that to be true – then how could I have copied this knowledge off spiritually blind people (Matt.15v14),  – 
especially if I have carefully explained everything in The Most Righteous Manner using copious citations – to refute  
worldly Christian doctrine demonstrably built upon sand  (Matt.7v27-28)!

“It is given for a man once to die and then the judgement” (Heb.9v27),  
“Yes!”  -  The 1st Death – because if The 2nd Death is mentioned  (Rev.2v11, 20v6)  then there must be The 1st Death!
JC spoke about The 1st Death as being  “asleep”  (John.11v11-15, Matt.9v24, Mark.5v39, Luke.8v52)  showing us by 
illustration that The 1st Death is recoverable only because of what JC was about to do for us – to offer himself as The 
Ransom Sacrifice therefore  overcoming  Worldly Methodology  ([to self-indulge to our neighbour’s hurt]  as practised by 
leaders of “Religion”)  with Yahweh's Methodology  ([to edify our neighbour to our own hurt] as practised by JC).  

And it is precisely of this fact that Paul is teaching us.
But he specifically makes the point,  counter  to where the inductive reasoning of worldly Christian leaders will take us,  
being that JC  only  died  The Once  (Heb.6v4-6, 10v26-28,  and later,  Peter tells us at 2Pet.2v18-22).  Thus we are  only  
atoned for the 1st part of our physical life  (The Once)  and  only     covered   over The Millennium    during our learning 
process  (being  “The Great Sabbath Day”  that JC covered before being resurrected by Yahweh on the following day – as 
The Waved First-fruit Barley – ready for the First-fruit Wheat to start following 50 days later [Lev.23v5-15] being the 
144000 TCs  [= Tthe Early Adopters]  out of the some 2000 year Gospel Age).
That is precisely why the perfecting process  must be complete  by The End of The Millennium – just as The Bible tells us.
But again:  Where is the  “time domain”  in your statement?   You have made yet  another assumption!   The Bible tells us 
that judgement is made over a period of time (see Rom.1v16-32 – in this example, during the 1st part of our life made upon 
Christians for worthiness to sonship – which these clearly fail) – hence The Millennium given to  all  people (1John.2v2)  
being saved from The 1st Death which would have been annihilation – had it not been for JC's ransom Sacrifice.

The 2nd Death comes after a person has been judged and is thrown into the lake of fire.
Essentially “Yes!”
Noting what the terms  “The 2nd Death”  and  “The Lake of Fire”  really mean.
Actually The 2nd Death can come sooner than you might suspect within your reasoning.
Judas Iscariot became The Head of the metaphoric 13th Tribe of Israel utterly rejected by Yahweh.
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He was the equivalent to a  charlatan  Christian leader  (John.12v6)  not giving  freely/simply  The Word of God,  being the 
head of what was to follow throughout the next some 2000 years of The Gospel Age – being of an exponential growth at 
the close of The Gospel Age  (Matt.24v23-26, Mark.13v21-23, etc).
Because the  charlatan Christian leaders have comprehensively rejected The Power of Reform that comes from Yahweh's  
Personal  Word (2Tim.3v5)  and yet they use The Word of God as a Tool to gain all manner of worldly returns  -  and thus 
Yahweh responds with  Vengeance  against these  charlatan Christian leaders by ignoring them for  The 1st Resurrection 
(for The First Fruits)  and then again for  The 2nd Resurrection  (= The Main Resurrection of The World),  –  and thus these 
individuals shall be annihilated at the end of their present existence  -  because there is  no  3rd Resurrection!

Not after he has been given a 2nd chance.
As I have shown,  The 1st Death is  “asleep”  (covered by JC for  all  persons – 1John.2v2)  upon which we are  
awakened/roused/resuscitated  not  to an instant  life/death  result,  but rather in Yahweh's Righteousness,  we are 
resurrected into the 2nd part of our physical life so that all humans might have an  equal opportunity  to truly learn how to  
“believe in JC”  =  “imitate JC”  =  “imbue/inculcate  The Word of God”  =  “to have JC as The Word of God operating as 
a  presence/parousia  within us” - thereby having a righteous  opportunity to perfect the 2nd part of our spiritual life  (to 
ultimately become Christ-like by subjecting ourselves to Yahweh's Righteous Methodology  -  which means we  “edify 
our neighbour to our own hurt”).
Thus to be entirely righteous – we shall  all  (1John.2v2)  have The 2nd opportunity to perfect our mind – except:-

1. The Ideal - being The Early Adopters  (= the 144000 TCs who make The Grade to become sons of God in the 1st 
part of their physical life)  - they need  no  2nd opportunity.

2. The Rejected - being  charlatan Christian leaders – who have intimately known JC and rejected what JC means 
within their life  (though profusely claiming to have the HS  'flowing through their veins'  to their bewitched and 
deluded devotees)!

Now I know you state that we do not have all the same start in life but a poor person behave honestly or dishonestly,  as 
can a rich person. 
That is  precisely why  Yahweh  righteously  gives  all  worldly persons  a   once   only    second opportunity to reform – 
many persons will reform when shown the error of their ways,  and yet some people will still rebel  (because they want  
“to self-indulge to their neighbour's hurt” = to return to present worldly methodology).  However Yahweh is shown to be 
utterly Righteous within all  sane/reasoning  minds whichever way all persons might ultimately take themselves when 
given and experienced The Full Facts!
Remember Yahweh does not want to annihilate any person  (2Pet.3v9),  noting Yahweh derives no pleasure from the death 
of the wicked person (Eze.33v11),   and thus He will give the individual the opportunity to reform within a perfected 
environment driven by The Word of God  accurately taught  and  not  as it is errantly taught today!
This is  true  agapao/{edifying love}  – and  not  apparent  worldly  “love”  whose protagonists are all too keen to  'write 
off'  humans who have had  'the short straw in the 1st part of their physical life'  and could only respond in the manner that 
The Environment presented to them in a more or less dictatorial manner  - to merely survive!

Does all this not sound righteous?
Is what Future Life presents – righteous;  or what worldly Christian doctrine presents - more righteous?

All our MPs are rich but most of them are corrupt and unbelievers so their wealth will not help them on judgement day.
Yes in the 1st part of their physical life they  are  corrupt and unbelievers  (irrespective of what they say to the contrary – 
their works demonstrate this) – but perhaps we should give a little thought as to  why  they might be like that!   For some 
of these leaders might only be like that because they witness the utterly delinquent nature,  useless exegesis and the 
shenanigans of our  worldly Christian leaders,  so that they have  no  respect for Yahweh!
It is  not  entirely their fault – but the fault of The Teacher if the  'pupil'  has not learnt!

So who gives  glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh in those two groupings?
And who is responsible that neither members of those both groupings give  Glory/Honour/Dignity  to Yahweh?

But we can reason that when our secular leaders are in a righteous environment then many will reform.  
- But could the same be said of the responsible  ‘other grouping’ – being our worldly Christian leaders?

The people having the greatest threat of failure in the 2nd part of their physical life would be  worldly Christian leaders 
represented by the persons of Chorazin condemned by JC  (Matt.11v21, Luke.10v13,  please see my local commentaries 
that explain precisely what JC was telling us here  -  for our explicit warning – see earlier quotations).

I believe people who have had wretched lives but lived kind lives will have their names written in the book of life.  
Why?   According to what is taught in standard worldly Christian theology  (mythology)?
I hear the standard mantra goes along these lines:-

1. You are only saved by  “believing in JC” - hence  “having The Faith”!
2. You are only saved by Faith (and not works)!

Your statement does not look good based on what we are taught by  worldly Christian leaders!
However I thoroughly explain these presented  half-truths  within my commentaries!
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I believe the saints in the first resurrection are those who received Christ while they were living on the earth.  
Barely correct!
Incidentally I do not use the word “saint” – the word has been denigrated so badly by  worldly Christian leaders! 
I prefer to use  {holy persons}/TCs.

Now speaking about the 144000 TCs:-
They did  not  passively  “receive Christ”.

The TCs received The Word of God and  positively   responded    (= hearkened)  to The Word of God to gain  Real  Faith that 
requires a  three  stage process  before  Yahweh accepted them as future sons of God.

They  accurately  imbued The Word of God to gain The Accurate Knowledge.
They  vehemently/vigorously  tested/assayed/examined  The Word of God to gain Assurance  .  
Finally they operated with Fidelity to The Knowledge that they had personally accurately assayed.

In this manner they precisely imitated JC's ministry/lifestyle  and thus gained the HS  (noting its composite definition).
And they behaved like this to become a  (spiritual)  martyr for The Cause – which might also lead to physical martyrdom.
Then  after    all this  ,  Yahweh  “accepted them”  as future sons of God.
Anything other than this  ONE  route means we remain as bastards  (Heb.12v8)  to The Adopting Father  (John.8v25-58), 
and thus we  “bastards”  (having missed The Ideal Goal)  have our last opportunity of resurrection into  “The Inheritance” 
in the 2nd part of our physical life  (within The Millennium)  to learn in a perfected environment how to become  ‘sons’  of 
JCg and the Bride (= 144000 TCs)  by learning righteous and thus become  ‘grand-children’  of Yahweh  (rather than the 
“sons” of God – Yahweh)  in this  one last opportunity  (not having made The Grade in the 1st part of our physical life).
Yahweh makes The Decision Who He desires to become  His sons  to rule alongside JCg (Matt.20v23),  and it is JCg + the 
144000 TCs who decide who shall be their children (sons + daughters)  all as The Bible tells us (Matt.19v28, 1Cor.6v1-3).
      Can the reader see how The Remnants that return to The Lord  progressively  occurs out of the 3 epochs of  “Israel”?#
And all this is done in The Most Righteous Manner – because it is ourselves who effectively made  The Decision where we 
wanted to place ourselves within Yahweh's organisation hence the copious references to  (Matt.8v12, 13v42, 22v13, etc) 
for failures – because  “the failures”  to what they wanted to be  -  had no one to blame except themselves!

And for those persons who lived before Jesus died,  such as the Hebrew patriarchs who believed in God,  such as 
Abraham, David, etc they too will sit down at the marriage supper of the Lamb.
“Yes!”   In the examples you gave because they demonstrably fulfilled Yahweh's Desire.
However you have just ignored a  much larger  grouping of people not in that category!
Being all the Jews pre JC's 1st Advent who were perhaps  'good people'  but did not precisely fulfil Yahweh's Desire  (as we 
read at Rom.5v1-4 – being good in men's eyes – but not good enough in Yahweh's eyes to make these very special 
locations at Yahweh's Table).   Have you written them off as well – to annihilation?
Remember these are human beings – just like you are reasoning thinking individuals doing the best they can in what they 
know – and you could have been one of them – but for sake of your birth being after JC's 1st Advent rather than before it!

And what about those millions upon millions of persons outside The Jewish Nation  before  the birth of JC – how 
are they possibly saved on your unrighteous exegesis?

The bible says  “shall not the the God of the whole earth deal justly?” 
Absolutely correct – located at many places but give a few here  (Ps.96v13, 98.9, Isa.61v11, Jer.4v2, Rev.19v2, etc). 
And it is precisely this message that I fervently publish to The Whole World – so that Yahweh might be recognised as such 

I say yes,  
I am utterly staggered at you being like a  ‘weather vane’  swinging around in all directions!
Because virtually everything you have stated is  the precise opposite  –  and I have had to write some 38 pages of detailed 
exegesis in an attempt to untangle your  most   unrighteous    thinking!

so He is able to sort these things out.  
He most certainly has and it started with the 1st prophecy at Gen.3v15 and proceed to give hundreds upon hundreds of 
more prophecies and allegories to follow that have,  and will be fulfilled throughout the 6 millennia and on into the 7th 
millennia (= The Millennium)  demonstrating Yahweh's Righteousness which  I so very carefully explain to The World.

He says: “Lean not on your own understanding but in all your ways acknowledge God …....”    
(This quotation of Prov.3v5-7).
Which means take absolutely  all  of The Word of God as contained in The Bible and  thoroughly understand it, -  so that 
the most wonderful supportive exegesis can be realised like a  ‘diamond’  tetrahedral structure of carbon atoms  – 
then  we have The Word of God operating within our mind.  And provided we have reformed our mind to become 
precisely Christ-like,  to be utterly humble in everything we do while we  “edify our neighbour to our own hurt”  –  then 
we are  not  leaning on our own understanding,  but Yahweh is working through us to yield His Most Righteous Plan for 
Human Salvation to The World.  In this manner we are then operating with Yahweh’s HS  (noting its composite definition).
Sadly we witness many people  not  imbuing The Word of God,  but only little bits of it - make errors in their reasoning as 
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they become entangled in disjointed exegesis that makes Yahweh look  unrighteous – only because they are filling-in the 
gaps  (= the rejected parts of The Word of God)  so that they might lean upon their own understanding  (preferring self-
indulgence)  – because they choose to have so little of Yahweh's Word of God within them upon which to work!

I think you try to sort out too much yourself instead of leaving the things we cannot answer to Him.
Sounds you are close to stating it is acceptable to have  “mysteries” and thus do not bother to search!
I do hope not,  – else you are not interested  “to be given to understand” (Matt.13v11-13)!
I am merely fulfilling what is instructed of us – to go out and search for The Word of God – I am knocking and Yahweh is 
opening the door (Matt.7v7) – or the other way around;  JC is knocking and I open the door to sup with him (Rev.3v20).
Where  “to sup”  means I am deeply thinking about how The Word of God righteously operates to yield Yahweh's Plan for 
Human Salvation.  I then publish this to The World so that  sane/reasoning  minded  recipients might also start to imitate 
JC's ministry/lifestyle.   This brings true  honour/glory/dignity  to Yahweh within the minds of people presently searching 
for  “The Disclosing Truth”  in The World!

Is this a bad thing to do?
How would Yahweh view my activities?

I find reading some of your material pointless.  I know what I believe,  and your writing only confirms some of the things I 
believe or else is information which I have to reject as not being in keeping with my understanding of the bible so I do not 
gain anything from reading your works either one way or the other.
We are instructed in The Bible to  constantly search – never  to give up – be persistent (Luke.15v8-9)  and then tell people!

Are you showing these qualities?
Perhaps you  ‘know it all’ – and can stop,  because you now feel secure in  'The Truth'  (as you understand it).  
But that sounds an unwise course of action to me!
Perhaps this what your  worldly Christian leaders teach you in their sermons on  “love”?

However for me – I keep searching and scrutinising everything within my mind,  roll everything that I know,  around and 
around – until The Resultant within my mind seems righteous for every human who has existed – then I know that I am 
thinking like Yahweh upon His Word of God so kindly given to us by JC!

I really think you would take your website off the internet and go to a good church and get some good teaching!
Finally after everything you have read here  - what do you think of your comment now:-

“It would be better for you to remove your website off the internet.”
Perhaps I could draw your thoughts to what JC said to Peter  (Matt.16v33)  when JC was merely going to Jerusalem to 
fulfil Yahweh's Desire.
I likewise,  am merely trying to fulfil Yahweh's Desire to bring The Real Gospel to The World  (Matt.24v14)  that brings 
real  Glory/Honour/Dignity  to Yahweh within The Recipient's  sane/reasoning  mind  (Titus.2v2-8)  so that they might 
become the next generation of TCs enabling Yahweh to achieve His future 144000 TCs – thereby enabling  The 
Resurrected World to be spiritually purified in The Millennium under The Righteousness displayed by Yahweh's True 
representatives.

Is this really a crime in Yahweh's Judgement?
Do I speak evil,  when in summary,  I give The Real Gospel  never  taught today about the 2nd part of our physical life in 
the paradise of The Millennium where we can learn in a wonderful Environment The Word of God within a perfected DNA 
fleshly body – without the pain and suffering we have today  -  because all people  will have their minds steered to fulfil 
Yahweh's Desire?

This is merely what JC taught – and the leaders of “Religion” killed JC because of it  (John.11v47-53).
This is what The Apostles taught – and the Jews of The Old Wine commanded them to stop teaching (Acts.4v18).
This is what  “FutureLife.Org”  teaches – and yet you ask me to stop!

Surely within this world we should be able to present  'a postulation'  and it shall stand or fall on  the strength of argument 
– being how it righteously fits The Facts within The Environment!   I righteously give my  'strength of argument'  based 
entirely upon The Word of God  accurately  given – as my writings show.  Everything is logically presented and based 
upon what we have witnessed throughout history – I have invented nothing!   Surely The Best Hypothesis stands!

And yet I am being instructed to stop teaching The World merely because you do not like what I present!
It is The New Wine – because by definition it is  never  taught to The World – The World does  not  know of it!
Virtually everything in this 39 page writing  is  new  to you - and yet you call it:  The Old Wine?

Does what you state not seem weird – in the midst of what Yahweh would Desire?
Is what I am saying and doing,  or what you think and say  - real  “agapao”  for society as a whole?
And the only difference is The Source of our reasoning – has it come from leaders of “Religion” or from The 
Word of God as given by The Original Greek thoroughly reasoned over many years to yield righteousness!

I assume a  'good'  church means:  
An establishment that operates according to a methodology operating within your mind!

But as I have shown with your exegesis,  and I have witnessed within  “Christian Churches”  an  utter lack  of anything 
sensible operating within their methodologies – being utterly confused exegesis,  based upon worldly interpretations of 
fourth and fifth levels removed from The Prime Reference Standard as given in The Original Word of God,  where their 
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members absolutely do  not  imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle!   How can I go to such worldly establishments?
Where virtually all the members are operating to your methodology – let me quote it again:-
I find reading some of your material pointless.  I know what I believe,  and your writing only confirms some of the things I 
believe or else is information which I have to reject as not being in keeping with my understanding of the bible so I do not 
gain anything from reading your works either one way or the other.
And thus I reason:-

I could not go to any of the some 42000 Christian schisms  -  I would be thrown out – told to stop teaching in their 
environment – because they do not like it – just as you told me here!  

Therefore - I must operate in the  same manner  as Yahweh – to be operating  in parallel  to “Religion”  because we are 
told to get out of her (Rev.18v4).  I am after quality  and  not   quantity  .  While worldly Christian leaders are after  
“quantity”  for the   worldly return this brings to them  ,   I and Yahweh are after  “Quality”  perhaps being available in 
about 1 to some 20,000+ people,  so I must spread my net wider – over The Whole World,  thereby enabling sincere people 
like Nicodemus who are  really  searching for  “The Disclosing Truth”  can come  privately  to me through The Internet 
and soak-up  (like a sponge)  The Accurately Explained Knowledge to edify their mind and bring true  
glory/honour/dignity  to Yahweh within their  sane/reasoning  mind yearning to become a future  ‘son/(daughter)  of God’,  
and personally prepared to imitate JC's ministry/lifestyle  to become so!
And this reply to you enables me to do so – because any person in The World who writes to me opens themselves up – for 
me  to get inside their mind  and untangle the problems and disconnections they have within their mind,  being the 
discontinuities within their reasoning processes made so – because our  worldly Christianity is certainly  not  the  one/same 
as the  “1  st   Century   Christianity”  as given by JC and The Original Apostles  (detested by leaders of  “Religion”)!
And in this manner the questioner becomes  “an enabler”  – speaking for so many other people who think likewise – but 
have no point of contact to answer their same concerns.  Thus you become  “The Enabler”  inviting me to straighten out 
those entanglements and inconsistencies within your mind which spring-board out into The Wider World – answering the 
concerns and entanglements within the minds of thousands upon millions of people  thinking like yourself – but presently 
do not know how to ask,  or express themselves.
I am not angry with you – but so thoroughly saddened – that Christendom has so firmly got its  'hooks into your mind'  that 
you cannot freshly reason on The New Wine that I freely give to you.  But you live on  “The Love”  of self-indulgent 
sound-bites that your leaders of “Religion”  sprinkle like rain upon you – praising you because you  belong to their group – 
and keep you just that way! 
All just as leaders of  any   Christian schism    might do,  precisely as leaders might do of  any   “Religion  ”  - because their 
minions keep the worldly goodies flowing in  (prestige/money/power/pension/leverage/control/excitement/sex/etc/etc). 

But this is  not  how it will be in The Millennium!
The Word of God will be given  freely/simply  (without strings attached)  by leaders who truly  “agapao”  us!

By  kings/priests  leaders who have demonstrably shown they have edified their neighbour to the TC’s own hurt in the 1st 
part of their physical life.

This will occur – because JC taught us that this  will occur!
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